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BABSON PARK, Mass—Here In the
<
G. A, Nasser of Egypt; egged on by
a nuclear war.
northeast corner of the U.SA we fre- the. trouble makers, in Moscow and surTo be sure, the danger is ever presquently warn that it is not wise to "re- feited with Russian armament, screament when two strong men armed to the
view the bid." But then, wef know that
ed for a Vholy vvar" to wipe out Israfet : teeth confront each other. Should we
there is always an "antidote" for every . But hjs zeal sooncooled, as did Goliath's overwhelm North Vietnam, the provocaaphorism.; So we counter with: "Con- . when; David moved resolutely forth to
tion would be heightened. Had Egypt
V
fession is good for the soul."
meet
the
danger
liquidated
Israel, the West would have
.
¦.- . ' . ;And\that is precisely
what we plan
7 As we review the events of recent been' pushed toward massive initervento do today . , . at the midway mark of
weeks we recall : bur December state- ¦ ;¦ tion. Biit apparently our State Depart1967. Hence, we turn back to our exten- ment: "Heavily aimed with Soviet wea-' ment is thinking more of a holding acsive forecast of things to come in: i»67
pons, the Arabs of the Middle East-A ;' : ' tioia-' in South- Vietnam. And Israel's
published here on Dec. 29, 1966. Also; as
squared off against Israel—present a valor saved the U.S. for the time being :
we go along, we shall adopt a[ threefold grave threat to world peace."v . - .' :
in the Middle East. Consequently the
policy aimed at (1) exulting a bit where
day of great evil has been put forwe were "on the noise," (2) admitting
ward . . . hopefully beyond the end of
our guilt, and (8) adjusting our course
this year.
with an eye to the remaining months of
. Despite our forbodings of late last
the year,;
year, we then felt that the smoldering
Turning io Business
fires evident in the Middle East would
There was much more on possible
Foreign Developments
riot erupt into World War III. At 'the"'
foreign developments in our Forecast
time
we
flatly
predicted
that
the
issue
7 Steal the Show
^ A rereading would be highly
; in Vietnam would riot be resolved in for 1967.
exciting
in view of unfolding events, But
As 1966 ended, We warned that '-the
1967. Today as we weigh more recent
greatest danger for the year ahead does developments, we are ; still convinced we devoted even more space to trends
arid probable happenings in business
not exist on the domestic front.•'•', that neither Russia nor the U.S. views
Throughout the first half of 1967 the
a head-on collision as inevitable. As a : and finance. We;foresaw* , that military
spending would be raised in 1967, softendirest developments surely have .' been
nation we are hopeful that the Soviets
in/.the mihtary ;and poUtical areas
will gradually give up their aim of ing "the impact of any easing in the
abroad. As all eyes were firmly fixed world conquest; while the Politburo is private sector of the economy." Flatly
we fdrecsat a "definite deceleration in
on the increasingly, bloody conflict in persuaded that Americans:are drifting
Vietnam, the Middle East
burst into ' steadily leftward and that we will event- business activity."
¦
;-flame7 'v
•We correctly outlined the threat to
. - .ually capitulate to Communism without
fffflirnr IIITIIininrm i
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profits arising from "increased produc- pects for common stocks than developrising inflatlotary pressures/ This
tive capacity" and "the inflation in la- ments sinec have warranted. However,
should inake the current historically
bor arid other operating costs." Most we were up the right alley in forecasthigh yields on tax-exempt bonds look
important, we predicted "an abrupt
ing "the old aristocracy of the blue
more attractive than ever. But it cerswitch iri 1967 from a policy of inven- chips based on past performance" would
tainly is no "bull argument' 'in favor"
tory accumulation to one of inventory
be "replaced by a new aristocracy of
6f buying common stocks "for mcome."
liquidation."
super-able management based upon
The practical certeirity of further
hopes of good future performance." This
On credit, we expected enough easprice advances in most consumer items
ing to "permit more orderly mone- has beenjbonre but by tlie way the ^per— red meat particularly — will water
tary conditions." On housing we formance" issues have soared while
down the purchasing power of the many
the
blue
chips wallowed.
thought it would be "midyear or after
wage increases that ¦wffl ; be;won iri
before this important part of bur econIt now looks as if we were overoptithe months ahead. Also the expected
omy can contribute much strength to mistic on the will and capacity of Conacceleration in the Gross National Pro'
over-all business." We viewed labor as gress to curb boondoggle spending. We
duct will , look pretty "thin" . . . i n
standing "at the crossroads" with suggested that Congress would become
terins of constant dollars, ex-inflation.
"more likelihood in 1967 of restrictive "more critical of the looting going on
Finally* we are still loolclng very
labor legislation than at any time since
under cover of the Administration's War
hard; at possible unfavorable develop•
Taft-Hartley was put on the books." We
on Poverty."
ments in the economic fields abroad.
correctly pegged the sales lag in autos
However, even with the rising presr
The English pound has been able to give
and other durable goods, the hike in liv- ; sures of war and rumors of more war,
a fairly good account of itself so far
ing costs, and the "lethargy'' in retail
our legislators have largely followed a
this year; but this has not been due to
trade. -.
program of "pork barrel' as usual. We fundamental gains in productivity . . .
But we rinissed the bad slump in
are still hopeful for an awakening on rather more to financial "window dress*
farmers' net income arid the difficulthis score during the remainder of the
ing." Higher costs for oil needs, followties that farm- iihpleriient manufactur- .year. . ,
ing Middle East disruptions, could once
ers have been encountering.
:'' more.: "upset the applecart." '
Hard Look at Last Half
The strain on the pound will again be
Stocks and Politics
evident before year's end. And our own
Foremost, we still fee? that income
dollar riiay "take some thumps" before
taxes will be hiked before autumn is the International Monetary Fund's meet*
At the end of last year we were
somewhat more Cautious as to the prosover . .' '.. as a lastditch stand against : ings are concluded later in 1967.
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Rusk' Vietriaiti
To Get Security

Russians Tiy
latin America
FbrlN.Vf^

;
dletf last Jap. ¥l " are to be presenredVJn
;'^*'l^:':.l^:;^:':
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' i^1^^^^'}f ix ^ t ^;A¦ nitrogeh-filled bags :iiiitiile^
box ^A aisfr ^
remains of the Apollo 1^ spacecraft. It will
leavej Cape Kennedy, Fla., July 12 and spend gas for preservation, has a special entrance
the next 10;years at NASA's Langley Re- so ' investigators can examine spacecraft
searcjji Center at Hampton, Va, ^Components parts if any new theories arise on the cause
of the spaceship In which three astronauts
of the blaze; (AP Photofax)
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Tft><>ps> Pacific^
On McNamara Agenda

By JOHN T. WHEELER
SAIGON (AP)-The chief Issues discussed during Defense
Secretary Robert S. McNa-r
mara'S visit to Saigon this
weekend are expected to be
more U. S.m troops for the war,
what to do about the Communist
threat in the northern part of
the country, the pacification
program, the South Vietnamese
army and U. S, aid.
Indications are that McNamara is planning a more searching
review than he has made on
some of his past trips. The U. S.
Command is preparing to fight
for plans it considers vital to
military victory.
Here is how the major issues
shape up:

Troop strength — TIMS I B the
most widely publicized reason
for McNaraara's trip. Because
of heavy North Vietnamese infiltration, U. S. commanders
here want a major boost in
manpower above the currently
authorized 470,000 men. Military
sources say Gen, William C.
Westmoreland, the U. S. commander, wants up to 200,000
more men than the 466,000 now
in Vietnam.
Washington appears ready to
fcoost the limit, possibly to

around 550,000. But the Johnson
administration is believed concerned- because a larger increase will mean calling up
reservists, greatly expanding
the defense budget, and imposing a terrific strain on the infla-

East- Germany
Truck-Train
Crash Kills 41
BULLETIN

'
BERLIN (AP) — The
fiery collision of a passenger train and a gasoline truck
today near . Langeriweddigen, East Germany, took at
least 41 lives., and caused injuries to another 54 persons, the official East German news agency ADN reported.
The agency said that "by
afternoon 41 dead victims
could be recovered. Fiftyfour light and heavily injured persons were in hospitals. The recovery work
is continuing."
Langdnweddigen is near
Magdeburg, which is about
30 miles east of the West
German border crossing
point at Helmstedt.

tion-ridden Vietnamese economy and the hard-pressed U. S.Asian supply line.

The war in the north—U. S.
Marines continue to take theheaviest casualties of any force
in the country as they man positions below the demilitarized
zone. U. S. bombers have not
been able to silence the heavy
artillery, rocket and mortar fire
that has been responsible for
most of the 8,000 U. S. casualties in the area so far this year.
Some officers say the southern
half of the demilitarized zone
should be taken or that a seaborne invasion of the north
should be carried out to encircle
and destroy the Red guns.
Pacification—The latest in an
eight-year series of pacification
programs to win the loyalty of
the countryside looked promising when it finally got off the
ground in late February. However, government battalions
assigned to protect the pacification teams have often proved
ineffective. Some 7O0 pacification workers have been killed or
wounded, and whole teams have
deserted. Corruption and . devisive political maneuvering
have been reported in some
areas. The program IB clearly
sagging.

By WILLIAM N. OATXS
; UNITED: NATIONS, . N.Y.
(AP) — The Soviet Union began
wooing Latin American members olthe United Nations today
for the Vietnamese A there is
in an effort to salvage some- CHICAGO (AP)—In a speech of demonstrators in the Chicago j booed when the demonstrators
'
thing from the abortive U.N. that was delayed somewhat by Stadium unfolded anti-Vietnam- broke out their banners. and even more than security for the.
when they were eject- other nations of Southeast Asia.
Assembly, session on the Middle
¦
ese War banners and began cheered
', - "
' ' " '•' ¦'• • - demonstrators against ^the war
ed./-"The v greater question is ' :¦ •
East. -;
¦
:- A A
¦/
V Assembly President Abdul in Vietnam, Secretary of State screaming:7
whether
aggression is to be alRusk
entered
the
stadium
¦'
Rahman Pazhwak of Afghanis- Dealt Rusk pledged today that VMr/ Rusk, you are a mur- through a rear door and did not lowed to succeed, thus opening
tan adjourned the 122-nation the United States will stay in derer."
see a group of about 40 pickets the way for further aggresforum until next Wednesday to that country "until the right of
sion,''* Rusk asserted.;
Others in the audience ripped at the main entrance.
'-' His assessment was A
give members a chance to the South Vietnamese people to
given in
After
Edward
M.
Lindsey
of
"bring about something that we work out their own future, und- the: banners away from the Lawrenceburg, Tenn., the Lions a speech prepared for the Goldand threw them
might be able to refer to as a er a government of their own demonstrators
on the ground. Ushers bodily re- president, apologized for the in- en Anniversary convention of
choice, has been secured."
fruitful resultA A
As Rusk prepared to speak moved two oi the demonstrators terruption,
¦ wrusk began his Lionstoterrmtional. Av
His assessment was given in
Israeli officials,', meanwhile, to delegates attending the gold- from the stadium, dragging speech.
sought to allay a furor roused en Anniversary convention oi them out while they struggled. He said ; there is more; at an address to the Golden Anni-Defeiise Minister Moshe Lions International, a handfli 7 The convention delegates stake than : self determination versary , convention of Lions In^
ternational. 7.
, I; '
Dayan's statement that ;.' the
¦
Gaza Strip, administered by
^*AA A :AA:A,S: : .M - ¦' : :. A;*::^;^-: - V -/ A ; Rusk snrveyed *aide range
or foreign policy issues from
Egypt before the June 4 war,
Vietnam to the Middle East and
would be incorporated; into
Is-¦
;
"'• ' - ."' . '. ¦;. .
to relations with the Communist
rael.
world. 7
Both the Israeli DefenseMinistry and the Israeli delegation
Discussing the war between
to the U.N. Issued emphatic
Israel and the Arabs and how
denials that the government of
to settle it, Rusk restated the
Israel had made any decision on
U.S. position in the United Nathe futureof the strip.
tions General Assembly. Simply
Informed sources said Soviet
to order Israel to witiidraw to
Ambassador Piston D. Morpzov
positions held before the war
was urging the Latin Americans
By GEORGE MCARTHUR tarized zone and has long been a diate assessment of the bomb broke put would be. Rusk said,
to try to draft an acceptable
"A prescription not for peace
compromise resolution from SAIGON (AP) ^-High-flying vital infiltration route. It fun- damage was not available. The but for renewed hostilities.
busiest
24
hours
previously
nels
supplies
to
most
of
the
mafor
salvageable parts of the rival AmericanB52 bombers blanket"We believe that the goal
Latin American and nonaligned ed the Communist infiltration jor Communist units operating the B52s was on Feb. 16, when must be a lasting settlement,"
in
the
northernmost
area
of
seven
raids
were
mounted.
,
proposals which failed to get the route through the jungled A
he declared;
needed two-thirds majority in Shau valley with about 500 tons South Vietnam, the sector While the BS2s raided west of
where
U.S.
forces
have
recently
of bombs in the past 24 hours,
the assembly'Tuesday.
Da Nang, the U.S. : Marines The United State is ln Vietnam because the South was inthe U.S. Command said today. been under heaviest attack.
The U-N. members split al- The giant Stratofortresses The heavy strikes on the jun- launched a new ground sweep vaded from the North with "masouthwest
ol
the
big.American
most evenly over the nonaligned made a record number of eight gled valley were ordered after base and U.S Defense
Secre- jor organized units of the regu.
draft, which demanded that Is- raids, during the period, six of tactical bombers hitting the
lar army," Rusk said.
Robert
S.
McNamara
tary
rael pull its troops out of Egypt, them Wednesday night and this area in the past few days Washington on his ninth visitleft
to *!If there had been no aggresJordan and Syria, and the Latin morning against A Shau, due caused several landslides in ar- Vietnam.
sion by North Vietnam, there
American proposal coupling a west of the big U.S. base at Da eas where heavy rains had loos- Although assessment
would have been no American
the
of
ened embankments. The landwithdrawal demand with a de- Nang.
combat forces in South Vietslides caused Red supply con- U.S. Command's requests fox nam,"
mand that the Arabs and . the
he added.
additional
troops
was
believed
state of war they have main- The 20-miIe-long valley en- voys to bunch up at narrow to be the chief purpose of Mo Rusk firmly rejected the con<
.
points
in
the
valley.
tained against Israel since 1948. ters South Vietnam from Laos
Namara's trip, he also was ex. tention that the United States is
The. Russians and the Arabs about 30 miles below the demili- A U.S. spokesman said imme- pected to look into the increased asking for unconditional surrenbacked the nonaligned resoludanger from North Vietnamese der in Vietnam.
tion, while the United States and
guns and troops near the demili- "All we are asking them (the
the
Latin
supported
Israel
.
tarized zone , the lagging pacif- North Vietnamese) to do is to
American draft.
ication program, the ineffective- stop sending their men and
ness of the South Vietnamese arms into Laos and South Viet' Empty Words
army and misuse of the $700 nam for the purpose of seizing
million a year U.S. aid pro- those countries by force," he
Remember the old days',
gram.,.
said. "To call that 'unconditionwhen you got a landlord to
The U.S, Command said Sev- al surrender' is a serious abuse
by
threatrepair something
eral battalions of the 7th Marine of language."
ening to move? . . . Safety
KINSHASA, The Congo (AP) Congo, while : the government Regiment went out looking for
slogan ; "Drive so that the —Fighting was reported on the radio claimed foreign mercena- enemy soldiers Wednesday in
tiger in your tank doesn't Congo's eastern border Wednes- ries had parachuted into Buka- an area 12 miles south-southneed insurance" . . . A bar- day as the Congolese govern- vu.
west of Da Nang but made no
gain used to be something ment claimed foreign mercenaFEDERAL FORECAST
contact in the first day of Operyou bought today because it ry soldiers had landed at the Mobntn did not mention ation Elliott.
Occasional
clouds tonight and
cost more yesterday; now major cities of Kisangani, Stan- Tshombe, but the government Sporadic ground action was
Friday
with
chance
of thunderradio said Tuesday that 200 reported Wednesday, but the
it's something you buy to- leyville and Bukavu.
showers. Warmer Friday. High
Belgian
mercenaries
were
day because it will cost more
President Joseph D. Mobutu
U.S. Command said 124 Commu- today 82-90, Low tonight 62tomorrow . . . A local bar- decreed a state of emergency ready to fly to the Congo to try nist soldiers were killed.
stander tells friends, "I had throughout the country and to free the former premier if he Marines and North Vietnam- 65. High Friday 85-92.
LOCAL WEATHER
a wonderful fight — my wife complained to the U.N. Security was returned to Kinshasa to ese gunners dueled all today,
and my mother -in - law Council of aggression by invad- face a death sentence, for trea- during heavy artillery across Official observations : for tha
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
both stopped talking to me." ers sent from "Western coun- son. Mobutu's government has
Maximum, 75; minimum, 52;
tries." It was widely believed sent representatives to Algiers (Continued on Page 12, Col. 3)
noon,
74; precipitation, none.
's
BOMBERS
extradition.
seeking
Tshombe
the mercenaries were acting on
¦
behalf of ex-Premier Moise
Tshombe, who was kidnaped to
(For more laughs see Algeria last week.
4.)
Earl Wilson on page
The Belgian consul in Bnkavn,
on the eastern border north of
Tshorabe's former stronghold in
Katanga province, reported to
Brussels that fighting had broken out in the eastern Congo but
gave no details.
But despite these rate reduc- Mobutu said foreign settlers WASHINGTON (AP) - The push salos on nonprescription The FTC announcement of the
attacked the Congolese Federal Trade Commission aay a painkillers.
proposed new rule specified no
tions put into effect in late 1065, had
army in Bukavu and fighting advertising about the benefits The commission implied the products,
companies or adverSystem
profits
continued
to
Bell
was in progress.
of various headache remedies public is likely to swallow
rise. Last year, according to The U. S. consul in Bukavu, must be halted unless the ad- claims that one type of pain- tisements. The commission estiFCC figures, AT&T interstate Truaton F. Crlgler, reported to vertiser can prove a significant killers works faster or is stron- mated there are about 40 proWashington that the town was difference exists in its individ- ger even though, said the FTC, ducers and 100 distributors of
earnings were 8.56 per cent,
"under the control of mercena- ual brand.
it appears the various brands analgesic drugs.
In specifying that the Bell ry-led national army dissi- Control yourself, the commis- are equally effective.
The FTC said advertisers
System by Sept. l must submit dents."
sion in effect told manufactur- Indicating it may have should make claims of faster,
a plan to reduce rates by $120 Mobutu reported two plane. ers of pain relievers Wednesday reached the end of its rope in stronger or longer-lasting analmillion—about 3 per cent of its loads of foreign commandos had in proposing a new rule aimed accepting such advertising, the Seslcs a thing of the past unless
Interstate earnings-tho FCC seized the airport at Kisangani, at what it called "unfair and commission set Sept. 15 as the ley can prove a significant difdid not say how the reduction Is formerly Stanleyville and the deceptive advertising prac- deadline for filing or written ference does exist in the individbiggest city in the northeast tices" the FTC said are used to comments on its proposed rule. ual brand.
to be accomplished.
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Some Fighting
In East Congo

WEATHER
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AT&T Profit Rate Cut

(AP)-The
WASHINGTON
government has ordered giant
American Telephone & Telegraph qo. to curb profits on part
of its operations and to slash its
interstate rates $120 million a

The Federal Communications
Commission ordered AT&T
Wednesday to operate its interstate and foreign operations —
which account for about 25 per
cent of. the company's over-all
revenues—within a profit range
of 7 to 7.5 per cent .

The commission In a nnani
mous 107-page order also directed the company to submit
by Sept. 1 a plan for reducing
Interstate rates by $120 million
a year. The plan is to become
effective 30 days later.
AT&T called the FCC order
"most disappointing, if allowed
to stand for the long pull, this
restriction on our earning prospects would inevitably slow
down our effort to provide Constantly more and better communications service to the public."

AT&T sits atop the corporate
structure that includes the Bell
System, operator of most ot the
nation's telephone service.
The FCQ recalled that before
1864 it permitted AT&T to maintain interstate earnings at the
7.5 per cent level , In the spring
of 1965 when profits inched past
8 per cent, the commission
urged AT&T to cut its rates.
This resulted in lowered rates
for long distance telephone calls
in the evening,
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Headache Pill Makers
Told to Go Slow, Slow

THE
BEAT
SALES
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Csilnqir^
For 3r^

City Council members voted Market and Franklin streets, a commercial model that can
Wednesday night to pay off a was adopted with no opposition. be used as , a mobile workshop.
$10,000 balance of indebtedness He said this addition will be a Bids will be sought when speoil the city's ne^ 44space park- logical extension of meters that
are drawn and; aping lot between Center and Laf- now cover virtually all the cifications
'¦ ¦'-¦ ¦ v v
proved.
ayette streets.
downtown: business district. .
Also ordered by the council No hew meters would be need- Purchase of a $700 meter
was metering of another block ed, said Aid. Klagge, since pres- cleaning machine was ordered
of East 3rd Street and purchase ent inventories are large enough in a motion authored by Aid.
of a new truck and cleaning ma- to supply the spaces. The rate Jerry Borzyskowski. The machine for the meter service de- at these locations will be 5 chine has been on loan to the
city from a parking ineter; suppartment. A'." '- ' :
cents an hour. :
plier. Aid. Klagge said meters
As an aside, the council dirated that business property THE COUNCIL ALSO accept- should be cleaned once a year
owners adjacent ; to the lot be ed his recommendation for pur- or bftener for best results and
chase of a new service truck to added that the device could be
reminded once again of their replace
the 1954 model now in used;to clean certain parts of
promises to dress up; rear fa- use: Specifications
will call for water meters as well.
cades of buildings nearby.
ALL THESE ACTIONS came
in!connection with a report by
Aid. Donald Klagge showing
The following table shows a breakdown of parking meter rethat parking meters make up a
various locations, Separate colhealthy i$50,000-a-year. business ceipts for April. May and June at
off-street
lots, 5th Street and the
three
umns
show
income
from
for tte city. A
the
Income for; April, May and balance of on-street meters. Receipts from 5th Street and
single
consolidated
in
some
instances
into
courthouse
lot
are
June was $14,633.58, according
representing more -than one week. .
to Aid. Klagge. For the first figures
'
three months of 1967 income . . . Lot No.'1 is at 2nd and Center streets and Lot ; No. 2 is beWas $11,457.56,. making a 6- tween Lafayette and : Center streets, at the rear of H. Choate &
mohtfa total of $26,091.14. This Co., and the third lot is that between the courthouse and Winona
was ah increase of $4,661.71 Theater.: A'A A
Courtover the first half of 1966. FigLot l
Lot s; Street house 5th St. Total
ures were compiled in a report
$ 1 ,187.48
prepared by John Thompson, April 5 ". $ 147;72 $ 79.98 $ 869142 $ 90.36 $
1,063,72
770.89 47.67
maintenance s u p e r i n- April 11 .. 167.40 77.76
v
1,198.21
tendent, and relayed to the April 18 .V 180.18 v 60.85 : 956.55
984.86
704.14 82.85 A
council by Aid, Klagge, chair- April 25 A 131.97 65:90
man of the parking and zoning May 2 .. 137.42 68.99
-A. v82.25 , .; 1,138.68
850.02 .
committee.
854.49 91.97
1,145.13
May 9 ., 139.26 59;.41
Noting that the fund's current May 16 A- 143.18 91.54
83.54 1,172.81
854.55
balance this week; was $14,960, May 23 .. 129.72 : 73.90
835.54 97.78
1,136.94
Council President David John^ May 29 .. 128.48 65:26 : 729.67 v
991.55
68.14
Bton recommended retirement June 6 A 162.24 90.86
1,186.63
851.26 82.27
of the $73,300 indebtedness on June l3 ..A136J92 86.61
91.06 1,165,86
851.27 A ; ¦
Lot No. % Under the city's $63,- June 20 :. 144.33 96.57 . 885.90 72.83
1,199.63
000 purchase agreement with H. June 27 .. 114.25 69:15
85.13. ;¦' 1,062.08
793.55 v
7
Choate fc Co., former owners of
the land, the . balance is hot due Totals $1,863.70 $986.78 $10,807.25 $565.73 $410.12 $14,633.58
until October.
: (Other costs for the lot devel- OTHER excerpts from the re- Market, get very little use.
opment included $5,138 for, grad- port by John Thompson, meter THERE ARE from 20 to 25
ing and surfacing^ $3,000 for maintenance superintendent: vacant spaces on 5th Street at
wrecking the, former Gamble The; courthouse lot increased almost any time of day. these
store building and $2,162 for re; ¦'
are 2-hour meters. Changing
location of electrical conduits $223.46 • . from the first;; three half
oif them to to 10-hour limits
inmonths.
This
is
a
65
percent
and services.)
might induce more use by per'
PRESIDENT Johnson noted crease and seems to mean that sons employed in downtown
it
is
meeting
a
tangible
need.
areas. ;AA
that the meter fund still owes
$65,000 to the general f und tor Lot No. 2 increased only $34.02 Full time maintenance has redevelopment of Lot. No. 1 at 2nd but revenue has : been consis- duced the number of malfunc:
and Center streets. With an eye tently high from the start. About tioning or nonfunctioning v meto upcoming budget sessions, he 90 percent of receipts come ters. At present the rate is
suggested that prepayment of from 23 meters on the westerly about three a week. These usualthe Lot. No. ; 2 balance would end " of the lot.AThere are 44 ly are restored to operation
within; one day after being repermit earlier channeling of spaces in all. ¦'.
new receipts into the general Lot No. 1 took in $1,863.70 and ported by police. In previous
high as
used. People
fund. Faced with¦ some heavy is consistently
to
in ap- years the lists rah as
obligations; including a possible pear^ prefer parking the lot 30 meters out of commission,
flood debt; the general fund rather than : on nearby streets many of which remained inoperative for two to three days.
heeds all the help it can get, he when they have the choice.
Of the 114 newly added street Meter maids also check conindicated. ' AAid. Klagge's motion fori in- meters, 101 are rated at 2VS stantly for bad meters and these
stallation of meters : on r both cents an hour. The 22 meters on often are repaired immediately
sides of 3rd Street, between 4th Street, between Walnut ami upon being reported, v
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Sfeanib^
The annual Winona Steamboat Days celebration begins
today with the emphasis on the
younger generation.
The Al Brown Carnival will
open at 5 p.m; with rides and
games for everybody. Friday,
Saturday and Sunday the Carnival will open at noon.
At 8 p.m, tonight a "Battle
Cf the Bands" will be presented

on the Main Street Stage. Bands
from La Crosse and Rochester
as well as Winona will participate.^ . '; ¦ '. :.
FOLLOWING "The Battle ol
the Bands'' a teen dance will
take place on the stage. The
dance will begin at 9 a.m. and
last until 12 m. Music will be
provided by the Ferraris,
Friday afternoon activities,

Steamboat Days Program
TODAY

Noon—Carnival opens
$ p.m.—Battle of the Bands—Main St. Stage
i) p.m.—Teen Dance—Main St. Stage
FRIDAY
open
Noon—Carnival
2 p.m.—Kiddieis Parade—Third Street
3:15 p.m.—Kiddie Show—Main St. Stage
7:30 p.m. —Browning Family Stage Show—Main St. Stage
8:30 p.m.—Steamboat Days Queen Pageant—Main St.
.
Stage
9:15 p.m.—Browning Family Stage Show—Main St. Stage
SATURDAY
¦ ¦
¦
Noon—Carnival opens " . ," ' • . •
X p.m.—Parade on Third Street
8 p.m.—Vaughn Monroe Stage Show—Main St. Stage
9 p.m.—Square Dance—Center St. between Second and
( Third
SUNDAY
Noon—Carnival opens
1 pm—Speedboat Eliminations—Levee Park
4 p m.—Grand Prix Hydro Boat Race—Levee Park
8 p.m.—Vaughn Monroe Stage Show—Main St. Stage
10 p.m ,—Fireworks Display—Levee Park

Youth Injured
In Cycle Mishap

Stephen P , Bauer , 17, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Bauer,
West Burns Valley , is listed as
in fair condition at Community
Memorial Hospital this noon after suffering head injurie s in
a motorcycle accident early
Wednesday evening.
According to police, the youth
was driving hla cycle east on
Service Drive at Highway 61
about u:45 p.m . mdnesday
when he lost control and skidded off the roadway.
Bauer was taken by ambulance to tho hospital. , Damage
f as estimated in the amount
of $50 to his vehicle, a foreign
model motorcycle.

Durand Review
Board to Meet
DURAND , Wis . — The annual board of review for the
city of Durand will be held
Monday, according to state law.
At that time the board will review a new assessmen t of city
property by Houser Rockwell
and Kent Peterson, Mondovi,
who at council's request made
re-appraisal of the city this
year. They were appointed for
the task by the state supervisor
of assessments.
Members of the board aro
Mayor Robert Schlosser; Clerk
Galen Lieffering, and the three
senior members of the city
council: Dale Bauer, let ward ;
Paul Hooker , 2nd, and Donald
Sommeri, 3rd.

include a kiddie parade on Third
St. beginning at 2 p.mi and a
special kiddie show at 3:15 on
the? Main Street Stage featuring Casey and Roundhouse,
Minneapolis television personalities.
Friday night's activities include the Queen's Coronation
and the Browning Family Stage
Show at the Main Street Stage.
The big Steamboat Days
Parade down Third Street and
the Vaughn Monroe Stage Show
on the Main Street Stage highlight Saturday's activities along
with the Square Dance on Center . St. between Second and
Third streets.
On Sunday, the speedboat
races at Levee Park and the big
Fireworks Display also at Levee
Park will be held.

Illegal Liquor
Sale Charge
Dismissed Here

A charge of selling , liquor
without the proper tax being
paid against a Fountain City.,
Wis., woman was dismissed ih
municipal court here this morning.
The charge against Miss Wilma G. Murphy, 49, Fountain
City Liquor Store, was dismissed on motion of Assistant County Attorney Paul Brewer, who
indicated in his motion that the
charges would be re-presented.
Judge John D. McGill ordered the charges dismissed and
the ball of $300 refunded.
THE ONLY witness appearing today was Leonard Skoglund, State Liquor Control agent.
Skoglund is the agent who allegedly purchased the liquor
from the defendant on delivery at a Winona motel June 24.
He said he ordered the case, 12
bottles, by phone and Miss
Murphy delivered the liquor to
the motel .
Skoglund testified that another agent WBB present at the
time of the purchase.
The liquor, six bottles of Hudson's Bay Scotch and six bottles of Cabin Still bourbon, was
produced in evidence .
In questioning by the county
attorney, Skoglund said that liquor wholesalers pay an .excise
tax of $1 85 a gallon on all li-

Livvisf^
Dro^

Sunday Sale
Of tiquor
Vcrte July 20 Fisherman
The City Council formally set
July 20 as the date for a special
Sunday liquor election Wednesday night but dead-centered on
a move to raise judges' pay
from $18 to $25.
A motion by Aid. Daniel Bambenek to raise the pay of judges
was lost when the council tied
4-4 on the proposal. One member,;Aid. Barry Nelson, was absent from the 'meeting.
Aid. Bambenek and Donald
Klagge said the pay for most
elections is $25 per judge and
that this should be no exception.
The rate was set at the council's last meeting and Aid. Bambenek's motion , was to amend
this provision.

falb ghl
Freeing Line

Wspute Over F^fqfe Marvin1 Hanson
Hedrd in( ^[ ^i^Nistii County * 8th§

Traffic Death

The digging up of more than the jar without her mother's
$20,000 buried in the basement knowledge and moved out of the
and into her own aparthome highlighted house
ment. She said the bundle con- LEWISTON, Minn, :;-- Marvin
ELBA, Mihn. ~ The body of of a. Wm°na
Glen L, Rosenbaum, 40. Stacy; the District Court testimony of tained about $3,000, mostly in Lester Hanson, 54, Lewiston
Rt, 1, Minn., was found Wed- Mrs, Blanche : Barnes, .225 W. $20 bills. She said she took died of a broken heck received>
nesday about 10:15 p;mv in the 5th St.; Wednesday afternoon the money because it wias real- Wednesday about 10:35
p.m.,
ly hers because Leo had given
middle branch of the Whitewa- and this morning.
in
a
one-car
accident
three
it
to
her.
She
told
the
jury
that
ter River, near the bridge The action was brought by the
her sister, Marie, was with her miles south of Lewiston on
next to the group camp at
Merchants National Bank of Wi- when she counted the money. blacktop CSA Highway 18, in
Whitewater State Park
Cause of death was due to a nona, guardian of Mrs. Martha "I didn't take all the money Utica Township. He also had
head injury and : accidental Kiedrowski, and administrator because mother would say I other/¦ multiple.- injuries, accorddrowning, according to Dr. Ro- of the estate of Leo kiedrowski, stole it and chase ;me out of the ing to Winona County Coroner
bert Tweedy, Winona County deceased.;Mrs; Kiedrowski is in house," she said:
Dr. Robert Tweedy.
coroner. . 'A A
UNDER Lindquist's '.question- The death of :' Hanson, a wid- , Rosenbaum's fishing pole was her: nineties and a resident of ing:: she said
that Valeria was
the Sauer Memorial Home.
"always picking on mother and ower with four children, is the
CUTTING DOWN the pay- lying on the bank near the body
ment had created; more, difficul- and a tackle box was oh the The suit seeks to recover $25,- always picking on ', me. " She eighth fatality to:Winona County
the body and his 000 from Valeria L.; Kiedrowski, said that her sister had driven this-year;;
ty than usual in getting judges bank between
¦"
to serve, said Aid. Bambenek. car.
571 E. 2nd St. ¦ alleging that she her from her home.
HANSON, Who had reportedly
He answered Aid, Henry Parks' DR. TWEEDY stated that improperly converted t h e When asked who owned the been traveling west on a
objections mat duties would be Rosenbaum's fishing line had mohey for her own use, Valeria two houses at present she said straight stretch in the open
that Valeria had "tricked'' her country in a 1949 automobile^
light by pointing out that judges gotten "hung up" on the oppowill serve for about 15 hours ait site bankr When Dr. Tweedy Kiedrowski is the daughter of mother into signing over the had veered onto the left side
the rate of $1.20 an hour. He arrived at the scene Rosen- Martha Kiedrowski . as is Mrs. property, She said,A "Mother of the road and driven down
didn't know how to make an into a field across from the
said this is insufficient.
baum's line was still hooked Barnes; ' : '
'X' on a deed. Val took her hand Donald GoUsh farm. After traMayor R. K. ElUngs noted and his rig was there. . Dr.
veling about 90 feet in the left,
that^ judges already have been Tweedy surmised; that Rosen- MRS. BARNES related Wed- and made the 'X' for her.*'
appointed at the stated figure baum apparently fell down the nesday how she and her mother Mrs. Barnes admitted under deep ditch he hit a field driveexamination that she was way, went a distance of 60 feet
and said he saw no reason to bank while trying to free his dug a hole in the basement of direct
a
highly
nervous individual and in the air,. came down and went
change the rate, at least for line and struck his head on the family home at 571 E. 2nd that she had
taken six tranquil- another 32 feet, coming to- rest
this, election. The city would some rocks. The blow over the St., and recovered about:$23 ,000 izers
before her appearance oh facing south.
save about $448, he said,
temple knocked Rosenbaum unThe car, \ which was owned
a sealed jar. '-She -claims, the witness stand.
Part or the council's economy conscious and he fell into the inside
brother, Leo, gave In answer to a question by by his father, E. H. Hanson,
that
her
late
consciousness grew out of the spring-fed, cold stream and the money to her but that her Challeen on cross-examination Fremont, Was a total loss.
fact that the city will have to drowned, according to Dr. sister Valeria, took it from their Mrs, Barnes said, "Yes, I hate Winona County Deputy Elroy
pay for its part of a special Tweedy.
my mother. I hate her because Balk and Edward Volkman, a
mother.
courthouse bond election . early He added that the body had Miss Kiedrowski's attorney, she hates me.. .;-I'm not even go- Lewiston patrolman
, were at
¦
this
fall. •
the scene.
been in the : water for some Dennis Challeeh, continued his ing to her funeral." 7' - ' v
¦
. :' Council President David John- time,
''"'- '.' v. cross-examination of
Mrs. She also added that she hated Hanson had been employed by
ston ; told aldermen he was re- At about 10 p m. Wednesday Barnes as today's court session her sister, Valeria. "The . po- the Lewiston Monument Co.
lice hate me too," she added.
buffed by the County Board of Mrs. Rosenbaum contacted Ber- opened.
WAS BORN April 16, 1913
Commissioners in his request to nard Kirch. Elba, Winona Coun- Mrs. Barnes told the jury that "They were for me at first. inHE
Wessingtoh Springs, S.D., to
combine! the two elections, He ty special deputy, to repbrt that her mother and sister were They •wanted me to have Val Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Hanson
. He
said the board opposes a vote her husband had hot returned continually "picking ohA her committed, but how they are married Mary Gale Fullertoa
on any additional question in its from fishing. She said he had and that they were both very against me."
Aug. 16, 1934 in Northwood,
planned courthouse referendum. left about -3 p.m. and: '. that"she mean to her; She said her sister ; Testinaony heard prior to Mrs. Iowa. He lived
in the Lewiston
had expected him for supper. called¦•- .•tlie police and that she Barnes' i/as by Mark Kratch, area since 1942 and prior to that
COSTS TO THE city of con^
613
E.
2nd
St.,
a
co-worker
and
placed in jail for 24 hours.
in Caledonia from 1934 to 1942;
ducting an election are about DEPUTY Kirch found Rosen- was
police were playing friend of LeO Kiedrowski; Wil- His wife died in January, 1962.
"the
$2,000, according to City Re- baum's car by a bridge at the tricks on me," she
liam
F:
Lukitsch,
310
W.
Lake
¦
said, "They
corder John Carter. Thus the group camp - road, about Vi mile told me there was someone at St., comptroller of Watkins Survivors are: Three sons,
Merlyn
and Cletus, Winona; and
city will shortly Spend $4,000 on off CSA Highway 74. He then the jail who wanted to talk to Products, Inc., and Walter R.
special elections to resolve the found Rosenbaum's body lying me but I was there a whole day Thompson, 745 47tb Ave., Good- Noryille, Saginaw, Mich;; one
view, vice president and' . trust daughter, Mrs; Daniel (Glenatwo issues.
face down in about two to three and no one talked to me, "
) Wicka, Minnesota City: 10
Voting for Aid. Bambenek's feet of water, about 75 feet south She added, "The police are of fi c' er , Merchants National . dine
grandchildren;
his father, FreBank.
motion' to raise judges' vpay of the golf Course. Rosenbaum's crooked, you know,"
Kratch testified as to the mont, and one: sister, Mrs. Wilwere Aid. Donald Klagge, watch was still running when
Leary, Caledonia .
James Mohan, Jerry Borzys- his body was removed from the SHE SAID that her mother work and social habits of Leo liam
Funeral
services will be SatKiedrowski
and
-L
s
c
h
.uk .it
kowski (who switched from a water by Deputy Kirch and was, "going to put me away.
urday at 2 p.m. at Lewiston
brought
into
court
the
financial
James)
(Police
McChief
When
nay vote in midstream) and Frank. Siebenaler, : Elba.;
of Kiedrov^ski's profit Presbyterian Church; the Rev.
Bambenek. Voting against were Rosenbaum, '•., his wife and Cabe came with the papers records
sharing
plan
with the^WatkuVs Leslie Gebring officiating. Busign
them.
going
to
Mother
was
,
Aid. Johnston, Parks, George three children had planned to
Thompsonvgaye
Company.
testi- rial will be in the Lewiston City
My
cousin
was
there
ahd
told
Garber and Robert Von Rohr. return . home Saturday - after
Cemetery.
mony
as
a
representative
of
Aid. Bbrzyskowski' had some camping: there since Tuesday. mother not to sign so they didn't administrator of the estate. the Friends may call at Jacobs
;put
away,"
me
v7 A
doubts about language of the Other7 Winona County officJudge Hatfield recessed: court Funeral Home, Lewiston, f rom
Sunday liquor sales question. ers at the scene were : Elroy Challeen asked her if she was at 4:3(? p.m. with Mrs. Barnies Friday evening until Saturday
to
be
placed
in
ah
institution
He worried that voters might Balk and John Schneider.
still under cross-examination by noon and at the church Saturnot - understand the legalistic His; body, which vras taken and she said she didn't know. Challeen.
day after 1 p.m.
Barnes
told
the
court
she
Mrs
wording and asked for simplifi- to Jacobs Funeral Home, St. wrote .notes to?a "Mrs.7 Berger" Jurors hearing the case are:
cation. Aid. Garber wryly sug- Charles, was transported to and placed them in a box under Howard Baumann, 263 Kansas
gested shortening the question Forest Lake, Minn., this af- her
hied but never mailed them. St.; Mrs. Bernard Boetcher, St. Lalce City Woman
to VSunday booze: Yes or No." ternoon.
St.
She said the notes fold! of how Charles; ; Elvin Busean, W;
Both proposals were sidelinCharles; Marie Dorsch, 652
iVpfes 95th Year
mean
she
was
being
treated
by
4th St. ; E. L. Forstrom, 1060 W.
ed. ¦ - - ' ¦ " ' . 7
her
mother
and
sister
and
that
The city recorder said the Winona Shriners
she wrote the information down Howard St.; Mrs. Conrad Gil- LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
bertson, 877 W. 5th St; Mrs. — Mrs. Julia Schad , one of the
question was framed by the city
in order to have a record.
attorney to correspond with lan- Host Visitors at
She said that her mother and Donald Hill, La Crescent; E. L. ordest residents of Lake City,
guage of the new state law . It
sister kept her from the bath- Hint, 957 W, King St.; Mrs. quietly observed her 95th birthKostuck, 363 E. Howard
day June U at
asks the voter to mark a yes or Steamboat Days
room- "They wouldn't take Ray
St, ; Lewis McMartin, rural WiLake City Munino to the following question:
baths
so
they
wouldn't
let
me
A two-day program of ac- take a bath," she said.
nonai; Mrs. John Steadman, 1062
cipal Hospital,
"Shall the City of Wmona iswhere she was
sue a special license for sale of tivities for visiting Shrihers
Mrs. Barnes said when she W, Mark St., and Mrs. Ervin
t r a n s ferred
intoxicating liquors on Sunday here for : this weekend's was living at home after the Wolfram, 513 E. Wabasha St.
f r o m Pepin
to a hotel or a restaurant which Steamboat Days celebration death of her brother that neither BANKING SCHOOL
V i e w Nursing
hotel or restaurant has , or may has been arranged by the she nor her sister," Valeria, paid CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
Horned ;
any of the house expenses. She — Neil C. Morey of the Calehave , an on-sale license for the
Winona
Shrine
Club.
Area
Her -,' c. a 1.1 era ¦ " ¦'": '
said they had found four or five donia State Bank and Alan J.
sale of intoxicating liquors and
were limited bewhich has, or may have, facili- v An 11 a.m; lunch before hundred dollars in Leo's room Huesmann of the Sprague State
c a u s e of her
ties for serving not less than 30 Saturday's parade and a so- and used the money for ex- Bank are attending the second
weakness, b u t
penses.
guests at one time, sales to be cial hour after the parade
session of the Minnesota School
o n e PI ner
Mrs. Barnes' attorney. Wil- of Banking this •week on the
made between the hours of 12 will be held at Hotel WinoMrs. Schad guests was Mrs..
liam
Lindquist,
in
re-direct
exo'clock noon and 12 o'clock midcampus of St. Olaf College,
Schad, who presented
amination, had her repeat her Northfield , Minn. They are Conrad
night, and in conjunction with naher with a cake . Since then
guests
morning
claim
that
her
sister
had
been
Sunday
the serving of food and only to
members of the f irst year class she has returned to the nursing
persons who are seated at ta- will board boats at munici- given the buried money by their sponsored by the Minnesota home, where she. is confined to
and had not reported
bles?"
pal harbor at Latsch Island mother
her bed part of the time.
the fact to the administrator of Bankers Association.
between 8 and 8:30 for a the estate,
river trip to the W.S.L.
Judge Arnold Hatfield recessChristensen landing near ed court until 1:15 p.m . today
Homer where breakfast will after hearing testimony from
two bank officials regarding the
be served.
deposits and withdrawals of the
Christensen is president of principals of the case.
the Winona Area Shrine
TESTIMONY DURING Wed.
Club. Committee chairmen ncsday afternoon's court sesinclude Stanley Hardt, Dr. sion was also dominated by diD- T. Burt, Laird Lucas, rect and cross-examination of
Harold Ofenloch, Robert Mrs. Barnes. She told the court i^^&.Jisikx ^mmmW
emmmmmmmmm\j ^^^S.Jmi
' 'V ' J ^H ^SSSSSSSsHrl ^HH
Slowly warming weather pre- Tremairi, Dr. Judd L. Fred- that she had lived in St. Paul
vailed over the region for the erlksen, Roger Laufenburg- with her husband for many $??***'*"' ^^^ "^SS—^MSm ~&&#*&<y :^iv\^HK ^l|1sBBBBBS*l^BBBBBBBBBBBBBEt-*$&EMt*
years where he was in pracpast 24 hours, according to Wis- er and Carl Opsahl.
as a veterinarian, After he
consin and Minnesota press
Most of the marching, tice
died and after the death of her
service reports.
singing, and comic units of
A^ *V®r5fe%. '
' assHss^HHE^ssssssssssssssssP^
^^ ''^
Locally the high temperature Osmah Temple, St. Paul, brother, Leo, In St. Paul she
returned
to
the
home
at
571
for Wednesday wns 75 degrees will be in the. parade as will
with a low early today of 52. Shrine units from Rochester E. 2nd St. in August 1963.
She said that shortly before
The noontime reading today was and Austin as well as the
m \ S¦»
I^ H^
R^I^I ^'^^
^
^
^
^^.^
74 degrees. No rainfall was Winona Shrine motor patrol. he died, Leo had told her of BBBBBBBBBBBBsK
Srui^aS^^BBBBB^-Pi^BBBBBB^BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBn ^BBBBBBUr^BBBBBBB^^^
%H
some
money
he
had
buried
in
recorded.
Osman Temple units have
The outlook here is for fair to participated in the summer a glass jar in the basement of
their home and that the money
partly cloudy tonight and pos- parade several times , but belonged
to her. She said she
sible scattered showers, To- not for the last few years.
until Valeria was away
night's low is expected to be Several hundred Shriners waited
from the house and she and her
in the 60-65 range. A high of
and their wives will be in mother went to the basement
92 is forecast for Friday.
the pnrty.
and began digging in the dirt
Wisconsin forecasts call for
¦
floor.
M^^&^^SMHBBV^Ssl^^LBV.ffVA* ^9 ^Kr\
thundershowers In northwestMrs. Barnes told the court Bf^utS^9w4lBB^BWS^BBBBBBBBni^BBBBBlS8^lBHP^
ern sections tonight and over No Sunday Liquor
that she and her mother dug up
most of the state Friday.
a sealed glass jar, slightly largat
Applicants
Temperature highs for Weder than gallon size, which
nesday were above those of Minnesota City
was full of packages of money
'
I u v^)<M.nTsy I wl
Tuesday but still below normal
wrapped in pink paper. She said
for the season. La Crosse hit MINNESOTA CfTY, Minn. - her mother took charge of the
Ihe peak of 75. Others ranged No one applied for a Sunday jar and kept it hidden either
liquor license at the village under her bed or under her pildownward to Racine 's 63.
«
messy back-ups
"
council m e e t i n g Wednesday low in her bedroom. She said optfMing imoothly. Helps prevent
UCW f Bit mtM
s»ve you HUNDREDS
RID-X«n
oJots.
,nd
foul
quor sold at the end of each night, John Reinke, mayor, said she did not count the mony but „f clolUr, oa digjiinu, pumping, Un-hc.ping !
"*;»«»WW
this morning.
Leo had told her there was ap^
month.
toilet-bowl
.n<l
in
l
M'
.s.'d*ToS
Brewer said in calling for the Licensing of Sunday liquor proximately $23,000 in the jar . EA3Y TO U8E - j ust po"' t hitnrv porceUin, r,ff?
'
^.j^'^Vjil'"^**
dismissal that his attempts to sales in eating places was ap- Mrs. Barnes said about six flush Th«'s all, RID-X can'
v
fittings.
ruins
,
l
»
later
she
removed
one
.
.
pipes,
m«»l
months
people
at
an
elecproved
by
the
reach other witnesses, were unof the bundles of money from
tion recently.
successful this morning.

Mercury May
Hit 90s
On Friday
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Milwaukee Jury B52 Crashes
Off Puerto Rico
Finds Man Guilty crewmen
SAN JUAN, P.B. CAP) -Four
were reportedmissing
today from an Air Force: BS2
which plunged into the
In Death of Two bomber
sea half a mile off Puerto Rico

By^^P^
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MTLWAWrj^.i*~ A Circuit
Court jury deliberated 40 minutes Wednesday night, then
found Michael Lee Herrington,
24, guilty of first degree murder in the stabbling deaths of
two: girls and attempted murder in me knifing of another. :
' The second phase of Herrington's trial opens today with
separate proceedings to determine his sanity at the time of
A ' - ' A'
the crimes. ::
Herrington, who did hot take
the stand in bis own defense,
displayed.; no:; emotion as the
verdict was read. He said nothing and looked toward ho one.
The jury of seven men and
five women ¦ found Herrington
guilty of the slaying of Julia
Beckwith, 10, last Sept. 3 and
the slaying of Sherry! "Thompson; 18, last Oct. 16,
He was also convicted of at
tempted murder in the stabbing
of Kathleen
Dreyer, 12, last
¦
¦ ¦¦ ¦Ann
Nov.- ii: • . ' ' •

Actress to Relax

¦•; • ' :¦
By EARL WILSON
- VNTW YORK A JJiiss June Lockhart of TV, and.the movies
often tells herself she is going; to nap for exactly 20 minutes,
then places herself under auto-hypnosis, sleeps, and wakes up
exactly 20 minutes later.
"And it's not a deep sleep that leaves you groggy and
thick-headed when you wake irp," June says.
•'It' s a tool. " she told me. "I found it very useful a| the
'Missv Uhiviftfse'v contest in Miami Beach. There was .such a
¦
bu5y-. ;:s«hedule v of; rehearsals, -, - ¦ , ". ¦' ¦ A A ' A : -\ .-v v- A ' - ' '..
lunch, e!c., and then I manag- genius is the man who realizes
ed to stretch out for 20 minutes how much he doesn't /know, ,"- '.
~ and I did wake up in exactly
Rip Taylor hears that Ronald
20 minutes." .
's picture may go on a
Reagan
Juhe got on this 10 years ago
stamp. It would cost
postage
<sith' . 'the. help of « doctor who
cents
until
i p.m., when the
5
falso told her that with ; se'
hypnbsis she could team big prices change , . . That's earl,
brother;
chunks of scripts easily.
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"I HAVE HAD big block* of
dialogue to learn, and I do with
a couple of readings.; I never
feel," she said, "that i go completely 'under.' I feel semi-conscious and relaxed: 1 awake to
find that I am able to remember the whole script effortlessW~- ¦ '- ¦ '¦¦ '
"Could I learn to gb to sleep
in a nightclub with self-hypnosLOM r asked: Miss Lockhart. "j
would often like to, you know ."
; "You can use it to block out
your average New York noises
such as excavations and shootings, This is not never-never
land stuff. This is very basic
and real, " June said.
June's husband, John Lindsay,
a Hollywood builder and architect, has never gone In for
; ;:
auto-hypnosis.
"I am neither a subscriber
he aays
nor a Bonrsubscriber^
.
"However, when Jurie is under
aelf-hypnosis, I try always to
remember never to say , 'Hey,
wake up!' " :- . •>"-.TODAYS BEST L A U G H :
Our local beaches are so crowded that the only thing being sunburned is the top of people's
beadsA
¦ WISH
I'D SAID THAT : With
today's styles, It's hard to tell
whether miniskirts are getting
shorter or the girls In 'em are
•till growing.
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
"Two things are bad for the
heart — running up stairs or
running down people. " —- Bernard Baruch.
EARL'S PEARLS: the true

Memorial Forest Crew
For tha first time ihv three
years, George Hammer, area
forester at Lake City who is
in charge of the Memorial
Hardwood Forest, , covering
most of Southeastern Mlnnes
sotav has a full crew of working foresters on the job. One
Durand Appoints has been ; assigned to each of
the counties for ; forestry work
New Patrols art
and the purchase of land for
the forest. The men and their
DURAND , Wis. (Special)— assignments are as follows:
Durand, Pepin County city of
Fillmore County — Carl
2,039, has added another paVoigt, Preston.
trolman to its police force.
Houston County — John:
Daniel Wahl, Menoraonle,
Wis., began : work Saturday. Nelson, Caledonia.
Graduate of Menomonie High
Wabasha County — David
High School; he was ^ in the U.S.
Anderson, Wabasha.
Navy submarine service from
Winona , County : "— John - ;
1952-56. He joined the Menomo- Dowd, Lewiston.
¦¦ 'Goodhue: County
nie police department in 1958,
.
A Larry •
resigning in 1964 to take a po- Westerburg, Red Whig.
sition at Lompoc, Calif • He at- : Lake City headquarters—
tended a six-week law enforceHammer has Vincent Buck
ment academy course at Riveras ail assistant, plus forside, Calif., before returning to eaters on special assign^
Menomonie in June.
. mental
Wahl is. working with Police
Although Hammer has not reChief Lester Sweeney and LeRoy Buss, the other patrolman. ceived official confirmation of
' . * :' .
the amount of funds allotted to
his office for hardwood area
Kellogg Driver
purchases during the next two
years, it is understood that; the
Draws $200 Fine
recommended $500,00(1 was; cut
DURAND, Wis, (Special) - by the ; legislators to $200,000
In Pepin County Court before plus a small surplus from the
Judge . John Bartholomew Wed- East budget which was tied up
nesday afternoon, a 30-year.old y committee investigation.
Kellogg, Minn., man was senAccording to a letter from
tenced to a $200 fine plus $5
costs, on a hit and run charge; Edward M. Franey, Izaak
Robert William lien paid fine : Walton League lobbyist,
and costs. He was arrested in Gov. Harold LeVander budDurand early Tuesday morn- Set'Sj despite the reeommen- .
ing when his car stalled; in the ' atiwis of the Memorial
city after hitting the car of .. Hardwood Advisory ComC h a r 1 e s Hutter, Arkansaw, mittee that $250,000 a year
when it was parked on First be spent for purchases, cut
the amount to $100,000 a
Avenue.
year or $200,000 for the iw
years. It appears t h a t :
Southern Minnesota legislators did not put up too
¦ much of a fight in commit. tees.- ' '

Hammer believes, however,
that if the $200,000 is spent in
¦ ' i mum ¦. ¦, the two-year period, more funds
'
i. . i ' I ——-~mim i . I ' i
' f— .—— r '-| . V '•
will be made available. Forest
Ifs a daring affair 6
^&2S2
land purchases in an agriculhatTlet
mason
fttltie«*fftrr
r
tural area come slow and in
aiine siarr
,
^ Ammm\^^,- . maxlmlllan
small tracts. He approved four
schell
::
M
l |^
additional to the forest in the
: ' past week. There is a lot of
,.7 .|S*imMri ploturMi ^^^ H^^^
andersson red tape to each purchase.
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Wayside Resting Stops
The Wisconsin Highway
Department has: announced
that wayside picnic and
resting areas will now be
spaced 25 to 35 miles apart.
Such areas formerly were
35 to 50 miles apart.

# ENDS SATURDAY •
II
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ANTHONY QUINN

"THE HAPPENING"
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STARTS SUNDAY
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• SEE IT NOW •

Adequate, well-spaced wayside resting places, they contend, are of particular help in
reducing the number of unsafe
stops on highway shoulders,
thus reducing the chances of
accidents.
Incidentally, II. W . Hella , Minnesota park commissioner, called the other
day and put the blame for
slow development of parks
In Southeastern Minnesota
on the state Legislature for .
failure to give the commissioner the right to condemn
lands for park purposes.
This applies especially to
parks located along U.S.
Highway 61 , which are badly needed today. The money
is available to pay for the
land, at a good price, but
the owners don't desire to
sell for various reasons.
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First Visit to
Communist Nation
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ALSO-EXCITING SECOND HIT
•
•
TOMV RANDALL - SBNTA BERGfiR
"BANC! BANGI YOU'RE DEAD" «f IOISO

****t ^H

CHICKEN $1.09

are eared for in a pouch, located between the
front and rear legs, much the same as a
kangaroo. Three of the hairless babies are
visible just bade of the mother's front paw
in the picture. Oppossums, despite the fact
that their naked tail and ears freeze In the
north, are increasing in number in the counties along the Mississippi River in Minnesota and Wisconsin. (Lewiston Journal photo)

INJURED OPPOSSUM HAS FAMILY . .
Larry Dorn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lambert
Dorn, Lewiston, Minn., found the above oppossum with an injured foot and apparently
dead. After carrying it home, he found that
It was very much alive but had heeii "playing 'possum". Haying an: old
rabbit cage
in it.
She later
handy, Larry put the^ animal
gave birth to a litter of young. The young

Nuclear-Powered
Aircraft Carrier
Returning toi States

Plan Developed
For Sewer Work

LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special ) : ~ A joint agreement for
installation of storm sewer to
connection with rebuilding the
North Ridge Road by Houston
County and the Village of La
Crescent was: approved by the
council in regular session Monday.':: AA7 •
Placed on the agenda for a
special meeting Monday at 7
p.m. will be study of preliminary plans by Myron Waldow
of Davy Engineering for a
storm sewer to drain an area
between U.S. Highway 16 and
the Milwaukee Railroad tracks.
Cost has been estimated at $6,270, with an alternate plan
at $8,300. Waldow will present
additional information on proposed assessments oh property
dwners y four of whom petitioned for the improvement. A pubic hearing will be set lip,
ALSO SET for the special
meeting is the excavating ordinance and drainage of the ball
diamond , prepared by Waldow ,
who didn't attend the meeting!
Council approved an ordinance renammg several streets
in the village and new street
signs to be purchased for them.
Police Chief Jerry Olson was
given authority to advertise for
additional personnel for the police department and to purchase
a desk for his use.
Council followed the recommendations of the board of appeals to deny a request by Rollie Kratz to build a two-apartment house on 3,500 square feet.
The ordinance states that 6,000
square feet are needed for a
multiple dwelling and a minimum of 5,100 square feet for any
type of dwelling.
An appeal by Mrs, Arthur
Veglahn to place a mobile home
on a lot at 190 N. 1st Street
was returned to the board for
clarification because the zoning
ordinance states mobile homes
may not be placed on any lot
other than provided as mobile home parks.
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP ) Bands will play, pom-pom girls
will dance and fireboats will
plume waterspouts skyward as
the world's largest warship, returns home today.: v
A 15Moot-long banner, "Welcome Home Enterprise,'' will be
unfurled as the 90,000-ton nuclear-powered aircraft carrier
sails under the- Golden Gate
Bridge:
The carrier and her 5,300-man
crew are returning from seven
months combat :' in Vietnam
waters. Nine air : squadrons flew
more than 11,000 combat sorties
from the vast decks of the ship.

tenant Moves Out,
So Does Furniture
NEW ORLEANS (AP) A A
New Orleans landlord says one
of his tenants moved out and he
wants him back.
Charles Pace told police that
when the man left, all furnishings in the bedroom, dining
room and kitchen also disappeared. The missing property is
valued at $2,500.
equipment for the village park
and protective fence for the
baseball diamond. .
The ordinance book, dating
from 1907, to be updated and
additional copies made,
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BESTAil R^T

STEAK SHOP

M»ln

CHAEUDOT
Women employes of ; the Mecklenburg County Welfare Department have been told to take the
sexy look out of social work.
Department Director Wallace
Kuralt ; said Wednesday short
skirts, long ; hair and tight
clothes are /'out" A at least
during working hours.
"Vie didn't have any staff
members wearing skirts up to
the thighs," Kuralt said."But I
feel that we have to warn them
. . . there is a professional appearance.'.'

WINONA DAILY NEWS

\ Looking for Fun after dark? j
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SEE and HEAR /'THE NATURALS" !
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Publlihed dally except Saturday and HolMayi by Republican and Herald Publishing Company, <0t Franklin St., Winona,
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Friday. July
"City
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Single Copy — 10c Dally, JOC Sunday
DellvifBd by Carrier—Per -Wlek SO cents
54 wtiki $12.75
S2 weeks 125.50
By mall strictly In advance; paper stopped on expiration date.
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Saturday, July 8
"lady and the Tramps"

In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Winona,
Wabsihj, Buffalo, Jackson, Ftpln and
Trempealeau counties and armed forces
perionml In trie continental United States,
or ovtrteas with APO or FPO addresses:
1 year .;.....114.00 3 months .'..'., M.oo
e monthi . . . . . . 17J0 1 month .......S1.S0

Sunday, July 9
"Kenny Carl"
1

All other subscriptions:
t year . . . . . . iif.oo 3 montni . . . . . «.oo
i monttii . . . $10.00 1 month . . . . . . S2.25
Send etiamje of address, notices, undelivered copies, subscription ordtri and other
mall Items to Winona Dally News, P.O.
Box 70, Winona, Minn. 55917.
Second class
postage paid at Wlnone,
¦
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MARION ¦¦

OPEN 9:00 A.M. DAILY
NOON and EVENING LUNCHEONS
DELICATESSEN and TME-OUT FOODS

The Avenue Cafe
310 Mankato Ave.

li Now Under New Ownership

DENISE MYSKA

Would Ilk* t* Invlt* You to Eat

• (BREAKFAST
• LUNCH

«

of afl
llj ages...
fn/oy the good food at
I
ill

• DINNER
Or In Batwean Meals
Watch for Our Grand Opening

STEAK $1.49

INCLUDES SOUP, POTATOES, SALAD, COFFEE

Boss Suppresses
Sexy Social Work
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Randall's Cafeteria

SPECIAL TENDERLOIN

• t rine* Frlsi. Am«rlcarv trtar. slssmwt or mcttiM potstoti.
• MI »M iitwt hnwi *t«) ^rsnrh. Ro<|ut«on, >,«>0 Uland Ornsino.

Main
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PANCAKE HOUSE

STEAK SHOP SPECIALS ~ 5 TO P.M. DAILY
*
FRIED SPRING
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TUBI1ST, Italy (AP)—American evangelist Billy Graham
: :: :
makes his first evangelical visit ':Vv ::' V c aii(l7vv :v i
to a Communist nation today.
Graham laves for Zagreb,
Yugeslavia, to preach to three i . ' ¦ ¦ .¦ ; • ¦¦ ' ¦¦' ¦ . : • ¦ • '• ' ' ¦ ' •.;' . ¦ . '¦ v . , I
7
spiritual revival meetings on ,';¦¦'• Junction Highways
14 ,:
;..
Saturday and Sunday.:
' .ii, Winona, iVlirin.
and
I
Wednesday night he attracted
an overflow crowd of 3,500 per" a.m.
|.Aj
Opan Dally « «.m.
-" ;
sons to Turin's v Waldensian
[
:.,;i:.y. ^:A^AJ :
:6A
church.
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Under the private campgrounds program now underway in the area under which
private campgrounds with state
approved facilities are avail~—
**~
~.
an
able, some of the pressure for
Stat
* park camping is reduced,
* ¦Mm. *V00
%m\ m\ A i
but there is still a need for HARRY DAVIS, toning adKiBiJHU i|!M|Basm UniUr 11 FREE i m m e d i a t e development of ministrator, called attention to
iJ
l~ omtYI IN THlfflln
these Southeastern Minnesota a fence being built that is not
conforming to requirements
parks,
that any fence over 4V4 feet
must be three feet within the
BHzabeth Home property
Queen
^m^k ^mm\ ^S ^nm\\ ^Mmmmmmw
^Bi
. line. He was instructLONDON (AP) Queen Eliz- ed to contact the owner, Ed Olabeth II and Prince Philip re- son, and remove it or file an
turned by plane today from appeal.
their week's visit to Canada's Mayor Robert Young and
centennial celebration and Expo Hugh Fay, councilman, will infi7.
vestigate cost of additional play
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Wednesday/ Three otherv.crew ."- .:
members were picked up by
V.S. Coast Guvdjaircraft,
The Air Force said the plane,
flying a training mission, took
off from Ramey Air Fx>rce Base
in western Puerto Rico unarmed
A
and without bomb*. .
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New Hours
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Sundays thru Thursday*
Till J A M
Fridays and Saturdays
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reasonable prices here.
QUICK service, tool
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IN WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
Phone 517/ — We Will Bring Samples to Your Home
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ThougKts at Random —
From Edito r's Notebook
Wf ARE OF THE eplnion th*»t thai
new sales tax law will be good for Minnesota and ihe property owner but there 's
one facet to us -— which we didn 't know
about — tliat is a bit nauseating. Believe it
or hot, but those who must collect the
sales tax also must be licensed to do so!
And the fee, which is to be paid to the Department of Taxation, is $1. Whoever added this clause to what otherwise should: be
a-most acceptable measure, surely had a
quirk of some kind.
'
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THEY COUNTED lha rlnfl» on «na of
the beautiful elm trees on Sarnia Street
being cut down for the highway widening
project: It was 125 years old!
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WONDER IF ANY of our city official*
ever use the Milwaukee Railroad's Huff
Street crossing? If they do, they: Wouldn 't
tolerate the bumps. It's the roughest
crossing in town -A at the moment.
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POLICE CHIEF McCaba's crack-down

en; mptorcycle and automobile muffler violations seems : to be very effective. There
still are violators, of course, but we've noticed thai the din has decreased 'substahtially;
'
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SOME INTERESTING flflbrai about
the Mayo Clinic in our neighboring city of
Rochester were ; revealed the other day
during a hearing by the National tabor
Relations Board in a matter involving jur.. - . v . '. :„ ".:
isdiction.
Here are some of the points brought
out by Robert Roesjer, a: member of the
Section of Administration; many of which
had never been publicly divulged before:
• dross income from patients last
year was $39.8 million.
¦ «: Total purchases for 1966 amounted
to $6.8 million ,, including $2 million from
out-of-state firms.;
: • Of the $12 million to $14 million total . cost of the Mayo Building addition ,
$1.7 million was spent yvith out-of-state
firms for : the purchase of steeli: concrete
and marble, plus a materials: hoist. •
• In the purchase of chemical supplies in 1966, the Clinic spent $732,000 with
out-of-state firms. "; ¦
'" . '•••¦ Last year there were 197,600 paients at the Clinic, 47 percent (92 ,872 patients) coming from other states and foreign countries;
Using the gross income frOro patients
figure of $39.8 million, this would mean ah
average Clinic patient paid a bill of about
$201 . for; I960.; ¦
"From the gross patient income,"
Roesl er said, "the Clinic subtracts its
costs— for salaries, supplies and equipment — and then gives the net to the
Mayo Pourtdatidn."
He explained that the foundation owns
the physical facilities of all Mayo property.
Roesler then revealed a figure of $52,866 spent last year on oni-ot-state telephone calls, "This is only for calls originating from the Clinic. 1 don't know what
the cost was for in-coming calls ," he testified.
:
, ". 'Roesler ' . also explained the Clinic's program of giving each staff member 18 daya
annually to attend schools and seminars to
up-date himself on medical practices and
research .
"We believe that the 'half-l ife ' of medical knowledge is five to seven years, " he
aaid. "1 mean in that period half of the
doctor 's knowledge will be out-of-date.
We are treating the sick of today and
yesterday, but we must research to treat
the sick of tomorrow;"
The cost of the program was estimated at between $350,000 and $400 ,000, he
said.
The size of the staff was set by Roesler at 475 doctors, 2,400 para-medical employes and 700 members of the Mayo graduate school. He said the 1966 payroll was
$12 million, including benefits,
¦
' ¦
.
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MINNESOTA'S POPULATION fa axpected to increase to 4,209,000 by 1980 for
a 23 percent gain since I960, says a leading
factoring and financing firm.
An anal ysis of recent population projections by the U.S. Department of Commerce shows that this will give Minnesota
1.8 percent of the U.S. population, Because
of the more rapid growth of a f«w states ,
however , this would represent a decline
from the state 's I .I* percent share of the
1960 population , making it one of 26 states
expected to have a smaller share of the
nation 's population in 1980.
Although every state except West Virginia is expected to increase in population
in the 20 years from I960 to 1S80, great
varialion s are expected among tlje growth
rates of the various states; the over - all
trend seems to indicate a pronounced
westward and southward shift.
The indicated Increases in population
will be «5 percent in the Pacific states , 53
percent in the Mountuin states and 45 percent in the South Atlantic states , the report said. These projected gains compare
with a total national increase of 35 percent as the nation 's populaljon risen f rom
170 million in 1000 to 242 million in 1980.
Calif ornia , which passed New York as
the nation 's most populous stale during
the '60s, is expected by government experts to have 27,742 ,000 residents by 1080.
This is » laruur population tha n the 21

smallest states combined — nearly half ol
the rest of the states. California 's share of
the population is expected to rise from 8.8
better
percent in i960 of
to 114 percent, or in
ell the people
the
than one^inth
country. - : - A
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'PEOPLE JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEMS
OF PARENTS THESE DAYS , . .'

¦¦¦i '
'
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ANY AMER ICAN eitizoh wl*!) a prefty
good size fortune of his own can parlay it
into spine .'really big money if Je doesn't
'nii-hd. being adopted by an elderly French
lady and fighting: off the heirs to her
¦
'A ' .estate.. •
The widowed and childless Marquise de
Beauregard, 80, has asked the U.S. Embassy in Paris to find her an American
to " . adopt;,. ;'
' This person, she said; would inherit her
extensive holdings in , the south of France
as well as a mansion and other property
in Paris.
The /Marquise explained that she wanted1 a well-to-do American citizen A a Canadian would also do — between the ages
of 30 and: 50. He would have to have some
money of his own because the lieir to her
estate would probably have to fight the distant relatives who are bound to contest
>: - v . '
her will.
The embassy reports that tlie request
has been "passed along to the State Department."

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago ; . . 1957

T^entyrFive Years Ago ." ¦' ¦ , 1942

: F. A. Krause and Rex A. Johnson, who for
raore tban Urea; and one-half years.have op' Johnson Implement
eratedvthe Krause.0Store,
announced a dissolution vof partnership. Mr.
Johnson is retiring and will live in Madison
and Mr. Krause will continue to operate the
business. • '; ' • • -.
City Engineer E . E . Chadwick was authorized by the City Council to spend up to $1,800
in making a survey to determine Prairie Island's suitability as an airport site.

Fifty Years Ago .A

1917

Wells Levens, who has a hundred acres of
land planted with hemp near Winona, reports
that up to date the hemp is doing well and
a good yield is anticipated later in the season.
Mrs. August Koehler today picked a ripe tomato from her garden. The tomato was large
and well formed.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1892

Otis Abell has moved his tar sidewalk factory to tlie old circus grounds.
The weekly shoot of the sportsmen was
won by Julius Artz , who scored 16 out of 20.
Travel on the river is increasing and will
aoon assume¦¦ its¦ ¦ usual heavy summer propor'
.
tions. . : ¦

. . , . ., , . . . ' 7,

¦
. _ ¦ . . ... ;;.; . ' ¦; ;.

ftAi^

Nevada is expected to show the biggest
percentage increase, with a gain of 146
percent, moving the state up from 49th in
size to 46th. Arizona is expected to gain
90 percent, Florida 82 percent and California 77 percent, reflecting the westward and
southward drift of the population. The
combined share of U.S. population held by
the three states will rise from 12.8 percent
in 1960 to 16.1 percent in 1980, but the gain
still will leave them short of the combination of New York, Pennsylvania and Illinois, which will have a combined) 19.6 percent share compared with 21.2 percent in
1960. .A

Edward Lueek was installed as president
of Carpenters Union Local 307, Retiring president is John 0. Reinhard. Only other new officer i$ Milton Happel , succeeding Lawrence
Keskovich as conductor.
Delegates to the annual convention of the
Catholic Aid Association have bees elected by
members of St. Joseph's and St. Elizabeth's
Catholic Aid societies of the Cathedral of the
Sacred Heart. Htirell Wardwell and Charles Metjlle were named delegates and Tim Burke and
Arthur Redig, alternates by St. Joseph's. St.
Elizabeth's Soicety erected, Mrs, Arnold Mayer
and Mrs. Arthur Redig . delegates and Mrs,
Carl Fischer and Mrs. Elizabeth Voelker, alternates.
7
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By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - Good old
Hep. Harley Staggers, : the
West Virginia Democrat, has
been labor's public champion
when it comes to tie railway
unions and opposition to a
modified arbitration act to
head off a:railway strike. But
he has been strangely secretive regarding another phase
of trarisportiation — the airlines and their accidents.
As chairman of the House
Commerce Committee, he
has been holding closed-door
hearings on airline accidents.
The safety of the nation is
not involved, but rather , the
safety of the public.
Hearings regarding t. . . h •
Apollo fire have been held in
public. Investigations i n t o
railway wrecks a n d auto
crack-ups are held in public.
And past probes of airline
accidents were held in public.
But for some reason best
known to himself, the venerable congressman from West
Virginia has chosen to hold
airplane accident probes behind a etrick veil of secrecy.

THE LATEST have Involved two spring crashes, over
One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1867 Ohio by Lake Central and
Joseph Bolcom, who has recently returned TWA, plus the New Orleans
from the Lake Superior mining region, exhibit- tragedy when a Delta jet
ed some remarkably beautiful specimens of plowed into a motel, killing a
copper, silver and crystalized quartz, taken group of schoolgirls on their
out of the mines adjoining his claim near spring vacation. The kin of
all those killed would like to
Ontonagan.
the reason. So would
know
¦
the public in order to prevent
Though now accepted in royal circles,
further tragedies. Rep. Staggers, however, believes in
the Duchess of Windsor's still not "your
secrecy.
royal highness. " These things take time,
There were two basic reaand it's only been 31 years.
sons
for. the demotion of the
'
•
grandstanding little premier
A former White House aide says LBJ's of South Vietnam, Nguyen
chances of re-election are better than the
Cao Ky:
polls show. If they are not, the President's
1. He lost his best friend
in real trouble.
and supporter when Henry
¦
Cabot Lodge retired as U. S.
ambassador.
And all (he people answered ^vitli one voice,
2. He began to emulate his
nnd said, "All the words which the Lord hath own announced hero, Adolf
said will we do."—Exodus 24:3,
Hitler.
When Ellsworth Bunker replaced Lodge, Ky lost much
of his immunity irom Washington criticism. Lodge was
so grateful to Ky for bringAn Independent Newspaper — Establishe d 1855 ing stability out of the chaos
existing after President Diem
W P Wiim G. R. CLOSWAV C. E. LINDEN
was killed when South VietPublisher
Exec. Director Business Mgr.
nam suffered six different
nnd Editor & Ailv. Director governments In 19 months,
Auou'ii B KKMKR GORDON H OI .TR A, J. KrecBuscn that he forgave Ky 'n swashCity Editor
Sunday Editor Circulation Mar. buckling.
But Bunker didn't. Bunker
L. S. BR ONK
P. H. K I.AOOI L. V. ALSTON
had dealt with some of the
Compoxing Sttjst. Press Supt. Engraving Supt. most headlined and difficult
personalities in the world —
W ILLIAM H. ENGLISH
Dictator Peron ot Argentina,
Comptroller
mlld-mnnnered Premier. NehMKMHKR Or THE A.SKOC1ATKD MISS
ru of India, sex-craey President Sukarno of Indonesia.
So he was in no mood to take
nonsense from a tin-horn little
general determined to use the
Prow Is entitled
Aaaoclated
e
f / » S >f» ^
American Army and the Sepf l mmrtik exclusively to the use lor repub- tember elections to perpetu,,on
U[e
,oca
nowa
a
c
I»£W&TlI l *is printed
" * in°'this "newspaper 'as well ate himself in office.
as all A.P. nowa dispatches
WBTBT
IT IS TRUE, as the State
Department announced, that
Thursday, July «, im the American embassy did

apt know Premier Ky was
going tov run for vice ; president instead of president.
This was arranged hi a
smoke-filled room at the Tansonhut Air Base between the
generals;. .:
But it was true that Ambassador Bunker was exerting his hot unimportant influence ic get -Ky out: of. the
presidential race and otherwise: curb his dictatoriad pyrotechnics. Ky knew this. So
did the other generals.
In. recent months Ky had
violated all the rules. He had
campaigned f o r president
while still premier. He had
plastered the countryside with
posters extolling Premier Ky.
He had imposed as tight a
censorship on the press as
the censorship of Red China.
He even censored the political
announcements of the chief
Of state, General Nguyen Van
Thleu. And he caused to be
arrected novelist Vu Hanhi
after Vu had brought a libel
suit against the pro-government newspaper, Song, for
calling Vu pro-Communist.
Vu was certain to win the
suit. Whereupon, very conveniently, Premier Ky put
novelist Vu in jail,
This is almost the equivalent of having the Johnson administration jail two writers
after Sen. Tom Dodd had
sued them and they are about
to win.
Ky's high-handedness finally got to the point where Ambassador Bunker's frowns
plus the rivalry of powerful
General Nguyen Van Thieu

forced him to step down one
notch in the race for pres":: A ':A .;:
ident;

FIVE carefully t i m e d
bombs exploded in Wadesboro, N. C;, all placed in
the homes or offices of the
five members of the school
board who had stood staunchly for school desegregation.
In one case, the oil company
office of James A. Hardison
Jr., chairman of the school
board, was- ripped to smither1
eens.
Paradoxically, the bombings occurred in the home
town of lamar Caudle, who
served as assistant attorney
general in charge of the Justice Department's criminal
division in the Truman administration. When anti-Negro trouble broke out in Columbia, Tenn., and when a
Negro was kidnaped and taken across the North Carolina
state line,
Caudle, though a Southerner, moved immediately to
invoke federal law. He called
a grand jury to prosecute the
guilty. There was no delay.
Caudle's boss at that time
was Attorney General Tom
Clark.
Today, Ramsey Clark, his
son, is attorney general.
Three days after the Wadesboro bombing the Justice Department was asked what; it
was going to do about the obvious flouting of federal law
in Nortl Carolina. The answer was : "We're investigating."
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MARLOW
By
¦ JAMES ¦¦
:. • ' AP ;: Newa Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP)A After weeks ©II gettSng: ready the
United Nations this week faced its showdown; On the ArabIsraeli tension and tbe result was;rero.
,;
A
si Aidealing,
That there was a lot of wheeling, and perhaps
with the various members by the United States on one side
and the Soviet Union on tie other can be taken fox granted,
But, like Presideiit Johnson's meeting vith Soviet Premier
Alexei N. Kosygm, no outsider knows what w#nt- on behind
the scenes. All that ia known
is that when the test came
neither side had ehough vptes
letters td Thf
to:.win;A:/v :' v Editor. ^. . A ;. ' :Thus once again the Unitineffective.
looks
Nations
ed
Mideast War lassoa¦
By now this is an old story.
¦¦¦
But, despite.-vail the yelping A" A F w Aii:«f ui:,: ;;>•
and handwringing ; about the To the Editor:
condition of the international
Now that the Middle East
organization, it has been clear has settled down somewhat,
that
;on
from the beginning
people have settled down to
any. given problem the United normal human beings. Things
be
as
strong
Nations:can only
happened so fast that people
as its members want it to be. did not know what .next,- FunThat reality was there be- ny tiling that men who claim
fore there was a United Na- God is old-fashionedand say
tions — in the days of its they do not need God anycreation in 1945 when the big more, could make s'/ich a mispowers insisted upon the right take^ by saying; thev^erdbgs,
to veto any action the other the Jews, were beaten before
members of the f Security they started.
Council thought right and
Wonder how the p'isople now
basic distrust and self-in- feel toward these nien whom
terest were part of the or- they trusted so much, in their
ganization from the start. The theories? If it was amy other
Soviets: have been the great- country who won a: ^ar as
est practitioner of the veto.
quick as the Jews, did, we
Sometimes this has had a would never hear »bfc end of
ridiculous, result, as in 1950 it; The press would r mal»
when the council voted to stop one sick, But the way it
the aggression of North Ko- was, things moved stotfast that
rea against South Korea. •
the press and whine Collared
leaders could not talk, all beMOSCOW could have, and
cause they thought the Jews
prevented
this
would have;,
were beaten beflwe they
action,' tf it: had been present startedw '
time.
But
it
wasn't.
at voting
This should be a . lesson; to
It happened to be deliberateus
all, tbat when, « country
ly absent,: putting on a sulk- sticks together arid has only
ing act because Red China
a few cMefe who depend on
wasn't given U.N. meinberIndians to doii, the job,
; ' " ';
their
'
'
'S
shipf : :,:- .
then we will see a different
And there was the^ time change in Vietnam )or, wherthree years ago that the So- ever we inay be. I will bava
viet Union and France dead- to admit this is one ftlme the
locked the General Assembly high officials got - sot ae exerwhen"; they refused to pay cise besides lettuig iiieir untheir peacekeeping dues, ar- derdogs do all theiH; talking
guing that only the council!; for. thein. and cover :iip their
not the assembly, could de- dirty work.' ¦ ¦A ' . -'A .
termihe such dues.
Ralph KcUy A
7
Kellogg, Minn.
AND THIS year there; was
P. S. If you were <ln favor
the nevet-to-be-forgotten fiasco when the UrN. peace- Of the country the Jews were
force was yanked out of fighting against, yo* better
Egypt in the midst of the think vfhat big counitry you
Arab-Israeli crisis and just would be supporting.' i
before the war began.
For 10, years the force , by
fo Your Qobd Nealth
permission of Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Kasser,
had been stationed inside
Egypt. :along the border with
Israel. The latter would not
allow; U.N. troops inside Israel; ¦}: -. ¦'
As Nasser rieared the peak
of his war build"n, he told
U.N. Secretary General U
. Dear Dr. Molner: ( Can
Thant to pull his peacekeeptranquilizers . '. 'Cm ep r o ers out immediately. And
bamate;-etc;-)
become* hab- 7
Thant did. So the U.N. troops,
which had been in Egypt a ; it-forming or a "crutch, "
so to speak?-rV.V.
decade , weren't there when
needed most.
Certainly. But that Us true
TO RECAPTURE the good- of innumerable medicsations.
will of the Arabs, who felt Some people can get its "aslet down because Moscow did pirin habit," and thini. they
not step in to save them from can't get along without it.
a beating by Israel, Moscow Tranquilizers are very useful,
sent Kosygin to the General but like ANY medication they
Assembly to lead the way for have to be employed with
good judgment.
the Arabs against Israel.
Dear Dr. Molner : Wliat is
That was weeks ago and
the reason for blood . turnthe Soviets had plenty of time
ing black? Is it an ujdicato line up support among the
tion of some disease tor it
122 member nations. Moscow
it natural for older peiuiple?
wanted Israel condemned as
-¦J.B. '
an. aggressor and ordered to
withdraw from the Arab terBlood turns dark or I black
because of chemical changes
ritory it took in the war.
(»f the
Tn the General Assembly in the iron content refer to
blood.
presume
you
I
vote this was defeated. But black or tar-cofored stool.
so was a two-way Latin This is not natural at am/ age.
American proposal, backed It occurs when there is Tbleedby the United States, calling Ing high in the inti'Stinal
for Israeli withdrawal but al- tract. Vomited blood in desso; demanding that the Arab cribed as coffee-ground c olor.
states renounce their belligA scab on the surface of
erency towards Israel. A the skin will darken fdr the
number of other resolutions same reason: Changes iin the
were also knocked down.
iron.
But the assembly did apNOTE TO "MONTAiNA": —
prove, 99 to 0, a resolution No," eancer of the panicreas
calling Israel's unification of cannot be transmitted through
Jerusalem invalid.
marital relations, or, in fact,
transmitted at all.
NOW THE argument goes
back to the Security Council
whose failure in the first place ...I t'a brand n&w
to reach any solutions had
prompted the Soviets to take with the Mpo rtM jcar
the problem to the General Mtik aMM
Assembly.
The one lesson that emerges . from it all has always
been: The United Nations is
a good meeting place for the
nations of the world. Sometimes It works, sometimes It
doesn't.
It works when it suits tho
interests of the members to
make it work. It's anything
but on ideal organization. But
it's the only ono the world
has , It may stagger along In¦
definitely or, in the end, fall M SCHIWINN FASTBACK *"^- m
on its face, as the Loague of M ^ ^m m mf m m ^m m mJm
mi Nations did.
' •' '¦¦ ¦
• •
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Advertliemeni

SKIN ITCH

DON'T SCRATCH ITI

(N 15 MINUTES,

"My, we ARE living a primitive lite; ine manager
just told me that up here you can 't get Huntley
and Brinkleyl"

11 no) pleaied, your 4Bc buck at any
quiets
druo counter.
ITCH-ME-NOT
Itching ID mlnutasi kills germs to spaed
healing, Fine lor eczema,, Insect bites,
loot llch, olhtr surface ra»Ma. NOW al
Ted Waler Drug.

SCHViMH f ASIBMK
STING-RA Y
5 SPEED

69

"&'&¦
KOLTER'S
l
Sales and Service

402 Mankato Av«.

Phon<> tUi

ington of Whitefish Bay* Wla.
said; 'I hate it. when it's not
crowded here, You get ho response. It's nice when you get
up there and they smile. Eye
contact is really nice. "
Sti. a 20-year-old junior at the
MADISON , Wis (AH - University of Wisconsin , wants
Slinging hash and scrubbing lo be a commercial artist.
¦
floors are out for roeds who
work their way through college.
Go-go dancing is in
"The way I rationalize it is by
saying it's not any worse than
dancing on a beach ," said a
coed go-go- girl.
LONG BEACH. Calif. (AP) —
The gals are go-going through It was 71 degrees when Philip
school at $3 and $4 an hour
Philo 45, was greeted recently
At a Madison discotheque, a by his wife. Mary, and children
Su
Hunt- as he camp home on leave from
go-go
coed,

They Go-Go Their
Way Through
College Education

More Student Nations Owe US. $
Riots Seen
For Resorts

By ROBERT GOLDENSTE1N
AP Science Writer
CHICAGO (AP ) _ T3ie student and teen-ager riots that
have/ become annual events at
some of America's best known
summer and winter resorts will
continue and perhaps grow larger and spread to more places, a
sociologist predicted today.
Bernard Beck , Ph.D., assistant professor of sociology at
Northwestern University, said
in an interview that these I
youths gather at places where
they are unknown with the
avowed purpose of breaking out
of their ordinary routine.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Other nations now owe the United
States more than $41 billion—
about half in principal and interest from World War I debt.
Officials estimated today that
foreign governments and organizations owe Uncle Sam about
$20.8 billion as of last March 31
exclusive of interest and World
War I debt;
Principal and interest from
World War I added another $21
billion to the bill:
If past experience is any

guide, the figures will go even ( that no furthpr payments need
be made on World War I debt
higher.
Seventeen nations still owe until final settlement of German
money from World War I. At reparations. Payments actually
last listing 96 nations and 5 in- stopped, except for Finland, in
ternational organizations owed
1932.
the other debt.
¦
More than 99 per cent of the
World War II and post-war debt PRESERVERS REPLACED
is being repaid on time but the NEW YORK (AP)-The Statstory is much different for en Island Ferry is replacing
World War I. Only Finland the cork and canvas life jackets
makes timely payments and is
the only country not in arrears. the line has used for 50 years
It's all legal, however. The with plastic-foam life preservUnited States in 1953 agreed ers.

He Finds Bearded
Man With Famil y

l4 ^j

eight months of duty aboard the
cruiser Long Beach off Vietnam. But when Philo got homp .
he found a Christmas tree with
the usual trimmings and the
presents he had missed last
NEW YORK (AP)- "A soldifr
Dec. 25.
ran
be a beauty queen and a
¦
woman also," says Batya KaTO STUDY BUILDINGS
biry
pvidence
The
she
WHITE PLAINS, N Y (AP ) prpsonted Wednrsday was her— The American Society nl Civ. self
il Engineers is planning to use Tbp H-ypar-old beauty who
about too of the 500 buildings holds the title of Miss Israel
scheduled for demolition here paused m New York en route
under urban renewal to gather tn the Miss Universe competiinformation about load resist- tion in Miami A private in the
ance and what fires and earth- Israeli army, she is on active
quakes can do to the buildings duty a.s a social worker.

Israeli Private
In Beauty Contest

h ^mno ^Mx,i,muH
^
nmmi 'l ^lmilt ^f '^timy k
i
^

"A lot of the public's concern
is that college students were
once looked upon as special
kinds of people who were expected to act in a special way,"
Beck said.
"All that is changing," he
added. "Teen-agers are coming
to regard themselves as ordinary people and they want the
same autonomy and freedom
that is allowed others."
Although he said there is considerable difference in scale, he
compared the student uprisings
with the antics of some convention delegates who^ block traffic
and play practical jokes on
spectators, usually without interference from the police,
"What these kids are doing is
like an outdoor sport for them,"
Beck said. "But they know the
police are keeping a sharper
eye on them. Because the police
are more watchful and intervene sooner, resentment is triggered once that intervention
occurs. "
Beck said permanent residents in such resort areas as
Lake Geneva, Wis., and Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., and the
youths who flock there for vacations have completely different
viewpoints on what constitutes
"having fun."
He said some "frightening
overtones" of the youthful escapades might be avoided if there
were a closer meeting of minds
or if special resort areas were
established to cater to the special desires of young people.

Woman Run Over
By Her Own Car
BALTIMORE, Md (AP) Mrs. Gertrude Hughes, 64, of
Baltimore died Wednesday after
she was run over by her own
car.
Police said Mrs. Hughes had
parked the vehicle on an incline
at a lome for the elderly. They
said the car started to roll down
the hill and she was knocked
down when she ran in its path
trying to stop it.
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And famous Gulf is here with all its other
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Congress Not l)i\?pFce S<DrrT6|irries
Making Record ffe Only7 A ^Meii
Budget Cuts

five years to accomplish iraa
to the U. S. Supreme Co-urt
On. Jiine 5, the high court over in less than two minutes.
ruled inspectors can be forced VThaiik you very much for
to obtain a search warrant to your courtesy, sir," said one of
enter when owners object to rou;
tine checks of their homes or the inspectors as they left.
'
s
all
there
is
to
it.*'
"That'
businesses.
v
. .
He contended arbitrary in- Sees had won. Then he invited "The public is entitled to
spection ; without a court Fire Chief Gordeoii Vickery to know what they found here,*'
on the See told newsmen after the inwarrant Violated his constitu- inspect his warehouhe
report of the spectors were gone; ,?If I don't
thai;
a
condition
tional rights. He said he had no inspection be made public. receive a report in 30 days,
objection to fire: inspections of Vickery agreed the report would there'll be some real howling.''
buildings open to the public, be available to anyone who "The only question involved
all along," he added ,A"was
wants to see it.
such as bis store.
brass
whether
a man had the right to
arrange
for
a
"I.tried
to
is
building
when
a
"But
locked, and the inspector de- band to play 'Hail to The stand in the door and say 'no'/'
mands that the lock be opened, Chief ," See told newsmen as he
I felt that was going too far," awaited arrival of : the inspec- Plus An Ocean
tors Wednesday. ''I've got nothSee said. -: A 7.
ing to hide. Today is open house
MIAMI BEACH/ PJa. (*» —
With that kind of determina- in the warehouse." AA.
Of
the 379 hotels here, 155
tion behind him , See battled the
iswimming pools.
have
took
inspection
that
Then
the
up
fire department all the way

5-Year £bui* Battle Ends
VVith 2-AAihute Inspection
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sec-

McNamara Claims
Saving $914 Million
In Milfta ry Spending

retary of Defense Robert S. Mc- SEATTLE; Wash. (AP)Namaj Ta says his cost reducing Seattle Fire Department inspectors Robert E. Lallo and Allen
efforts saved $914 million in mil- J. Stephens arrived at Norman
itary spending during the fiscal See's small warehouse straightyear that ended last Saturday. faced and business-like.
hy f ^tGAU. VAN-J »URKNA\7V' .AA
McNamara , vowing to contin• DEAR ABBY : 1 am 11 years old and. I: have . a problem; ue this year his five-year war "I'm supposed to get a copy
of yoiir report,"
the owner
, My mother and father are getting a divorce.
against excess Pentagon ex- of the Statewide said
Hardware
Co\,
my
,
and
for
her
rights
fight
lawyer
to
My
mother
has
a
WASHINGTON (AP> A The
penditures, forecast additional "so I'll step aside and let you in.
;
Why
don
't
us
rights.
to
fight
for
his
lawyer
daddy
has
a
.
savings
million,from
¦
)
acof $590
1967 Congress may consider
'
kids have lawyers io fight for our rights; tions taken last fiscal year. \ And God bless you:".
record high requests for new
with
The court says you have to live
7 "There must be water some- .'.'; See and the fire department
appropriations but at its current
your mother or your father; I want to live where in bur $73 billion budget began the episode back in 1962
rate will fall considerably short
with both of them , but nobody asks me for this year. I propose to find it when the hardware man refused
RICHARD and wring it out," he told news- to let firemen make a routine
anything. What fair I ' do?
of making record budget cuts.
It already has acted in whole
men Wednesday.
check of his locked warehouse.
' DEAR RICHARD: Your letter eUA
or in part on requests for $126.8
billion in hew funds. An estimatfluently expresses the hurt fell by many 7
ed $20 billion still is to be . conchildren when their parents divorce.
sidered. ¦:;":Your"rights ," however , do hot include
forcing your parents to live together
That worild make a total tat
Sihether
they like it or not; '-- .A A
5147 billion Over which Congress : —.
'
¦ . ¦¦ . .;¦ . -¦ - . l aon i Know wnai me circumsianc:
.*.
.;
.
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'
parents don 't like dividing their ' -families any more than
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L
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propriatiohs such as 'debt interX ^'cQt :'
apparently
decjd
it
likes
to
be
divided
,
but
they
have
7.
est over which it has little or no
ed that this decision is the best for vail concerned .
' control,: v
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Of the 15 money bills slated
MIRACLE MALL-WINONA
I row jTOtf mwi!cM
^
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for consideration this year. 11: ADEAR ABBY: What do you think :of a neighbor who gets
mm i
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.
'havei passed the House,: and 4 up bright and early oh Sunday morning to cut his grass
Saturday
Open 9 to 9 Monday Thru
have cleared both branches and Avith a power lawn mower? I once mentioned (kiddingly)
that he shouldn't "work" on Sunday. He said it wasn't
become: law. :
SLEEP RUINED
Those enacted involved ad- 7 »' \york ." it was exercise.7 v
ministration requests for $23.6
billion which Were trimmed $284
DEAR RUINED: Tell Iiim .- . '(and ' this - time NOT 'kidA .;
million by Congress—a cut of
dingly ) that he is "disturbing the peace. " (This grim A
1.1 per cent.
phrase could throw a scare into hirn.j .
The House has passed Jl bills
P. S. I think anyone who uses a power lawn mower
for which requests totaled $126:8
before noon on Sunday should be forced to shave with it.
billion; It cut them about $3 billion , or¦ slightly less than 3 per
DEAR ABBY: Is there any way 16 find out if a person
cent. . '¦; ¦¦' • • ¦'
who was born in another; country and claims to be an
If the Senate follow* its nor- American citizen REALLY¦ is a citizen? lie has lived in this
mal pattern, some cuts made by town for about 25 years. ' .. '• - .
I don't want that person to know that I am trying to
the House will be restored. But
even if the Senate; goes along find out, but I arc1 willing to spend up to $100 for this in"GOOD REASONS''
with the House on pending bills, formation; Sign me,
the final budget cut for the year
hardly is likely to reach the $5 A : DEAR "GOOD" : Your local bureau of immigration
and naturalization can provide you with the information
billion goal set by naembers of
you seek at no cost. But be prepared to divulge the reathe Appropriations Committees.
sons for your injuiry. It is up to the bureau chief to deThe current outlook is that the
1967 reduction will be in the
cide whether your "reason;" are '*good"enough .
neighborhood Of 44 billion , or
about 3 per cent.
v DEAR ABBY: We are a one-car family , so my mother
That would be only half of the drives my father to a corner about 2 miles from home, and
f, per cent reduction voted by a fellow employe picks him up there and gives him a ride .
the 1963 Congress, which to work ; ;.
trirnmed $6,5 billion from total
Dad is dropped at that same coraer every evening berequests for $110.3 billion , set- tween 4:30 and 5:30 (the time varies) , then he calls home
mm\ \\.
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house, lets the phone ring twice, and then lie hangs up and
saves the dime. ^ 'v7
It seems that everyone we ever knew calls our house
between 4-30 to 5:30. When mom answers, she can 't hang
up until.she 's told the caller all the latest heWs. My father
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position of the jail terms until Award Winner
the court has a chance to consider a petition for a new hear- Gregory Huboff Jr., a Palnj.
ing. The court, now in recess, Depot associate, is winner of
of Comcould not act on the petition un- the Jaycee-Chamber
merce courtesy award for June, ST. PAUL (AP) — A 15.6 pertil Oct, 9 at the¦ earliest.
officials of the cent salary increase has boosted
¦
;
'¦two sponsoring the scale for deans of state
o r g a nidations junior colleges' in Minnesota to
Australian Singer
announced this the $16,000 to $18,000 range.
Decides Against
week.
v Huboff recelv- The board re-elected Catholic
Supervised Trip'
» ed a certificate Bishop James P. Shannon of
SYDNEY ,. Australia (AF)~
and plaque after Minneapolis as chairman.
The threat of prosecution by the
judges made the He stressed the importance of
t selection based maintaining administrators' sal.
state government has persuaded
21-year-old pop singer Billy
on qualities of arics ahead of a crisis level,
|
1 courtesy, friend- adding, "A lot of people want
Thorpe not to take an LSD trip.
8 linncc anrl car. to go inlo this system." He said
Thorpe created a storm on his
television program "GoV Mon.
vice to the pub- the extra d ollars used in hiring
Huboff
day when he told thousands of
lic in connection top ' administrators , is money
t een-age viewers he was going with daily conduct of business. well spent.
to take a trip under medical Huboff also will be treated to Named vice president of the
supervision. The acting minister a expense-paid night on the board was former state Rep.
Robert - Mahowold ' ' of St. Cloud.
of health , Arthur D. Bridges, town, Jaycees said.
immediately said the state The award was presented by Darrell Nelson . Perham , was
would prosecute Thorpe if he Peter Streiff, Jaycee chairman elected secretary. Gov. Harold
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"Loofc at your steps . . .
everyone else does!"

V~~*^— HOMEWARD STEP CO.
IMS VV, Fifth St.

Phona 1-1533

SAN ANTONIO , Tex. (AP)» r\'ow both Rosip the whooping
crane and her mate Crip, arc
model expectant parents and
2.00 officials hope the marriage
will yield two infant ,birds of a
rare species.
Fred -Stark , director of the
San Antonio zoo, said Wednes.
day Rosie's two eggs may hatch
this weekend.
Crip nnd Rosie were mated
last year , Rosle laid epgn on
June 7 and 9.
There were 45 cranes left In
(he wild , Stark said, when officials counted thern la.st spring,
He said there are 12 more in
captivity.
¦
CHAIR MIT l-'OK MM

LUDLOW . Vt, (AP ) - An expension program announced for
Ihe Okemo Mountain ski area
Includes a chair lift that will be
able lo handle fi, (H)0 skiers an
hour.
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tube.

Spray il on your skin and it
keeps the buga from bilinjj.
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Non-sticky spray in 10-oz.
»ize. Regular and hard tohold.

The family deodorant. 2second spray glv«s 24-hoittprotection.

For those who can't brush
after every meal. 6.75-oz.
size,
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Depends]

;¦¦• '.,- ST. ' PAUL (AP) ~ Eisen
Brothers, the Hoboken, N.J.,
company that: hopes to operate
a fiiraituTe factory on Minnesota's Red Lake Indian Reser.
vation, intends to invest $105,,000 of its: own funds into the
$2.3 million
¦¦ project, it appeared
A today, '
Tho state has .been holding up
approval :of the proposal, pet»
ding further study of the financAing...7:.'A7 ;;^
Eisen is to provide $7M0O of
the $1.5 milhon needed for buil-(
ding and equipping the factory.:
Most of the rest would tome
from federal and state loans.
The company also is to provide $800,000 in working capital,
. Arrangement has been made

Reagan Fights
^M ^0^OiWMDelay in taxes

lor a federally-guaranteed loan
from an insurance company
amounting to $720,000 or-90 per
*
cent of the working capital,
according to the Minnesota Department of Economic Development.' ' In addition, the company . is
seeking to borrow $50,000 of the
remaining$80,000 from the First
Natibnal^Bank, of Bemidji, The
Associated Press learned.
Like the state, the bank is
awaiting further figures on the
Eisen company before approving
the. loan, said Nick Welle, president of the bank.
: In refusing to commit the
state to a $302,000 loan for
building and equipping the plant,
Gov. Harold LeVahder's admin-

: »: .: : :fA :::^

istration said its latest available
figures on Eisen showed ah $18,000 loss for the fiscal year ended
March 31, 1965.
State officials say final federal
approval also Will be needed.
The federal government is to
provide nearly $1 million as a
loan for construction and equipment, with the state loan of
$302,000, along with : $150,000
from the tribal council and $75,Eisen makingXup the
000 from
¦
rest. ¦, ;. -'

WATER FLOODS GRAVES
; NASVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -

Officials of a cemetery exhumed 20 bodies and reburied
them recently after heavy rains
filled the coffins with water/
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SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP )
— Gov. Ronald : Reagan called
on the power of his office and
his popularity with the California voters today for help in va
fistpal war against Democrats .
A tax increase heeded to finance, his budget is being delayed in the Legislature.
The freshman Republican
governor 7 concedes majority
Democrats: in the Legislature
may be preparing a political
trap-a-bare-bones tax bill that
would force him to ask for another increase during 1968, an
election year.
While he steadfastly denies he
is a candidate , a growing num*
ber of conservative Republicans
hope Reagan will be running foj

president next year, instead of
being bogged down at borne
with another fiscal fight.
In; a news conference Covered
by television stations throughout
the state : 'Wednesday, Reagan
accused Senate Democrats of
breaking a "promise" to give
him a . tax increase within 24
hours after passing his record
budget.

"Five days later, we still haven't seen one arid there is no
indication now that we will at
any time soon," he said.
The Democrats are taking
their time in passing a tax bill
to meet a budget deficit of at
least $600-million. Reagan is
asking for a record $I-biIIion tax
increase so he can also pay off a
$197r million cash debt left over
from the prevoius Democratic
administration and provide for
more school aid.
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NOTICE IS HERE BY GIVEN th^
Minnesota will con^

Thursday, J ^

city between the hours of 7 o'clock in the ^breriobn ind
8 o'clock in the evening of said day for the purpose of
voting on the following proposition , to-wit:

SAtE OF INfOXICAtlN^
"Shall the City of Winona issue a special license for sale ;of intoxicating V
, liquors on Sunday to a hotel or a restaurant which hotel or restauraiit
v
. has or may have an on-sale license for the sale of intoxicating liquors,
andI which has or may have facilities for serving riot le;ss than 30 gue^
at one time, sales to be made between the hours of 12 o'clock noon and
12 o'clock midnight; and in conjunction with the serving of food , and
only to persons seated at tables?" A

WHERE TO VOTE
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ELECTION
SPECIAL
¦
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¦ ¦ ¦ ¦: ON

THURSDAY, MY 20, 1967
All qualified electors residing within the City of Winona may ' . vote
at
the
polling
place designated below, for the ward and precinct in which
¦
. - they reside.

'
^AA^A^A^^^^AA^AAAA
First Rreclrict—Voters
living west of the center line of Ben Street from
:
:;^..\'-Mfth -Street'''.to-:th e Mississippi River and west of Cummings Street
between Broadway and Fifth Street and north of Broadway and
Kraemer Drive to west limits of the city vote at
JEFFERSON SCHOOL
Second Precincts-Voters living west of the center line of Curnmmgs
Street between Broadway arid the south limits of the city and south
of Broadway and Kraerher Drive, to west city limits and Wincrest
- -vv- Addition vote at
ST; ANNE HOSPICE — RECREATION ROOM
(Walk Down East Driveway to Rear Enirartce, Park on Broadway)
Third Prtdhcf'—Voters living in that area hounded by Ben Street and
Gutntnings Street on the west, Harvester Avenue ahd Soujth Baker
Street to the Milwaukee Tracks on the east and Sioux Street from
the Milwaukee Tracks to Lake Winona on the east and the Milwaukee
Tracks on the north, between Sioux and Soutfi Bakef Streetk, and
the City Limits on the south , vote at
THE WEST END FIRE STATION (West Broadway!

Fourth Precinct—Voters living in the area bounded by the Milwaukee
Tracks on the south, the Mississippi River on the north, Harvester
Avenue and South Baker on the west and Sioux Street on the east
, '. ¦ ' ..'
'
. - .vote - .at - . .

¦ ? ":
mnmn\M ^mnM

..

THE WEST END RECREATIONAL CENTER (Athletic: Park)

SECOND WARD
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First Pr«elhct—Voters living in the area bounded by Sioux Street on the
west, Harriet Street on the east, Sanborn Street on the south and
the Mississippi River on the north vote at
THE MADISON SCHOOL (Wabasha St. Entrance)
Second Preelnct—Voters living in the area bounded by Sioux Street on
the west, Harriet Street on the east, Sanborn Street on the north
andl the City Limits oh the south, vote at
THE MADISON SCHOOL (Sanborn St. Entrance)

Third Precinct—-Voters living between the Center of Harriet Street and
the center of Washington Street vote at
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING

Fourth Preelnct—Voters living between the center of Washington Street
and the center of Main Street vote at
THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

THIRD WARD

First Preelnct—Voters living between the center of Main Street and the
center of Walnut Street vote at
GROUND FLOOR CORRIDOR , CITY HALL , (4th St. Entrance)
Second Precinct—Voters living between the center of Walnut Street and
the center of Kansas Street vote at

THE CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Third Precinct—Voters living between the center of Kansas Street and the
center of Laird Street vote at
CENTRAL FIRE STATION , 3rd & Laird St, (Rear Entrance)
Fourth Precinct— Voters living between the center of Laird Street and
the center of Hamilton Street vote at
502 EAST BROADWAY (Williams Upholstery Shop)

FOURTH WARD

First Precinct—Voters living between the center of Hamilton Street and
the center of Zumbro Street vote at
ST. STANISLAUS — NOTRE DAME JR. HIGH SCHOOL
(Ute Cerimona St. Basement Entrance) *
Second Precinct— Voters living between the center of Zumbro Street and
the center of Mankato Avenue vote at
WASHINGTON KOSCIUSKO SCHOOL
(Use Center Door)
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Third Precinct—Voters living between the center of Mankato Avenue to
the eastern boundary line of the city north of the center of East
Sanborn Street vote at
WASHINGTON-KOSCIUSKO SCHOOL
(Use Northeast Door)
Fourth Precinct—Voters living between the center of Mankato Avenue
south of the center of East Sanborn Street to the eastern boundary
of the city, and including Sugar Loaf and Glen View addition , vote
at
WASHINGTON-KOSCIUSKO SCHOOL
{U»e Southeast Door)

John S. Carter
City

Recorder
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miss Thomte

backgrounds means nothing arm on the sides to preserve the
makers of banlon fabrics aU-importarit long view of loud
¦
brought Ken Scott from Milan , legs. • • ' '
Iranian-borri Ferro Ettehadieh
from his posh mansion in Palm Auxiliary to Sell
Beach and Gayle Kirkpatrick
:
from the garmen t district to Garnival Tickets A,
show off their wares. Most of Eagles Auxiliary WJU sou
their offerings had to do with tickets on the carnival rides for
stockings.
Steamboat Days beginning this
Discotheque-lbying Ferro be- evening, it was announced at
lieved that the curvy gams of the Monday evening meeting of
girls should be covered with the Ea gles Auxiliary at the
swirls of purple, pink, and
green. Ken Scott sent his stock- clubA
ing staffers out in hues like a An auxiliary picnic will he
fire in the nighty while Kirkpa- held July ; 31 at McConnpn 's
trick had {Jainted conch shells Lodge, Prairie Island* and a
and butterflies bigger than - . 'life public chicken dinner Aug.: 5.
on browns, and blacks for his Mrs. Gerald Cook, president,
ladies' tights.
:
'
' '"
.
AH three designers topped an d ':MrsV.- Edsoi,. - - ^*)yB,-. ; r^
these tights, but Very sparingly ported on the state convention.
sometimes, with tunics or shifts. Mrs. Jacob Tungesvik will
Anything longer was slit to the head the dinner.

accessories. Now theyv are the
costumes themselves.
A At the fall collection previews
Wednesday, the firstv of a fourday schedule arranged by the
NEW YORK (AP) — Current New York Couture (Jroup, designers who, seldom agree on
supershort styles stem from anything were in unison in hailgaudy stockings, a fashion that ing the crazy leg as the root of
baseball players thought v of all fashion. ..:, ' ¦.A"A
years ago. Once stockings Were •'. ' . ¦.As if to: prove that diverse

tadies^ Legs
Get Lbuder ; :

'^¦¦7^'iPiA^^lS i'I-l iipsdfni"" ';-¦' ¦

Exchange Vows

WHITEHALL . Wis . (Special l
A- Miss: Andrea ,Liv thomte,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs; Philip
Thomte, Whitehall, and Dale
Phillipson, son of Mrs. Edwin
Iverson ario^thelate Edwin Phillipson ; Whitehall , were married June 24 at Our Saviour 's
Lutheran Church . AVhitehalA
The Rev, Clifford Ritland was
Ihe officiating clergyman, and
the nuptial sermonette wns delivered by Paul Knutson , friend
of the bridal couple , who is
presently doing his pastoral interning . at Pelican Rapids,
. ' ' .-Mich '.'. . . :¦:¦
A A' . . :¦ •¦. '
Pre-huptiaJ music ; included
organ selections by Mrs. ..Clifford . - ' Ritlan ' d, and flute arid
piano music by Maren Thomte,
iride's sister and her father.
The bride\<> mother and the Rev;
Roger Dissmbre sang. Trumpet
"¦':.¦ accompaniment for the proces;,. ' sional '. -and: . recessional WHS by
: Richard Qu asi. :/
THE BRIDE, who was given
in marriage by her father wore
.
7 , Mr, and Mni. Dale PMlllpson
7
a bridal gown of peau satin,
with a dome skirt and a double
tiered chapel train. Re-embroid :
ered alencon lace was accented
with seed pearls , and imported crystal trimmed the bodice
and skirt. The dress also had
traditional long, tapered sleeves.
Her yei} had been purchased
In Europe while <hc ; bride and
; four friends spent last summer
there. The veil has already been
worn by pne of the girls, and
will be worn again this winter
by another of the girls who
made the trip, The bride carried a bouquet of pink sensation roses and stephanotis, and
carried a sixpence from England in her shoe, traditional
symbol of good-luck ,
: Maid of honor was Miss Maren Thomte gowned in a floorlength mint green chiffon dress,
with a matching chiffon coat,
trimmed with pink ylevet ribbin and daisies. She carried a
lacey basket filled : with pink
and green daisies, and wore a
large picture hat also covered
with daisies :
MRS. MICHAEL Richards ,
Los Gatos, Calif.^ also a s|ster of the bride , was bridesmaid , as was Mrs. Roger DissMr. and Mrs. Ro#er Schindler
rnore, sister of the groom; They
wore identical dresses and picture hats and carried baskets of the bride by Mmes Amble, N. S.
Simons and Arthur Johnson . A
pink and green daisies.
Serving as best ' man was shower with Mmes. Leonard
Gene Phillipson, Winona and Ellison and Vernon Nehring as
groomsmen were John Phillip co-hostess .was held in Birke: son, Winona, and Conrad Phil- land Hall. Mrs. Leonard Ellison
lipson, Hastings, Minn. Ushers Jr. entertained : several of. the¦ TREMPEALEAU , Wis. _ The
were Robert and Howard
Phil- bride's friends at an afternoon marriage of Miss Barbara Pocoffee in Blair and a rehearsali
lipson, Milwaukee. ¦
The bride's mother wore an party was given by Mr. andI zanc, daughter of Mr; and Mrs.
James Pozanc, Trempealeau ,
aqua crepe dress with an over- Mrs; Edwin Ivreson ,
blouse , of lace. The groom's Mrs . Phillipson g r a d uatedI and Roger Schindler , son of Mr.
from Luther College, Decorah ;¦, and Mrs. Ralph Schindler,
mother chose * blue frock;
Pouring at the candlelight re- Iowa, and has taught for the! Trempealeau , took place June
past two years in Rochester.
ception in the church,
:' was Mrs ' Knut Amble, parlors She will teach .in Winona thisi JA > . AA ^:
Whitehall , and: Miss Elaine Nelson , coming year where the groomI The Rev. Walter Brey offiChester, III. - Dining room host- will complete his last year of' dated at the ceremony at St.
ess was Mrs. 0. G. Birkeland , college
Bartholomew Catholic Church ,
Whitehall. In charge of the The bridal coiiple plan to go1 Trempealeau
.
guest " book was Mrs; Phyllis to Mexico on their wedding
Schleef.
tri p, and will be at home in The bride, given in marriage
by her father , chose Mrs. James
A LUNCHEON was given for Winona after Aug. 1st.
Schindler , Galesville, Wis., as
her matron of honor and Miss
Patricia Pozanc , bridesmaid.
Arnold Schindler , Trempealeau ,
'
was '. ¦'• the ' best man. Donald
¦
to learn
:: ":. "¦ '¦ '¦ ' ^\
Woestman , Trempealeau , was
groomsman. James Schindler
arid Paul Becker , Trempealeau ,
seated the guests.
A reception was held in the
St. Bartholomew church hall.
Both the bride and groom attended Trempealeau Healy
Memorial High School and are
employed at Gale Product Co.,
Galesville. They will make
lheir home in Trempealeau.
Showers were given June 8
for the bride-elected by the
Mmes. Carmen Woestman , Lucille Stellpflug, Bertha Hare,
^
Sharon Kirk e, Mary Waldera
and Miss Doreen Stellpflug, at
St. Bartholomew Church Hall
Nothing to Pay Until You
\l|r^Pl^a^
and on June is by school friends
Have a Job and Are Earning
at the home of Miss Nancy Lea^£
vitt with Miss Leavitt and Miss
Linda Strand , hostesses.

Barbara Pozanc ,
Roger Schindler
Repeat Vows

A &f l W ^AmAA ^
CULTURE
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Kellogg Council
Names; Officers

: KELLOGG, Minn. {Special )_
New Officers of the St; Agnes
Parish Council, have been elected. They are the Mmes. Elinor
Klein, president¦;,-. William Tentis, vice president; Bbbert
Huth v secretary, arid Arthur
Graff , treasurer.
Mrs. Edward Skroch awarded
a quilt made by Mrs. Paul
Schbuweiler. Mrs. Henry Kubley, Kellogg, demonstrated cake
decorating. A letter of appreci- .
atiori from the Korean boy
sponsored by me' local , council
was read by Mrs. Henry Balow, parish foreign relief chairman. The group has helped him
with nis education. 7
Hostesses serving the lunch
were the Mmes. William Arens,
Lavern Tentis, Dennis Sullivan,
Coleman McNallon, and Miss
Loretta McDonough.
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BLANKET LAY-AWAY SALE!
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Harding Beauty School

.76 West Third St.

Phone 3738

Get Free Details Now!
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EUNICE C IRCLE
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - The
Eunice Circle of the Trempealeau Valley Lutheran Church
will meet with Mrs , lrvin Galstad at 8 p.m. today.
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ECONOMY
IS YOUR AIM...
W. at NORGE DRY CLEANING A LAUNDRY VILLAGI

can tave you more money on dry cleaning than 't's
poisible onywhere else in the city.
dry cleaning cottt 75%.

We can cut your

Why pay morel

Pocket the

tavingi for ute on other enentlolt,

Once Tried . . . Always Used!

NORGE TJ VILLAGE

Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Weekdays—10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sundays
601 Huff St.
Phone 9865
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Quilled polished colUm print coverlet with scalloped
odj,'<\s nnd solid color dust ruffle , Fitted style come*
in l,«,.h .win and double bed si«s. Pretty floral prinU
|
¦
in lilac , rose or K old. Use our handy Lay .-Away Plan!

BUY! FIBERWOVEN" BLANKET
rCgllldf $4a4S""SAVE!
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Fali-Winter Fashibns

; Steambo#
More than 200 persons attended the first annual
Winona Steamboat Days Queen's Style Show Wednesday
evening in the Cathedral Holy Family Hall.
Models were the 18 cLueen candidates and guest
model was last year 's queen , Kathy Wolfe,
;. '.:• ¦ . Highlight of the show was a natural let out mink
jacket in tourmaline mutation mink color modeled by
Miss Wolfe.
iUso on the agenda for fall styling is the suede
¦
jacket with squared but- . ". ¦ ¦/ ' . . '¦ - . ".'• . . ";• ": . .' ¦¦ ",. y : ' '
tons and lapel with a very sponsored by the J aycees with
narrow collar. Suedes and the help of the Mrs. Jaycees
leathers will be the thing as part of this year's Steamthis year, according , to :¦ fash- boat Days activities were from
ion forecasters. 7
H. Choate and Co., St. Clairs
Under a "left bank" green Inc., Montgomery Wards , and
suede jacket by a London de- Furs by FrancisA
; signer was worn a three-piece
knit suit with a straight orange
skirt and shelf with a beige
yoke. The polyester and wool
suit has its own jacket for the
right bccasions. *
A red maple suit of cotton
corduroy with blazer-type jack; et and straight skirt was anoth- Tonight is opening night for
er fall fashion. The coordinating Agatha Christie's "The Mouseblouse had brown beige and red trap," Winona Summer Thea*
maple stripes with a red ascot tre's second production of the
tie at the neckline.
season, presented at the College
of
Saint Teresa in Saint Cecilia
WOOL JERSEY Is back this
year if this fashion show is any Hall. 7
indication. A three-piece suit Curtain time is 8:30 p.m. All
seats are reserved. The show
with straight skirt was worn will run for
four consecutive
with a gently shaped jacket — nights, ending Sunday.
Tickets
fully lined — over a matching; may be qrdered by phoning the
sleeveless shell with bow neck- box office or purchased at the
line trim. The jacket was fash- door. .
ioned with 16ng sleeves and
notched collar. .
Knits take on a new look this Bonn is J ohnson
year with texture woven into
\A^eds Mr , Solberg
; the fabric. The suit which was
modeled had a block knit pat- AWHALAN, Minn. — Bonnis
tern in a bright add green. The Johnson, daughter of Mr. and
jacket was the new- slim longer Mrs. Ronald Johnson, Whalan ,
style and bad equally new Hong became the bride of David L.
Kong type buttons. "Matching Soibergi; son of Mr. and Mrs.
shell had short sleeves.
Archie Solberg; Lanesboro at
For winter wear was' a pas- Highland Lutheran Church on
'
7 tel ; pea green wool coat with June 10. The Eey. Jacob Enderr
tiny flecks of White. Double- son officiated..
breasted, it had gold buttons to Miss Mary Rostad, Zumbrota,
the accent-stitched waistline. At was maid of honor ; Miss Linda
the neckline was a natural Sveen, Lanesboro, and Miss
fox collar.
Joyce Solberg, Lanesboro, were
FOR SPORTSWEAR this fall bridesmaids. Milton Solberg, St.
and winter, there's always the Paul, was best man and Doug,
hip hugger pants with the stove las Johnson, Whalan, and Larpipe legs. They're bonded to go ry Danielson, L a n e s b o rp,
anywhere and sleeveless sweat- groomsmen. Ushers were: Davers with turtle neck are fash- id. Bremseth, Rochester, and
ioned to go, anywhere with Glen Jenson, Lanesboro.
'; ' them.
Following a wedding trip
Walking suits have always around Lake ^Superior the coubeen a must for fall : wear and ple is at home in Spring Grove.
this year is no exception. the bride is a graduate of the
Orange which played a large Lanesboro High School and Wi' . . part in summer fashions
will nona State College, She taught
carry over into fall — and very at Austin last year and will
capably.
teach in Spring Grove this fall;
Straight skirt and hand-fasli- Her husband is a graduate of
ioned type '. sleeves gave the the Lanesboro High ; School and
three- piece knit suit which was owns and operates the Onstad
Dairy in Spring Grove. He . also
Vshowh that distinctive look.
Fashions for the style show served in the Army.

'Mousetrap'
Murder Mystery
Opens Tonight

Gity> Area Girls
Take Baton
Contest Honors

Country Club
Women List
Golf Winners

Several Winona and area girls
won( honors at the fourth -anr
ntial July 4 National Baton
Twirling contest/ iii La Crosse
Sunday. The girls won 10 trophies. ' A v '. 'v '7Patty Hess, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Hess, 423
Grand St., won two firsts, in
the solo division for the advanced 14-year-old age group and the
two-baton division for " 11- to 14-,
year-old age group.

Winona Country Club women,
Mrs. Stephen Roach, Mrs. C, E
Klagge andMrs. BruceV McNally were awarded in classes
A, B and C respectively for a
flag tournament/Wednesday at
the country club.
Mrs. Francis Zeches, president, announced that the group
will play Westfield Women on
Aug. 3 at the Westfield Club and
that they were all invited to the
Trans-Mississippi Women's Golf
Tournament at Rochester, the
week of July 24,
Golfers are invited from
the 50 states and Patty Berg
•will give a. clinic on Monday afternoon. Mrs. James Carroll,
chairman for the month, announced that the group will
play a best two-ball tournament
next Tuesday and players are
to make their own foursomes.

Miss Christophersori
Weds Mr. Stennes
RUSHFORD, Minn; (Special)
— L y n d a Christopherson,
daughter of Mr; and Mrs. Joseph Christopherson, 807 W. Howard St., Winona, and Dennis
Stenries, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerome Stenries, Mabel, were
married. June 3D at the Rushford Lutheran Church. The Reyi
Qwen Gaasedelen officiated.
Ruth klungtvedt, Rushford,
was organist and Mrs. Bertha
Skarstad, Rushford, soloist. Mr.
Christopherson gave his daughter In marriage.
Miss Carol , Christopherson,
Winona, was her sister's maid
ot honor. Mrs. Mervln Stennes,
Rushford; Diane Stennes, Mabel, and Mrs. Ed Lockhart, St.
Paul; were bridesmaids. Mervin Stennes was best man and
Russell Stennes, Merlin Hanson,
Rochester, arid Dennis Skair:

stad, St. Paiu\ groomsmen. Curtis Tudahl, Rushford, and Barrel Hilden, Whalan, ushered.
The bride attended Rushford
Public Schools. The groom is a
graduate of Mabel High School
and Is employed by the Stato
Highway Department, Winona;
The couple will make their
home in Rushford.
¦ ' '¦
¦
.
,•

South Koreans Kill
Six infiltrators
SEOUL (AP)-Sotith Korean
army patrols killed six North
Korean: infiltrators Wednesday
in two gunfights -- the sixth and
seventh border clashes since
President : Chung Hee. - '. Park's"
second-term inauguration Saturday, the army reported.
The ; report mentioned no
South Korean: casualties in the .
clashes just south of the demilitarized zone, about 70 miles
northeast of Seoul

DEBBIE Harknesi, daughter:
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Harkness,
517 Dacota St., placed third in
the advanced division for the !.'
14-year-bld age group,
In the advanced division for
10 year-olds, Carol Harkness,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl ;
Harkness, placed second.
in that same division, Linda
Stolpa . daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Stolpa, 414 Grand
St-r won third.;
m we novice aivision ior tne
11-12 year-old age group, Joannie
Elkins.. a local student, daugh-v
ter of Mr. and Mrs. David El- j
kiusi Black River Falls, Wis., 1
won first placed
j
IN THE novice division for
the 9-10-year-old age group, sec- ]
ond place was awarded to Patti j
Neitzke; daughter of Mr; and J
Mrs, Roger Neitzke, Lewiston, j
Minn, ¦. ¦. ¦7A ' : : A . ; -;
..;, .; . '
,
In the division for 7-8 yearr
(CUP AND REDEEM THIS COUPON
olds, Lynda Perry^ daughter of I
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry, 157
E; 5th St., took third place;
In Uie visitors division for all
out-of-Wisconsin residents, sec-ond place in the 9-10 year-old
age group went to Patti Neitis
50
zke, Lewiston.
Thii coupon
worth
EXTRA Gold Bond
For visitors 11-14 year-old di>^
*S^
/*7!5^
of
or
tht
visions, fifth place was awardmora
with
$2.00
Stair.pt
purchast
^1
at Was
fPlflBl MlflBS
ed to Cheryle Campbell, daugh- i
^^
^
Roach's Clark Super 100 Station.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
|
V^S
d
T
a
^i
^
^
Campbell, Lewiston.
v v \
Another Winona girl, Susan I
DeLano, daughter of Mr. and |
Mrs. D. H. DeLano, 419 Lafay- |
ette St., placed second with
¦ an \
j £<
,
OKar Good Through July 19, 1967
advanced solo, won first place ¦ \
^<
^
trophy for her military march;}
ing and placed second in fancy
PattyvHess < : . - - ¦ • - ¦
strutting and third in the visiI'
tors division. ::
Lake City, was best man and trip to Colorado. The bride is
Stanley Radtke, Minneapolis, head nurse at St. Mary _ HosFormer Lake Giti^h ,!groomsman. Ushers were Miar- pital, Wausau. The groom is a
and Edward Kyes. graduate of the University of
Weds in Nebraska vin,TheLarry
ROACH'S
^10¦P"*^W^ "
<x>upUv will be at home Minnesota and is employed as
^ P, -^. Corner 4th & Johnson
LAKE CITY.;Minn. (Special ) in Wausau, Wis;, following a an architect-estimator. ;
H^
'— . Dennis Mbyer, Wausau, Wis., ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
MMHH ^^^^^^^^^^^ H
son of Mr. and Mrs; Rbscoe H,
Moyer, Lake City, and Jofin A,
Kyes, Minneapolis, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Dean C. Kyes,
Central City, Neb., were married at Central City on June 17.
Attending the bride were Mrs.
Ronald Lindstrom, Minneapolis,
matron of honor, and Mrs.,
Thomas Thurber, Ames, Iowa,
bridesmaid. Darrell M b y e r v
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BOMBERS

ftomncementa since Sunday, the
Marine casualties totaled 106
killed, 321 wounded and six
(Continuedfrom Page 1)
missing, A
the demilitarized zone: Two
Leathernecks were killed and The air war against North
three wounded when North Viet- Vietnam continued unabated
namese troops ambushed a with 107 missions flown and two
Marine squad on patrol. Seven Air Force F105 Thunderchiefs
other Marines were wounded by lost to ground Ore, making 597
U.S. combat planes reported
artillery barrages.
lost over the North. One heUcopLt Geri. Robert E. Cushman
was also shot down over
Jr., Marine commander in Viet- iex
South Vietnam.
nam, said the Marines have had
85 men killed and 211 wounded The two Thnsiderchief pilots
in the demilitarized zone area were' ' missing;' . :
since fighting broke out Sun- :
Major strikes were directed at
day north of Con Thien. A
the rail lines leading north from
. According to dayTto^day an-; Hanoi to Red China, and Air

Force pilots . reported : shooting tone.
up 23 boxcarsin yards along the The weekly casualty reported YWCA Schedules
line running northeast from the issued by U.S. Command reported a decline in American Summer Program
capital.- " '''
7 Navy pilots from the carriers deaths but the reporting period, Summer^Fun Club ' activities
Intrepid and Bon Homme Rich- which ended lest Saturday, did at the YMCA will start Tuesard hit an underground fuel not include the hard fighting day and Thursday. Girls in ..the.
dump 13 miles above Haiphong. since then along the demilitar- 1st, 2nd and 3rd grades will
It evidently was a major com- ised zone*
meet for six Tuesdays unt«
' :':'
plex. The smoke from the raid
A'¦
Aug. 15 while girls in the 4th,
rose 13,000 fieet and was visible
5th and 6th grades will meet
aboard the carriers 65 miles DRIVER TRAINING
Six Thursdays until Aug. 17.
away in the Tonkin Gulf.
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) The program starts at 10
Air Force and Marine pilots T- Gale-Ettrick School District a.m. and continues until 4 p.m.
also made a major .-.. . effort has employed a full-time driver for both groups- During the day
against the Communist artillery education instructor. The driv- there will be sports, handcrafts^
positions which have been caus- er education course which was picnics, hikes, games, proing heavy casualties to the to have : been held during:: the grams, and a jplunge. •
Ine girls will bring a sack
Marines below the demilitarized summer has been cancelled.

lunch. Milk, candy and pepmay
be purchased at the Y. They
should also bring swim *uh%
cap and towel.
Joanne Geberbauer is the director for the program and will
be assisted by teett*ides.
Registration for either group :
should be made at once at the
YWCA office. Further information may be obtained at the Y,
BUSINESS SOLD . AvA A A' .
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
A Arthur Hogden has sold his
Tru^Gas business , tovFrancis
Walski, also of Galesville. Hog- ¦¦
den is proprietor of an appli- ;;¦ .
ance store and gift shop.
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MEN'S SUITS

FIVE-GENERATION FAMILY . . . Three generations from Winona plus two others from Wisconsin made up this five generation group at a family
Teunion of Mrs. Art Johnson's family, at Eau Claire
Tuesday. Standing are, left , Mrs. Robert Marten, 463
Chatfield , grandmother, and Mrs. John Ramer, 560
Johnson St., mother, both of Winona , Seated are:
Mrs. Clarence Knitter, Cadott, Iowa, great-grandmother and Mrs. Johnson, Eau Claire, great-great
grandmother, and Lori Ann Ramer.

Railroads Agree
On System for
Locating Cars
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Association of American Railroads announced its solution
Wednesday for the chronic
shortage of freight cars: A central computer that will pinpoint
the location of any freight car

anywhere in the country.
The AAR, a railroad industry
organization, announced the establishment of its Telerail Autoi r i a t e d Information Network
( TRAIN), a computer system
that eventually will be able to
keep track of each of the nation's 1.8 million freight cars.
By providing continual reports of freight car locations,
the system "will permit more
rapid mobilization of equipment
to meet shipper needs, an association statement said.

t«r and side vents. Plain front or single

MEN'S SPORTCOATS Sf

plaids, others. 2 or 3 button styling, side or
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KELVINATOR
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No Frost
Refrigerator-Freezer
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Regular or pullover. Stripes, solids. paisleys. All short sleeve
shirts. Big variety of colors.
Sires, small, medium, large.
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Continental,
belted waist band. Plaiit
pleated
fronts.
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or^les. Broken Assorted colors,
30 to 42.
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SUMMER STRAWS
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SP0RT CLOTHS
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OUT THEY GO-22 STRAW HATS
1
16
1
POPLIN SPORT HATS
I
6% to 7Va.
If Assorted colors. Sizes
Lots
8l,nimer wear in these. Stock up now!
of
S
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Plus All These Other Features:
• Magnetic Door Oaskett
• Sturdy Deep Door Shelves hold milk cartons and
bottles
0 Butter Cheet
• 5-Year Guarantee on Mechanism

BUY NOW BEFORE THE MINNESOTA
SALES TAX DEADLINE!
• NO DOWN PAYMENT
• NSP Monthly Terms
FREE
Delivery
a
•
FREE 1st Year NSP Service

NORTHERN STATES MS** POWER COMPANY

NSP

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY

Open 'til 9 p.m. Friday*—Appliance Dept . Only
79 East Third Street
Phone 8-3411

Men's Dress Shirts

HI Hi

IONO SIEIVE

Men's Jackets

$*}88

,1,

5.00 Value,
White , stripes, colored. Brokon lot? nnd
styles. Button down , snap tab collars.
Oxford cloth , cott on batiste. Sizes UVi
to lflW .

*47*8

I

PInids pop'tos, twills. Big assortment
'
colors aml sty les- Some wlth attached
h<>od5 ' sizes. smn". medium, lurge.

Great for all summer occasions.

Boys ' 1 0 to 18

Men - Boys '

$2

Valuei to 3.50

Regular 4.00 Value

Regular and pullover styles. Solids,
stripes, plaids. Ensy enre fabrics. Now
for summer fun, Get several at this
price.

Henley collar , short sleeve, fleece lined*
Washable, Terrific summer shirt. Men's
sIzeB, small, medium, largo. Boys' sizes,
J2 to 18.

Sport Shirts

$150

Sweat Shirts

Hearing fo Probe
Business Aspects
(jf Niwpaperj
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MEKONG RIVER DELTA,
' WASHINGTON (AP) ;- The
South Vietnam (AP)-America's military commanders have
: Senate antitrust subcommittee
barkened back to Civil War
will open hearings next week
days on the Mississippi for tac, that seem likely to become the
tics to fight guerrilla dominance
of Vietnam's ltish Mekong River
first ta^deptii ;. congressional
delta, v " 7
study °f newspaper business
It's called riverine warfare, a
.economics.- -Aw; " A
term first used by Union troops
The hearihgs will center on a
in 1862. The 1S67 version com: bill to permit'. an. antitrust exbines amphibious tactics, river
emption for . mergers or joint
assault groups like those formed
business and commercial operaby the French in Vietnam, and
tions of newspapers, both dailies
an historical thank-you to Gen,
and weeklies, in order to save
Winfield Scott whO saw the need
•¦
;
'failing newspapers." 7
for Navy gunboats oh the Mississippi.A
Subcommittee aides : report
being flooded with>requests to
For the past month « flotilla
testify and with material taking
of barracks ships, gunboats and
strong stands for and against
landing craftainasbeen launch:'¦ the bill. Sonne objections have
ing antiguerrilla sweeps in esbeen directed to wording of the
tuaries below Saigon, These are
measure ratier than ; its basic
pinpricks in the vast area that
' purpose. A 7
holds , one-third of Vietnam's
Labor Unions were listed as
^
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦ m
a
i ^K
s
i
in
w
>
x= people and furnishes most of the
turn*.: (*•¦*• v*j- ^
; leading the opposition. Newsparice to government and Viet
NEW EAGLE SCOUT . . . Melvin Hess,
Koontz, right, made the presentation. (La Cong alike.
per publishers were described
Croix Johnson photo)
as split, with the strongest sup- left, looks on as his wife pins the award
The heart oi the operation is
port, from multiple-paper opera- to the shirt of their son, Daniel. Robert
the Benewah, a converted tanktors and with owners , of suburlanding ship now jammed with
ban papers among the bill's
troop quarters, command cenchief foes; 7
ters and communications gearas well as a popcorn stand.
v The hearings ; begin WednesAboard the troopships are two
day. Nine additional days of
battalions of the U.S. 9th Infanhearings have been scheduled in
try Division; the officers anxJuly and six or seven more are
DULUTH, Minn. (AP) - A
ious to make riverine warfare
planned in August Further COCHRANE, Wis; (Special)- Duluth workman was killed Wedwork and the infantrymen behearings are expected in: . No-! Daniel Hess, son of vMr. and nesday when a partially loaded,
mused at finding themselves
open railroad car tipped and
vember or December.
Mrs. Melvin Hess , Cochrane, spread out its debris.
part
soldier, part sailor and
7
: The bill -was introduced by received the Eagle Scout badge
Dale R. Carlson, 31, a welder A few- enrollments will be ac- part Marine.
Sen. Carl Hayden, D-Arii, on from Robert Koontz, Scoutmas- for the Halletfc Construction Co., cepted for the third session of
The shallow - draft landing
. March 16 with 14 other senators tet, at a court of honor for died of .extensive injuries^in- bebind-the-Wheel driver training
boats
are modified versions oi
7 Dernocrate, and 7 Republicluding a broken back and offered in the Winona public old World War II craft but much
Troop
.
6
2,
Cochrane
Monday
,
'
cansA as co-sponsors^7, It's
crushed chest, according to Dr. schools summer program, Gerarmed. Some carry macalled the 'I'/ FaiUng Newspaper night at the school annex here, Cyril Smith, St. Louis County ald L. Timm, high/school sum- better
chine
guns
and mortars. A spemer school principal, announced
v'Act. '' .^-A A "A
- Paul Wechter , executive of coroner. A cial type carries a 40ram can'
today.;
A
It sfems i&om an antitrust suit the Buffalo - Decorah District, Carlson was working at a denon. They.are meant to not only
brought by the Justice Depart- conducted the 'Trail to Eagle" molition project in west Duluth. Timm said that 120 students land the infantrymen-but then
menrm |d65 against a 1841 ar- and . "Eagle Challenge" cere- Smith said among the car's con- have eonipleted the first three- push into narrow waterways
rangepient7 by two Tucson, monies.
tents was a piece- of iron mea- week course and the second and give direct supporting fire
three-week : session will begin where possible v
Arbs.i:dally newspapers, the Cit- Other awards: Anthony Aver. suring 20 by 18 feet.
• / ¦. " ' : . : ,
Monday with an enrollment of The delta, 75 per cent under
izen and the Star, under which a beck; animal industry; ThomI2OAAA7
single company was created to as Hansen, cooking- David Hutwater during the rainy ' season
The class starting Monday is now '.'starting','';- has countless
conduct their*printing, advertis- ton, reading; Steven Huttbn, citfilled, Timm explained, but a waterways where such craft can
ing, : circulation and business izenship in the home and readfew openings remain in the third operate.- ' '. .
operations;
ing; Peter Borgwardt, animal
session starting July 31.
The Viet Gong has, used these
Independent news and editori- industry and electricity; Jerry
¦ al staffs have been maintained
The second of two three-week waterways freely in the past,
(AP)
The
WASHINGTON
McFarlin and David Koontzi
courses in classroom driver flitting in and out in sampans at
by the two newspapers. 7
camping and first aid; Yerlyn Small Business Administration
Hayden!s bill provides that if Nelson, : aviation, animal indus- authorized special low interest training will be completed July night and disappearing by day.
a newspaper is" failing, it; may try, chemistry, citizenship in the reconstruction , loans Wednesday 14. Instruction has been given Many areas are honeycombed
in four classes —
each
merge with another newspaper community, cooking, camping to owners of property in an area session — with a two atenrolltotal
of
Minnesota
which,
suffered
exor enter into arrangements for and nature; Scott Jonnsrud, soil
' damage last ment of 115.
certain joint operations without and water conservation and tensive"windstorm
'
Information about enrollment
.Friday.
.7
: Violating antitrust laws.
fishing; Thomas McFarlin, ¦ The loans, at three per cent, in the third behind-the-wheel
electricity; Daniel Borgwardt, wilt be available to owners of session may be obtained by conmotor boating; Curtis Mar- storm - damaged homes, busi- tacting Timm at Senior High
FIRE DRILL
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) quardt and Gary Larson, ten- nesses, churches and charitable School.
— The fire department held a derfoot; David : Hutton, second institutions in Dakota, Hennefire drill Monday nighty burn- class, . and Peter Borgwardt, pin, Kandiyohi, R a m s e y ,
ing an old corn crib on the Lee Jerry McFarlin and Verlyn Nel- Stearns and Wright counties
and adjacent localities.
Sacia farm in: Crystal Valley. son, star scout.
*w* c
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Cochrane Scout Duluth Man Dies Few Openings in
Gets Eagle Badge In Rail Accident Stimhier Driver
Training Class

with bunkers, foxholes and
trenches neatly hidden in palm
stands, inside villages or camouflaged into : the dikes crisscrossing the paddyfields; The
Viet Cong niove into them when
needed, then fade away to another area if pressed too far.
Last year U.S. planners sharply increased U.S. Navy patrol
craft in the delta to cut down
guerrilla mobility and -^hopefully—to force the Viet . Cong
onto high ground strongholds to
be pounded by air, artillery and
infantry assaults.
The idea of the riverine forces
is to put Infantrymen into the
delta for relatively short operations before they are brought
out for hot meals, clean beds,
hot showers and a few days'
rest-4>efore being sent out
again.
.

NEW TRAILER COURT
2' G*fclMraiiE;^ ; W^
— : A new trailer; court is being
built by John Saisman on County Trunk K on the outskirts of
Galesville. James Stull has sunk
a well, and a utility buiWing is
being erected. Grading is being
done, and Saisman reports that
there will be room for 30 mobile homes when the court is
completed.
;
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Fourth at Center
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Mads by famous makers
Regular $39.95 to $79.95

,

Now $29.95 to $65.00
I

SPORT COATS

I

Uglhtweighf mod«U in Pfaids, Stripes, Checks and Solid Colors
Regular $19.95 to $49.95

Now $14.95 to $34.95
SPORT & KNIT SHIRTS —

j

1

Now $2.95 to $4.95

,

Now $10.95 to $22.00

j
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Ono special rack
Regular to $4.00 values
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Now $1.49
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No obllgatlor to buy, a|l money applies If you do I H"

WINONA COUNTY
ABSTRACT CO., INC,

IH
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IM-ilB East Third St.

Phono 27J2 _¦
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YOU'LL HAVE MORE STEAMBOAT DAYS FUN WHEN YOU
'VACK-A^PORTABLE^ W^

FRIDAY
1:45 P.M. THE KIDDIE PARADE
¦'
and- vv " :' " '
8:30 P.M. THE QUEEN PAGEANT

SATURDAY
1:00 P.M. 1967 STEAMBOAT DAYS PARADE
plus the
ALL-DAY STEAMBOAT DAYS SERENADE
'

from Downtown Winona

SUNDAY
11:30 A.M. THE POWER-BOAT RACES
and
10:00 P.M. THE FIREWORKS FINALE
BUY AND WEAR A STEAMBOAT DAYS BUTTON.. ATTEND
ALL THE EVENTS... AND TAKE YOUR RADIO TUNED TO

if lAf M ft

- ALL SIZES —
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iown^ managed a good bit of
relaxation.
The Texas White House had
no word on when Johnson might
return to Washington.

^^^

at 1:00 p.m. at rh«
Rushford State Bank

ELECTRIC
FANS

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (AP) President and Mrs. Johnson remained at their LBj Ranch today with no indication when
their next burst of public activity might come. ' ' :. :. . '
The Johnsons raised few ripr
pies Wednesday. The Chief Executive worked at his desk in
the morning and, before sUn-

iS^^M

^V '^ A ':^

Tues., July 11

,By famous makers
Regular $12.95 to $24.00

President, Wiie
Remain at Ranch

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Late reports Wednesday of
Independence Day weekend fatalities boosted the holiday traffic toll to1 732, within range of
the National Safety Council's
estimate of 700 to 800.
The statistics broke a record
no one wanted to break. The
previous high mark for a Fourth
of July weekend was 576 during
last year's three-day holiday.
A noriholiday tally made by
The Associated Press for comparative purposes showed 530
fatalities in a four-day period. .
The. record for any holiday ^
748 , — was recorded by The Associated Press during last
year's four-day Thanksgiving
period. ;
The Safety Council said the
large number of fatalities reflects, an increase in the number
of drivers and motor vehicles
and the millions of miles motorists traveled.

^;;;AA
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of Member* of th*
Rushford Community
Clinic, Inc.
Will Ba Haiti

r— SUMMER WEIGHT PANTS

LONDON (AP) may become more:dependent on
the United States for planes to
carry her nuclear weapons in
the 1970s following France's
abandonment of a7.' '$. billion
warplane construction deal with
the British . , 7
The Frerch said Wednesday
night that, for ''purely financial'1
reasons, they had pulled Out of a
joint project to develop a 17-ton,
twin-jet; swing-wing plane that
would hav« served both as an
interceptor and a fighter-bomber/'' '

A.

ANNUAL
MEETING

Special groups of famous brands In short sloevo styles.
Rogular $3,95 to $7.95

LaaaaaaMaaaaHMvri

Lecturer during the foiirtth
week of the: summer institute
for high school teachers of chemistry at the College of Saint Teresa ' isv Dr. Fred Basolo, professor of chemistry at Northwestern University, Evanston,
DI. Dr. Basolo will lecture next
week.
Basolo graduated from Southern Illinois University with a
bachelor's degree and was
awarded a master's decree
from the Uniyersity
of IlliI
I no is and a
I Ph,D. in 1943.
I He' . has been
I p ro t eiso r
I of. c h e m 1 s1 try at Northwestern since
1946.
The guest leehirer's w o r k
has been in the
Dr. Basolo area of Inorganic Chemistry and primarily with
Coordination Compounds. He
has published approximately 100
scientific papers, contributed to
the book "Chemistry of Coordination Compounds," and collaborated on "Mechanism of
Inorganic Reactions."
Dr. Basolo serves as assistant editor of the Journal of
American Chemical Society; associate editor of Chemical Reviews, and on the editorial
board of the Journal of Inorganic and Nuclear Chemistry,
During 1054-58, he held a
Guggenheim Fellowship and did
research in the ' laboratory of
Professor Bjerrum in Copenhagen. During a leave of absence
in 1961-62 he was on leave at
the University of Rome In the
Institute of Inorganic Chemistry.

Holiday Weekend
Toll Up f(> 732
Britain

INSURANCE

Storm Dawage
Loans Authorized

Le
Gh^mist cturer
In Teresan Series

Britain May Became
More Dependent on
US. for Airplanes

BR0S-

STORE
V A S HARDWARE

57< E. 4th St. Phono 4007
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Winwialirm
DURAND, Wis. - , The city
Wins Conffatt
of Durand Wednesday was
awarded $1,846 to help develop
Tarrant Park with picnic shel- Establishment of a 20-year men heard a recommendation At Caledonia
city planning coordinaters, road and a water sup- capital improvements . -plait got by the
' .

Grant f or Durand

" ¦' . . !¦•¦ ¦

" i^^^S^^fet-^^/iife^^S,^
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ST; PAUL - (.AP), . — ,Assessments against some Crystal
property-', owners for such . improvements as water main conto
struction.•• .'¦actiially - amounted
mor^ than the costs to the city,
the state public examiner
'• .'¦'¦'¦charged.today,;- ' . '¦'•
A: report released by Public
. Examiner Robert A. ! Whilaker
said the city engineer 's ^-office
boosted figiires for one project
by $91,Mo . - over the costs as
shown on ihe treasurer 's books.
The engineer's figures were
used In calculating assessments.
Th# report on OK Minneapolis
subiiTh also cited delinquent taxes, alleged misuse of funds collected by the police department,
and ronstructioD costs that exceeded funds available.
ATbe examiner 's office said it
: jeould find ho authority for
charpng residents more for capital improvements than the actual costs:
Most of the cases involved occurred because the engineer's
office added five per cent to
cost figures for contingencies,
! the report said. This included
, No;
.7' ¦'Wl '.066 for a water lateral
. '33. improvement, 7. • ¦' ¦ •' ". •' , •; • .

^

^

The report also said Glen
Haven Memorial Gardens was
$12 .0QO in arrears in paying of I
a v$45.0O0 assessment for improvements. As of the end of
1965. nothing had been paid for
four years' and $36 ;000 was still
owed, the report said.
A city capital improvements
fund is owed $55.000 by another
cily fund , the examiner said,
because .$220,000 from a $1.9 million capital improvement bond
issue was transferred to pay off
temporary bonds. Only $3fi5 million from the bond issue was
authorized for that purpose, said
the report. A
City Manager John T. Irving
issued new rules for collections
of.: ' fees ' -by the Police Department after $513 of $1,559 collected by the department over
a IViryear period was unaccounted for, the. report ,sjud.
The: money represented funds
from bicycle permits and from
sales of copies of accident reports'. ' ¦.
Examiners quoted Police Chief
Robert C: Hasselstrom as saying: he periodically withheld
money from the fund for petty
cash spending, hut the report
¦¦

P$. V 7 A 'A - . A^AvA:
The money comes from the
federal Land and, Water Conseryatiorj fund
(LAWCON)
made up of federal park entrance fees, motorboat fuel
taxes and sale of surplus : federal property. A
Tarrant Park is approximately seven acres in the northeast
part © f . the city , according to
City Clerk Galen Li eff fi Jig. Originally it was presented to
Durand by the late Burr Tarrant , Durand, with the provision that it always be used for
park; purposes. His widow ,
Mrs. May Tarramt, Anton Cebe
and Paul A. Oesterre|elner are
members of the park board
who made long-range plans for
improvement of the parlc. Mayor Robert Schlbsscr and the
city council approved them and
made application for the f»deral funds, with a matching appropriation by the city .' . '
The first part of tlie longrange project is beitig carried
out by city crews and when
completed, the federal reimbursement will be made avail;;-v ' - . A ' : '
able.Future plans . include; an archery range, bridle paths, etc.

said the City Council never had
authorized a petty cash fund.
The council provided $405,515
for construction of a new municipal building and $197,140 for a
municipal garage; the report
said , but the projects respectively cost $446,356 and $221,980 as
of the end of 1965 . The council
should have provided enough
money to cover the costs, the
examiner said.
Examiners said some item's in
the city budget; which totaled
more than $700,000 * exceeded
authorized spending. The larger
items included $7,099 for the
library, which had no budget;
$4,601 over the budgeted amount
for streets and alleys and a $9,470 deficit for "other ,'' a category including insurance and
bonds , employes' retirement, a
special federal census and .voting machine payments.
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FINEST
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AG.

K00L AID ...10 [ 39'

CHERRIES....

MARASCHINO

MAYS

a—*¦
"
^

STUFFED OR PLAIN

- 39c

a—a«a—a——a—a—a—a—>—a>aaa—
_—a—a

SUNSHINE

CHICKEN OR PISH

SALTINES

CANNED

WAXTEX

ASPARAGUS

r 25c

- $1.19

•—>>—_—>—«_>———»——«>« «_
—_••

OLIVES

r' 49c

ICE CREAM

SHAKE 'n BAKE

»¦ 31c

"¦ 25c

BEET

SUGAR

10- $1,10
— ———— —— — — ———

_ a
a——«a—aa—

a

a — »

CHOW MEIN

NOODLES

M. 39c

71T, 7\"' n -

WAX PAPER

29'

^

r 19c LONG JOHNS

39'

f
BA MB E NEK S

CORNER NINTH AND MANKATO AVE.
'
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HIGH QUALITY TUSHNER S

-—
YOUR COMPLETE FOOO STORE
- A««| DD|^¦
:'.. ' < ¦¦¦VWW' ;.v l^.l€l%i .Bl'- ' .:#I;I-. :;. . ' 501 Eatl Third Street
. ,;;'Sihe« .' l.89«7
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CHUCK
CHOICE — TRIMMED i

Reef Rb-ists 5d£

' ,'WVV ¦ ' ; WV O^*

¦
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LEAN — MEATY ^- COUNTRY STYLE

FRESH GRADE "A" (No Parts Missing)

^"
39c
A
FRYERS
PORK LOIN ROAST 59c
CHOICE BEEF— TRIMMED

2V4 lb. Sixm

PORK CUTLETS "69c

————69c PORK HOCKS - 29c

LEAN — CENTER CUT—SHOULDER

.;

FRESH LEAN

PORK STEAK

A
FRESH — SLICED

¦ '

¦

. . \-. 8 9*,

|J|AK

¦

'! ' " ' T '
FRESH GROUND

' ;

'

' ,

'

PORK LIVER - '- 29c j Veal & Pork for Loaf >- 69c

HIUS BROS.

FRESH PRODUCE

,59c
New Electric Perk Coffee 2A$1.25 ^|S£;i|AP.. 3 il
CHOCOLATE SYRUP - - - A 19c ORANGES - ¦D„ 69c

Angel Food Mix » 49c Freestone Peaches - A 29c
BETTY CROCKER

OSAGE

,

W.lDSRNSSS .lUm«.Y

~

'

.OSEDALf WHOLE K E«MEl

Pie Mix - A* 39c pork & Beans Corn - 2 c-35c
^7

¦

Crisco Oil - 89c 2 £* 23c Spam - - c 49c
FAMILY SIZE BOTTLE

-*,

///

^

WONDERFOOD

PORK & BEANS Salad Dressing

6^$1

I^SA I

POTATO CHIPS ...39'
ASSORTED FLAVORS

Strawberry P <V
Preserves ^ JJ

: ':|tvfc

25'

*"' ' 7 MARSHMAtlOWS 19

PURE

Amendment
Voted ter
fire Uiiiits

;¦ ¦ . I

29"

TWIN PACK

Margarine

tentative City Council approval tor.:. 'A,
CALEDONIA, Minn. - Suc^
Wednesday night after alder- Department heads will be ask- cessful bidder on construction of
ed to compile estimates of needs an outfall sewer and appurteand plans for the next 20 years. nances from the Caledonia disThese would furnish guidelines posal plant is Winona Plumbto the council for annual bud- ing, Inc.!
geting in connection with imbid was
provements called for in the The Winona firm's
Of
five
bids
,215:88,
at
$81
low
program.
village council here
opened
by.
Up to now the : city has had Wednesday afternoon^ the othno such long-range program. ers
were : G. A. Griffith ConEach annual budget has construction
C0.7 Caledonia; $93,tained allocations for some
immediately apparent improve- 408; Frank Construction Co.,
ment ! needs which fluctuated Winona, $99,600; Kruckow ConAmendment of city fire lim- from:year to year and -which struction, Caledonia; $105,798.20,
its to include most business arid sometime proved too little and and Schumaker-Gould St. Paul,
$93,260.40.
commercial areas was voted too ' late. '--;.
At a special meeting WednesWednesday night by the City
ALDERMEN agreed that the
Council.
'
• • " . • . '* .
'.
old system of improvising to
: Aldermen
Were told by City meet emergencies should he reFire Marshal Bruce Johnstone placed , with a plan that antici¦
¦
^-"
. ——*^» ^^^^^* - - v^tf<—*—^^"^^^V^^^W v .
"^ ' ' ^^^^^- ^ v^»
that the change was many years pates .needs and meets them
overdue; :
with a v fqnd; supported ; by a
Under the new ordinance lim- standing appropriation.
itations on types of constructidn In his letter, Eugene Hippe,
will apply to all the following planning coordinator, explained
zones: B-_':.. (central business), that a capital improvements
B-3 ( general business) , M-l program would provide a com(lig ht manufacturing and ware- posite picture of planned expenhouse) and M-2 (general manu- ditures for improvement and
facturing). Residential and construction of streets, bridges,
neighborhood business zones are sewers, park and playground
¦
'¦;¦¦ ¦: ICED TEA TIME IS HERE , v
not affected. ' ¦'.
. . . , - acquisition and development, r»T
.
v Nestea 49* and 79* 3'ars
''. •New construction within these school sites and expansion and ?C\VA
If f
i.¦ y - ipi It's instant and delicious. Also Neslea sweetened f i r
building needs.
zones henceforth is required ' !* governmental
¦ 'These items; can ! be pro- ' ' i IV without sugar.
': ".{¦'f7 :• ',
be'., of- fire-resistant types. The
:
Jasmine
LapFortune,
Bigeloyv-Chinese
by
.j
V
Teas
Iff 7
ordinance will not affect con- grammed along with amounts of • I
, ¦
Plantation
Mint
Souchong,
sang
v
•/
¦
*
Vi '/'-'/ ,
money
necessary
to
retire
bonds
structioh already in progress or
¦ ' ¦ "CONSTANT COMMENT"
.7;¦
"
'
•
¦^•' 7. .
f'
'
.]
Hippe;
,"
.
interest
wrote.
} - "
existing buildings, aldermen and
were told . It willjV however, ap- The . plan would furnish guide- I f I USINGER'S STUTTGARTEk kNACKWURST > ' t
ply to additions or buildings lines for what should he accom- • f i Serve it with Sauerkraut, Potato Salad, Baked A
vzip to your ?!*
where construction starts after plished each year and would i f fJ Beans arid you will notice an added
flavor.
sausage
effectively
meals,
it-has
that
robust
the
city
to
utilhelp
.
; \A •
11
.
the effective ordinance date.
ize federal and state aids : ih .:. -' Wl' -/ - '- - '- USINGER'S FINE MILWAUKEE SAUSAGE ;, ¦' \\ V ; .
City Attorney George M. Ro- areas where these funds are to
V Bratwursti Wieners, Braunschweiger, Polish Sau- Aj \ ;
bertson Jr., in a letter to the to be sought he added,
JTp^ sage* Blood Sausage/Teawurst; Salami.
^
council, recommended adoption
Ji 1
of the amendment and said it HIPPE PROPOSED that each
would have beneficial effects department head submit a proon insurance rates.
gram divided into 5-year perPrevious fire limits enclosed iods,; with the first period item¦
the general area between Huff ized on an annual basis.
, -The Original V i^:
Jf Sr^
^^N
lS^,
GED
NEW
If
the
20-year
program
is
to
YORK
AX
STATE
A
and Liberty streets and north
pn
Y L,lv :. ' .:• '. A
U ppvrnrK
of; 5th Street, These limits had be set tip in the : 1968-69» fiscal ^
l\
/ SHARP CHEDDAR OR FANCY V _ ^ v
year
department
heads
will
can $!.«»
I
WELL-AGED WISCONSn'l
|»
/ ft
been in effect and almost un:
SWISS CHEESE
changed for more than 50 have to begin work almost im- I ; >
7 JE
Pecans. v
"Agihg makes
years. 7AA . ¦ ; v A ': V'A ' :v-v . mediately on their estimates. ^ ^ ^
'
"
Department budgets already are
Almonds,
the difference''-_M/
/ \\ ;
being compiled for; presentation ^ ^^^
to the council which p \}\ beJefferson Scouts
gin its annual budgeting ,; sesWin Awards at Canip sions within the next few weeks.
Members of Boy Scout Troop BOAT FOUND
14, sponsoredd by Jefferson .;. Tom Riska, 1054 E. Wabasha
PTA, spent last week at Gamp St.* notified the Winona County
Hok-Si-La, under the leadership sheriff's office Wednesday at
2:30 p.rn. that he had found a
of Ray Lindstroni.
¦
HONEY FROM FLORIDA
14-foot boat floating in-the Mis11 i
Merit badges were earned for sissippi
, :
Orange Blossom, Mangrove, Tupelo;
jf ]
River
just
below
the
swimming, canoeing, rowing,
All real delightful;flavors.
Burlington
Railroad
East
End
1 »i^
wildlife management, pioneer- bridge, It reportedly: belongs to
A VERT SPECIAL BLEND OF
vl^
ing, archery,; camping and cook- LeRoy Peterson, Fergus Falls.
CHOICEST HERBS AND FINEST RICE A'- vilfr
ing by Michael and David LindVillage Inn Seasoned Rice, Curry Rice , Herb Rice , \Ul
stroni, Thomas Grihdland, Kev- arid Steven Thill.
Rice Flamenco or Saffron ( Yellow ) Rice . pkg . 3>*
y'f
in Larsen, Robert and Ricky Several Scouts advanced to
' Easy to prepare. . Makes 4 to 6 servings. '¦'¦'• '¦.. . A i ' 'Lembkey7Kim, and Kevin Son- second and first class, Ricky
::
salla, Gary and Darryl Breiten- Lembkey and Gary Breitenfeldt
feldt,
Michael Kpwalczyk, were called out for Order of the
James Deedrick, Jeffrey Kulas Arrow' ;- ¦

79'
5p

SALAD ,1E«S

AG. COLORED

2DPYear lm
Plan Okedj: ^} ^, ^
il^

'
' ^^^^^
;:
\A ¦" •;^-^

Fruit ;. lOt BROOMS . . . .. .
eocMan IT
A
ro^E ^
..,^ 70« PEARS.. ... s
IS? ™
-:
:
MPEACHES . . . . ^^ *
NESTIA lWON f lAV0«B

day night council voted to award
the contract to Winona Plumb¦ '',
ing. . ' '' '-v
Specificationis call for 10,481 ¦
feet of 18-incli pipe from : tht
disposal plant to a dry run leading into the headwaters of tha
South Fork of Crooked Creek,
and a connection with a pipeline from the Land O'Lakea
plant here which will carry off
the water it uses to coot mllki
This cooling water now riina
off into farm land. ;
¦
. The" • '•new - outfall from the
plant will be longer—nearly two
miles^and will run piaralleTto
TH 44 on the east side instead
of under the liighWiayA
the village board will open 7
bids Tusday at 7:30 p.m. oa
the sale of $60,000 vih general
obligation bonds to help pay for
the project. The remainder will
be paid by a federal grant; covering one-third of the cost.

WONDER FOOD

T-Lb. Pkg.

MR. 0,

REYNOLD'S

Marshmallows 19c French Fries pk* 10c Foil Wrap ";» 29c
-a-

DELICIOUS

vl"r
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¦WJlil ^l-f l <mT

FAMOUS SAUSAGE

0N SA«

srNE£T
THROUGHOUT
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THURSDAY

Ny«»ther

Pope, Jordan
King Cottfer

Tomqh ^din
On t//t)ifs
To Cqrpsmen

DAILY RIV JUt BULLETIN
JUIY 6, 1967 :
Flood Stage 24-hr.
ittage Today Chg.
Red Wing ..v. 14 7.2 - .4
Ar Community
Two-State Deaths
Winona funerals Lake City/..A,. .. 10.4 A .3
Wabasha ...,. 12 9.4 - ,1
Memorial Hospital
Mrs. Rudolph Jackron .
Mrs. A. W, Schmeling
Alma Dam .. AA 7.4 - 3 VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope
Vlslllnj noun; MMlcti ano surgical
Interment
services
for
the
WHITEHAHii
(Special)
Wis.
Whitman Dant! .
5.9 A ,3 Paul VI conferred with King
patients- 2 to ^ are) 7 to t:M p.m, (Nc
— Mrs. Rudolph Jackson,: 59, cremains of Mrs. A. W. Schmel- Winona Dam .; . A 7:9
ehiwran undtr 12.)
+ ,3 Hussein of Jordan today amid TOMAH, Wis, ««—; Tomah
Matarnltv patletrti; l t» »:3o and J ni Whitehall, died at Tri-County ing, former Winonan who died
.
.
.
;
.
.
,3 reports that, the pontiff was is a liberty city once more, for
Winona
13
8.4
A
»:30 p.m. ; lAdults only.)
Memorial Hospital here Wednes- Dec. 21, 1966 in Las , Vegas. Tremp'eau
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP)
,1
Pool
A
9.3
+
planning a personal diplomatic Cprpsmen from the federal Job
day morning¦ after a long ill- Nov., will be Saturday at il
WEDNESDAY
,2
Tremp
Daian
..
7.4
—
ness. A '¦ ,
¦
at nearby Camp MADISON, Wis v if) — Gov. — School integration in this
a.m. at Woodlawn Cemetery, Dakota'eau
ADMISSIONS
, ,.;.;.!,..¦" .•.•¦¦ 8.8 .. . campaign to mediate between Corps Center
¦
The
former
Iva
Olson
was
'
First
the
Rev.
Harold
Rekstad,
on
the
McCoy;
Warren P. Knowles summoned country has made "tremenGeorge Oian, Rushford, Minn. bora at Blair Aug;
;: -,. .
Dresbach Pool, .' . ' ... 9.5. + 1 Arab nations and Israel
22,
1907,
to
strides" in recent years .
Congregational Church, officiat- Dresbach Daco . .. 7.2 " ' .;.
Gary Buermann, 659 E. King pie and Bertha Tenriesoh
Agreement on a plan immed- officials from communities rock- dous
status of Jerusalem.
¦
Olbecause
American whites and
'
ing.
'
Y Y A 'A La Crosse A 12 ; 8.6 — ,3 A Vatican communique; issued iately reopening . Tomah three ed by youthful uprisings to a
St. V- ' . ;
son. She was married to Ru- In case of
Negroes
have finally been able
conference
on
emergency
police
rain
services
wiil
Miss Caroly
Tributary Streams
dolph Jackson June 3, 1937, at
Pope times a week to corpsmen on measures today in the wake of to communicate, in the view of
said
; n Laufenburger,
meeting
the;
after
the
885%^W, ''.5th St.:: -. 7;:'' v
Blair. They farmed near White- be held at Breitlow
¦ Funeral Zumbro at Thi3?ilm'n:29.6 — .2 and the king discussed "Current liberty was reached Wednesday Fourth of July outbursts at Mrs! Elizabeth D; Koontz.
Rome... . A'A ' '' ' ' :¦' '
Tremp'eau at iDodge 1.9 — .2
Henry
Colbenson,
hall,
until
retiring
a
year
Rushford
ago,
,
¦
Mrs. Koohtz is due to be
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advertising and a Republican
were invalid and 25 were held only after the junior officers atAid.
until 1934 when he moved questionable
James Mohan was apcouncil
revolutionary
formed
a
as
to
membership
congressman who bitterly op- N.D.,
Fargo, N.D. He came' to eligibility, Schimmerhorn Bala. to take over the government.
pointed to the Airport Zoning
posed President Franklin D. to
Lanesboro in June 1937, where
Board by Council President
Roosevelt's New Deal, died he worked on the Peter Abra- "PROPONENTS of the conthe letter were answered at the David L, Johnston. He succeeds
Wednesday at age 80. Barton hamson farm until his death .
the foririer Aid. Harold Briesath.
PHONE 2622 F°R CARRY0UTS
was the last surviving founder His parents, two sisters and solidation on the board of direc- Wednesday night meeting,
strength
to The board comprises two alderamong
members
of
the
answers
Iack<
w
tors
and
^
of Batten , Barton , Durstino and brother have died. He is surdelayed men, two county commissionOsborn , Inc. , one of the bast vived by a sister, Mrs. Nina co-op relied on direct member- overcome effeclte of the
ers and one member at large.
known names on Madison Ave- Torgerson of Portland. Ore., ship mailing and informational letter and camipuign ."
meetings within the system area Alger Marunv of Gilmanton , Expenses for aldermen plannue.
and several nieces ana neph- for support of the proposition," Eresident of tty Buffalo Elec- ning to attend the Boston con¦
ews.
Schimmerhorn said. ''It is be- •lc Co-op whtv was chairman vention of the National League
Funeral aervices will be Fri- lieved that a letter over the of the consolidation study com- of Cities were allowed by unMrs. Daly Dies
day at 2 p.m. at Elstad Luther- signature of opponents to the mittee, express«d his keen dis- animoua vote. No aldermen are
§ BAR-CAFE—Corner Mark and Center
M
RYE, N.Y. w> — Mrs. Mar- an Church, the Rev. I. R. Gron- consolidation, mailed to mem- appointment in (She vote and the known to be planning the trip
,
Schimdrive
officiating.
Burial
will
be
in
ballot
lid
a
former
wife
co-op
few
days
absentee
54,
bers
of
the
garet Neal Daly,
but Mayor R. K. Ellings will
of Voice «f America Director the church cemetery.
Erlor to the special mefttlng, merhorn said. '
attend. He Is a member of the
John Charles Daly, died Friends may call at the John- ifluenced the strong absentee Floyd A. Wl ieeler, Madison, league's
intergovernmental afcooperatives,
the
proposition,"
counsel
for
elec
brie
Wednesday, She and Daly had son Funeral Home today from vote against
fairs
committee.
The convenfor
the
conalso is la the a rea
three children. They were di- 7 to » p.m and at the church Schimmerhorn said.
tion dates are July 29 to Aug. 2,
'
"Although the inferences of solidation votes,.
Friday from 1 to 2 p.m.
vorced ln I960.
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fug/esfad Lost to
LeJetz for Year
By STAFF WRITER '
Things are going v from
bad to worse for the Winona LeJetz these days. First
they lost a heartbreaker to
Dundee 3-2 Monday night,
and now they lose Ron Fuglestad for at least two
weeks; maybe longer.
Fuglestad sprained his
wrist badly in the Dundee
loss trying to catch a little
fly hear the foul line in shallow right field, The gallant
effort was to no avail, however, as the ball dropped in
for a hit and scored the winning run.
"The doctor put a cast on
the wrist Wednesday and it
won't come off until next
week, so it will probably be
awhile after that," said LeJetz Coach Bill Allaire.
Allaire said that the loss,
of Fuglestad will necessitate a few changes in the
lineup. ; ' ',v . A
"We have a single game

Rap Yanks

lifor

8th in Row

the nucleus of next year'*
team." ' .
Commenting on the fact
•': that the LeJetz : collected
only seven hits in the two
tournament games Allaire
said , "We 're going to have
to forget the idea that we're
; good hitters and find a different way to ¦;'. win ball
' games.:"- . '
The LeJetz Coach added
that the pjtching won't be
nearly as strong now with
the loss of Fuglestad and
agreed that; while the team
is able to score runs against
teams which have defensive lapses and only fair br
worse pitching, the LeJetz
are often quite ineffective
against teams ¦¦'like Austin
and Dundee which have good
pitching and fielding.
The game at Rochester is
scheduled to begin at 7:30
p.nv, while the Eau Claire
doubleheader will start at
1:30 Saturday afternoon;

tomorrow at Rochester and
then two doubleJheaders, one
at Eau Claire, Saturday and
another at Albert Lea next
Wednesday; besides losing
Fuglestad for: all those
games we might not have
Ron Quamen either, since
he's going to work nights
now", said Allaire.
Fuglestad, who was to hurl
against Rochester will be
replaced by Pat Wiltgen,
who has lost two tough
games in a row after winning his first two starts of
the year. ¦
Other changes in the lineup will see Loren Benz moving to centerfield, with Rollie Austin going to left and
Mike Herzberg to right.
"We're going to have to
give the younger guys like
Austin and Herzberg ; a
chance now too", said Allaire, "because they, along
with Wiltgen, Jerry: Uimess
and Tim BroWne will form

MINNEAPOLIS VP - The
Minnesota Twins are getting
stfme of thai old 1965 luck when
just above everything seemed to
\york , and Ralph Houk is tired
of running into a red-hot baseball club everywhere he goes.
The Twins erupted for three
home runs-r-two of them from
unlikely sources — Wednesday
night to swamp the New York
Yankees 1Q-4 for their eighth
straight victory.
Dick Reesev a fancy-fielding
young first baseman who got a
chance to play because Harmon
KiHebrew; rested with a pulled
groin muscle, slammed a threerun homer and drove in a fourth
run, while Ted Uhlaender, who
has stuck in center Held f or the
Twins lately because of his defensive play, stroked a two-run
homer and drove in a third run.
Tony Oliva got the other MinAINDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (AP) - cided in that meeting. I just laid
nesota homer, his eighth, and
Touring golfers emerged from a the cards on the table. I told
Jim Kaat weathered a 127 hit
closed meeting aimed at bridg- them the position of the execuYankee attack behind his own
committee
had
not
ing differences with the Profes- tive
club's offensive bombardment to
sional Golfers Association to changed," Elbin said.
post his seventh Victory in 15 defind the great divide still Dan Sikes, tournament comcisiohs. Kaat has won six of his
mittee chairman, said no stateexisted. 7V
last seven games.
ment would be issued until he
Max
Elbin,
president
of
the
For the Yankees, it was their
f
talked with Elbin. ;
RON FUGLESTAD
'
greeted
the
no
comPGA,
fifth straight defeat , including
Lost For Season
ment" session of the touring The touring pros, threatening
four in a row to the Twins!
home runi of the year, a 372-foot blast to rijght field in the golfers Wednesday night with a to boycott the Denver PGA
WELCOME HOME . Y . Minnesota Twins' Rich Reese,
"Everywhere we've been the
third inning against the New York Yankees . at Metropolitan threat that other pros will be tourney July 20-23 if the PGA
center, has a big smile as he crosses home plate and is
clubs have been hot," Houk
Toyar
Stadium
Wednesday night. (AP Photofax)
(left),
Cesar
Carew
invited to fill the ranks on the does not relax Its veto power,
welcomed
by
teammates
Rod
iaid. "You take this series. We
have been feuding with the ortour.
(
right) and Tony Oliva (No. <j), Reese had just hit his second
could have won two games with
•'I don't know what they de- ganization since voting to put
a few breaks."
the proposed Frank . Sinatra
Reese called his home run
$175,000 tourney on the circuit.
"one of the biggest I've hit beThe PGA vetoed the players'
cause it helped keep the streak
vote, saying the Sinatra meet
alive going into Chicago."
would conflict with the Bob
The Twins play an exhibition
Hope Desert Classic/
game here with the Atlanta
The pros, here for the $100,000
Braves tonight, then go to ChiSpeedway
Open, gave a •; deadcago for a four-game weekend
line of Tuesday to make peace
series with the first-place White
with the PGA but extended it
ATLANTA (AP.) . w Some of
Sox - ;- -A'Y" . v . A v A Y . :- .
BALTIMORE (AP) - The Wednesday by Lennie wirtz, clude Beverly. A building con- that Beverly was resented by
until the Wednesday meeting. the West stars are complaining
Reese, who has no place to field in the $15,€00 Lady Catling tournament director of the La- tractor, Klass said he made older amateur, B .
National League
When the two-hour meeting con- that the East is getting all the
play regularly with Killebrew Open will include 10-year-old dies Professoinal Golf Associa- Beverly :a professional to give The dark-ha tred, bespectacled
w. L. Pet. CB
cluded in the press room of the attention this week in prepara31
Sr.
Louis
..
..
.5*7
4*
now established as the Ameri- Beverly Klass, who had to win a tion, Beverly and her father, her a chance to play during her girl averaged "91 in four rounds Chicago
32 .5N Va
Speedway Clubhouse, Sikes de- tion for Saturday night's Coachcan League's all-star first base- dispute over child labor laws contractor Jack Klass of Wood- summer vacation. He said the in the Civitan Open in Dallas in Cincinnati ...... «*
45 3» .55* 3
clined to discuss any action oh es: All-America football game,
. . . . . . . . . 41 37 SU iVe
^mm , said •."There's no doubt in before she could enter the tour- land Hills, Calif. , sought a rul- age limit to play on public May and 86 at; a St. Louis tour- AflanU
Sal) Francisco . 42 31 .525 Hi
a decision.
and West Coach Bob Devaney
my mind at all I can hit up nament. A Y.- ' "
ing from the Maryland Depart- courses in California¦: is 14 and nament three ' veeks later.
Pittsburgh . . . . . . 31 37 M7 7
couldn't be happier. A
Philadelphia
.....
31
Mi
7
here. It's just I've got the mis3*
B a r r ed
entering ment of Labor and Industry.
from
LeSAngsles ..... 34 44 .434 J2*fe
fortune to be behind: some big
"I hope all of our West play««W York . . . . . . . . 2» 44 .317 M
Deputy Commissioner Wil.
lumber, I'll just have to wait for
Houston
....... 2» 50 ;M7 11
ers
are unhappy about it," said
Ham
Welsh
ruled
that
as
inan
WEDNESDAY'S RESULTS
my chance."
Devaney, successful Nebraska
PMIadelphla 3, Houston 5.
Beverly,
dividual
competitor,
is
Uhlaender, who has collected
Atlanta 4/ Chlcajo 2.
coach. "If they all feel that
self-ernployed.
San Francisco 2, Now York 1.
nine hits in 23 times at bat in
¦•'• Los Angeles 5, Pittsburgh 3.
way,
it may help us in the game
GREEN BAY Wl — Jon PasWirtz had rejected Beverly's
Minnesota 's last six games inCincinnati 5, St. Louis 1 (10 Innings).
—and
I can assure you we will
ley
of
the
host
Shorewood
CounTODAY'S GAMES
entry on the grounds that it
cluding two homers, credited
Chicago at Houston (night).
try Club took medalist honors need all the psychological help
Manager , Cal Ermer for his sudmight be in violation of state
-ClflcllNstl at SI. Louis (night).
Wednesday with a one-over- we can get."
Only games ichedulad.
den hitting splurge.
child labor laws, which prevent
FRIDAY'S GAMES
par 71 in the qualifying round The West's complaints were
"Cal told me I should distriemployment of children less
Atlanta at N*w York (night).
of the Northeastern Wisconsin aired by Mel Farr , explosive
bute my weight and not lunge
St. Louis at PhlUdalphla (night),
than 14 years old. She was reinCincinnati at Pittsburgh (night).
UCLA halfback who is expected
amateur golf tournament.
at the ball," Uhlaender said.
stated after the ruling . 7
Chicago at Houston (night).
ALMA CETNER , Wis. —
to carry the brunt of the runThe
32
qualifiers
from
''I'd say it's paying off. Ermer
the
Los
Angeles
at
Sin
Francisco.
,
the
pre-teen
That decision got
field of 130 begin match play ning attack against the East in
stuck with me and I finally Blair exploded for four runs in pro into the Lady Carlbng her
American
League
—
W. L. Pet. OB
today, with the finals set for the nationally televised game
started hitting. I hope he sticks the first inning and went on to
profesfourth
tournament
as
Chicago
. . . . . . . 45 39 AW
a
defeat
Center
7-1
in
a
Alma
with me."
Saturday.
"The East is getting all the
MINNESOTA
....
43
34
.551
3
Detroit
.,. 42 34 .553 3V4
Kaat conceded it was' not one makeup game in the Dairyland sional — but Wirtz and the
Jim Pressentin of Shorewood noise arid publicity around
LPGA are still trying to get her
Boston . . . . . . . . . . 40 34 SU 5%
of his better games, but added, Conference Wednesday night.
and Nick Wahl Jr. of Green here," Farr said in an interCalifornia ....... 41 40 .561 7
, Cleveland ...,..,, 31 40 .407 sv_
"It was a winner. That's all I
Steve Nelson provided most of knocked off the pro tour.
Bay Oneida followed Pasley view. "I realize that it's all nat.4(1
Baltlmora ........ 3» , 41
It
care about."
the punch, cracking two doubles The tournament director said
with 73s while Jim Gerhard of ural in a way, this being Atlanta
New York
34 43 .443 12
The Twins teed off on Yankee and two singles for the Car- recently that the woman profesKansasClty
.... 35 45 .431 mi
Shorewood and Bob Rolfs of and the home for the East.
Washington
.
.
.
.
.
34
45
.430
13
rookie Cecil Perkins, just called dinals, One of his doubles drove sionals thought Beverly was too
West Bend turned in 74s.
WEDNESDAY'S RESULTS
"But a lot of us on the West
up from Syracuse, and reliever in a pair of runs in the first, young for the tour. However ,
Detroit 3, Cleveland 2.
Terry Fitehett, 15, of Shore- squad feel we're
Chicago
3/
Baltlmora
2
(ll
Innings),
being overFred Talbot for 10 runs in the and he doubled home another the present rules have no proviwood was medalist in the jun- looked a little and we've
MINNESOTA 10, New York 4.
•
,
talked
first five innings, Minnesota fin- tally in the sixth.
sions for 10-year-old professionWashington 5, Kansas City J.
ior
division
with
72.
a
Calltornla 4, Button 3.
about it in the locker room."
ished with 13 hits.
Rod Anderson contributed two als, a status the California girl
TODAY'S GAMES
"If the game were in Los AnThe Yanks cot to Kant for doubles and a single, and Nick reached when she paid $50 extra
MOSCONI SETS MARK
Baltlmora at CMcagt.
Only game scheduled.
three runs in the second inning, Misch had a single and a tri- to enter her first pro tourna(AP) - Alain geles , I suppose most of the atMONTE
CARLO
FRIDAY'S GAMES
and led 3-2 until Iteese slammed ple.
Mosconi of France bettered the tention would be on the West
ment in Dallas, Tex.
Kansas City at California (2).
his homer in the third.
Brent Mathsoil was credited So the LPGA plans to change
MINNESOTA at Chicago (night).
world record for the r}00-meter players, so we should expect it,
Boston at Detroit (night).
Killebrew , who is expected to with the victory, allowing only the rules.
freestyle Wednesday with a time I guess, " Farr said. "But don't
Washington at Cleveland (night).
return to the line-up Friday two hits. Blair is now 5-3 in the Wirtz snid Wednesday that he
New York at Baltlmora (night).
of 8:47.3.
count us out."
night in Chicago, quipped . "Aft- loop nnd Alma Center 4-4.
and
the
executive
board
had
R
H
I
er Pee Wee (Reese) hit thnt Blair
401 101 1— 7 11 1 met and decided "that effective
home run, I feel a lot better. ''' Alma Center
0(0 Ml «- 1 1 I
Mithion
and
Dale;
Link,
In spite of Minnesota 's win- Oresn (7) and Hutbner. J. atlas (1), Monday July 10 our regulations
will be changed to read that a
ning spurt , Houk maintains (he
¦
professional entrant in the
American League race will .still l- HKNCHMAN WINS
LPGA tournament must have
be a multi-team battle.
"The Twins certainly arc go. AACHEN , Germany (AP) - reached her 18th birthday prior
ing good right now," he said , Pierre D'Oriola of France, rid- to the first round of the tournaTHEY PULLED IT OUT OF THE FIRE ,. ' . . . California
"Everything thev hit is a base ing Pomone, beat favored Nel- ment. . ."
JST
Angels' Don Mincher (left) and Jim Fregosi a lie a couple of .
' m*
' ' W '**1 ° noW lDrson or A 'u,"o Craft Boat and W
fa f &J
jLm WJmmWmm
son Possoa of Brazil in a two- Klass, who introduced his happy ballplayers as Mincher crosses the plate after his
hit.
Johnson Motor.
c'°P8nt c, ,l«
"But I don 't think any club i.s horse jump-off at the Interna- daughter to golf at the age of bottom of the ninth homer, scoring Fregosi ;
^y
y||
^J
f tj
S
S
S
z
!
!^!
°^
'
'
ahead of him,
going to hnve any real long win- tional Aachen Championship 4, doesn't believe the rule
ning streaks, because there nr<> Wednesday.
can be made retroactive to in- won their game with the Boston Red Sox at Ai aaheim, Calif.,
Wednesday night. (AP Photofax)
(oo many Rood clubs in th<>
league; J can 't see any club running off wilh it. "
a

PGA, Pros
Still at It

West Stars:
Easf Gets AH
Attention

IN LADY CARLING OPE^

lO^YIaf-Old Gets Chance

Pasley /Vledalist in
N€ Wisconsin Gqlf

Blair Captures
Softball Meet
At Arcadia

GET READY FOR
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Good Selection of Used Boats and Motors
¦ • ¦ Priced to sell for this event!
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Pro Soccer

NATIONAL LBAGUI
Philadelphia ), St. Louis 2.
UNITED ASSOCIATION
Cleveland 0, Detroit C.
Totonlo 4, Boston t. .
Dallas I, San Francltcc I.
Chicago 1, Lei Angeles 1.
New York I, Vancouver t,

Angels Win Home Run Derby 1 10 Jo DISCOUNT

By RON RAPOPORT
Associated P*ens Sports Writer
The California Angels had a

Commission Sales Positions
Open at Montgomery Ward
Male or female help wanted in Plumbing,
Healing and Home Furniihing Doparfmenfi.
Full time tales poti lion. Drawing account
wit h liberal commission plus company benefit* ; Paid Vacations, Croup Insurance, Retirement , Savings, Employ* Discount, 40-Hour
Week , Paid Holidays. A pply

Montgomery Ward
MIRACLE MALL — WINONA

terrible time hitting the ball go edged Baltimore 3-2 in U ning smile on Iris face.
Wednesday night, Gut almost innings, Minnesota bombed New
Chicago and Baltimore fought
every time they did it went out York 10-4, Detroit shaded Cleve- to a standstill until Tommie
of the park .
land 3-2 and Washington bent Agee delivered a single with two
Of the four hits they were al- Kansas City 5-3.
out in the lhth . scoring Jim
lowed by Boston pitchers Jim In the top of the ninth at An- Stewart who iran
for J. C,
Lonborg and Jose Santiago, (he aheim, the Red Sox, who hnd Martin who led off the inning
made
three
good
been
trailing
all
Angels
the way, with a single.
of them
for homers, including Don threatened to pull it out. With
Mike AdamsbiiL, ifl, started his
Mincher's two-run shot in the two out Jerry Adair singled and
first
game fai r the Orioles,
bottom of the ninth that won the Thomas, two-run shot put them
stopped the Sox on three hits In
game 4-3. Roger Repoz and ahead 3-2.
innings, drivting in one run
Paul Schnal hit the other ones. Lonborg had pitched beauti- six
ond
scoring another.
Only Jim Fregosi had the fully for seven Innings for tho
Roy Oyler sqm »czed in Mickey
temerity to hit anything less Sox, giving up but two hits in all
thnn a homer, » mere single. It thnt time. Unfortunately , both Stanley in the eighth with the
came just before Mincher's hits were homers, Repoz' third winning Detroit run after Stan,
homer, however , so perhaps the of the season in the first inning ley drove in Norrra Cash with a
triple earlier in rflie inning. Tony
Angels
will
forgive
the and Schaal's fifth in the third.
George
Brunet
transgression.
, in the mean- Horton homere d for the Red
The Red iSox themselves were time, was doing just about as Sox.
2-for-5 in the slugging depart- well for the Angels. He allowed Frank Howard's 21st homer
ment, getting homers from Joe lust three hits until the ninth , drove in two nn*« for Washing,
Foy and George Thomas and Including Foy's 12th homer in ton, and Cap Pe terson's double
just three other hits, all of them the fourth Inning, Thomas' hom- accounted for tvw more. Hower in the ninth almost turned ard's blast went 461 feet in the
singles.
In other American League him into a loser, but Mincher 's third inning and Peterson's hit
action Wednesday night, Chica- blast off Santiago put the win- came in the fifth L
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Athlete Still
Banned From
School Teams

TojM _ cyBs±x ^

S
^^n
^^M
^^^^

- MILWAUKEE (AP) - A high
By HAL BOCK
out single in the seventh and two of Philadelphia 's three runa pitcher Mike CUellax and Ed
school athlete remains banned
Associated Press Sports Writer then Perry bailed McCormick against the Astros as Rick Wise, Mathews allowed another Philfrom taking part in his school's
out of a jam by getting Tommy with ninth-inning help - froni lie run to score.
sports programs despite a fa: Hank Aaron is a superstar. He Davis to rap into
an inning end- Dick Hall , won his third game;
Rusty Staub rhisplayed Bobby
ther's suit to reinstate him. '. .;
can afford to endure three ing double play in the bottom ol
Wise drove in. a run with a Wine 's fifth-inning fly ball into a
Circuit Judge Robert C. Canwalks before getting his swing. the seventh.
fourth-inning single and succes- triple* leading, to the Phillies' . .
non reinstated} Wednesday the
Chico Ruiz is a supersub. He AShoddy Houston fielding led to sive errors on the hit by losing ' .final run.
suspension of Charles Monfre
i
y
¦A ^A A '^: L 'A - #A- - :
can't waste, any time.
Jr., a baseball, football , basketA:
.A
¥
'
.
i Y:Y' :Y'. -¥- - ' . 'i < : :*A A
^AA
ball; and tennis, player at suburAaron bided his time Wednesban Brown Deer High School .
day night as, Chicago's Rick Nye
The suspension, imposed for
pitched around him in his first
disciplinary ;reasons, ended last
three trips to the plate A The
jlfrday when a temporary infourth time, Aaron unloaded a
junction was granted after the
three-run homer that helped
boy's father ftted suit.
Atlanta drop>the Cubs 4-2.
Cannon, vrtio fixed July 13 as
'
Ruiz, Cincinnati's expert on
reinstated
the trial date^
the
National League benches; pinch
ban after attorney George F.
hit for Jim Maloney in the 10th
Redmond argued that under
inning and made the most of his FT. POLK,
Wisconsin law "the administra4APA-The "That'll be right in the middle chance injuring an unconone trip to the plate. He dou- Chicago Cubs La.,
are
sizzling but of the. baseball season, just af- ditioned Holtzman regardless of
tion of discipline is something
"
Y- '^Q : pVNCH? . Y. ,-.: Members of tfa; l^t . bit of horseplay took place at the Marine base ; bled, stole third:nnd then raced they still miss the only unde- ter the All-Star Game," said the pennant prospects,
vested In school authorities."
in Khe Sanfi , Sohth Vietnam, during Patter-r home with the winning run on feated pitcher in the National talented left-hander.
The senior Monfre said his Battalion, 26th Marinesi crowd around as one
Toltzman has taken Army
of
their
members,
Cpl. Jan Terry of Chicago,
son's goodwill tour of American Jiases in the Nelson Briles' wild pitch as the League i:7:
gon was banned for one year
"Maybe I can get |rt a few training in stride, so to speak.
Reds
shaded
St.
Louis
2-1.
And Pvt.
countryiYPatterson is to remain in South VietHoltzman miss- good (pitching) weekends. I "I can't say that I love the
from school athletics because he flicks a left jab to the jaw:of former world
Chicago's third Straight loss es the CubsKen
and
his hair.
hear you get weekend passes. Army, " Holtzman commented.
drank two cups of beer last heavyweight champion Floyd Patterson. The v nam for about two >veeks. (AP Photofax)
to Atlanta kept the Cubs: one. ; - 'Aaahh-h-h, that's
the worst "Rut I'd need a week of prac- "But I can say it's good for a :¦'.
April at the state high school
half gahie back of St. Louis in thing about it,'' ruefully
laughed tice pitching an hour or two guy. I appreciate the discipline
basketball tournament at Madithe battle for the National the sweat-stained, '
^ other
:;fatigue-clad
every
day,;I don't:want —I was a kind of high liver,
.
son. ,- . -,
League lead. In other games, Holtzman,
who
took
a
perfect
to
my arm. I'm in perfect myself, and they 've straightenhurt
Because of the suspension; the
Los Angeles topped Pittsburgh 5-0 record into
six months of shape now, but you heed that ed me out. "
boy's: prospects for 'a college
5-3, San Francisco nipped New National Guard trainbe
May 22. pin-point control that comes His company commander, shyYork 2-1 and Philadelphia edged
athelitc scholarship have been
¦'I had such nice hair."
from practice.
ing from identification, said
Houston
3-2.
damaged, he said.
Holtzman said in an interview
"I haven't picked up a ball in Holtzman gets no special favors.
Nye, only a rookie, knew he hopes to
Monfre said his son was the
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Brown to Lead
Cincy AFL Team?

Promoted by
Minneiota Speedways
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ST. CHARLES

Rrico Tlmti - 9:30 p.m.
• ACTION I
• THRILLSI
• ROLL-OVERJI

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
group headed by Paul Brown
has been awarded the Cincinnati franchise in the American
Football League and Brown will
coach the team, the Washington
Post said In Its Thursday editions.
The Post said a formal announcement will be made within
a few dayi.
The paper said Brown Is in
the process of disposing of his i: -j : '
.mm:mm mmf mMMmMmKm *mWK ^
stock in the Cleveland Browns
HITLE BIT SHORT . . . San Francisco Giants' leftof the National Football League,
the team which he organized fielder Jim Hart is out at the plate Wednesday night as he
tries to score from first base on Willie McCpvey's first inand coached until 1963.

REO. $19.95

SPECIAL.
ning single to centerfleld. New York Mets shortstop Bud
Harrelson relayed the throw to catcher Jerry Grote who
put tho lag on the sliding Hart. (AP Photofax)
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probate court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
hereof be given by publication of thli
order In the Winona Dally Newa and by
malted notice as provided by law.
Dated June JO, 1967.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probata Judge.
(Probata Court Seal)
Harold J, Libera, .
Attorney for Petitioner.

'

J

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That
the Clly Council ol Ihe C»y of Winona,
Minnesota, will mtel on the 17th day
ol July, 1V67, af 7:30 o'clock In the
evening ol said day In the Council
Chamber in tin City Hall, located on
the Southwest corner of Fourth and
Lafayette Streets In the City of Winona,
Minnesota, for lha purpose of considering
end acting upon the final plat ot Httkn
Heights Subdivision In Ihe City ot Winona, located In the following general
area;
South ot VVeitgate Subdivision and
between Clark's Lane and Terry
Lane.
At the time and place above designated, tald plat vvlll ba considered and
decided upon, and at such time and place
an opportunity will be given lo all
persons Intereiled to be heard for or
against lha approval ot said plat,
Dated al Winona, Minnesota,
this 5th day of July. 1967.
JOHN J. CARTER,
City Recorder.

(First Pub. Thursday, June 22, 1967 )
Slate ot Minnesota J ss.
County of Wlnonn
I in Probate Court
No, 16.4S9
In Re Estate ot
<
Minnie Nienow, Ward.
Order tor Hearing on Petition
to Sell Real Estate.
The represenlallve ot said estate having
filed herein a petition to sell certain
real estate described in said petition)
IT IS ORDERED, Tt-.ot the hearing
thereof be had on July I9|h, 1967, ol
10:30 o'clock A.M.. before this Court
In the probata court room In the courl
hoosa In Wlnonn, Minnesota, and thai
notice hereof bt given by publication
of this order In the Winona Dally Nawt
and by mailed notice at provided by
law .
Dated June 20th, 196).
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probale Courl Seal)
Sawyer & Darby,
Allorneys for Petitioner.

<6fr ,

FULL TIME
EXPERIENCED
TRUCK MECHANIC
Guaranteed Wage plus incentive bonus, hospitalization and insurance benefits.
No lay-offs, no Saturday
work . Come in and see our
new, clean, modern shop
and you'll see why this is a
great opportunity for the
right man,
Apply In person
JIM MAUSOLF
Service Mgr.
QUALITY CHEVROLET
121 Huff St.
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BOU-WATIC MILKERS
Bucket, pipeline or mllklno parlor
Ed's Relrlgernllon 8. Dairy Supplies
S55 E. 4th
Tel. SS32

• ON HAND

'

1—Pollard wheel rake
3-New Holland Roll-a-bar
2-New Holland pull type
mowers
USED

NEW IDEA—CASE
JOHN DEERE
side rakes

1—Used John Deere 14T
Baler , excellent condition.
2-Uscd New Holland 68
Balers

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
BREEZY ACRES
Hwy. 14-61 E.
Winona

•arm implemBnt$

4g Article* for Sefe

COOP—1953 E-3 .tractor iand 2 row cultivator. Howard VolKart, Minnesota
City, Minn. Tel, Sulllngstan* .-¦ tM:zU7,

SJ Rooms Without W.slt

USED LUMBER-boards, jx4s, Jx«s, 2x1s,
4 X 4 J, 4XBJ; cattla gates; garage doors.
»58 W. 2nd.

CASE BALL-BEARING 22" thrashing ma- RUWMAGE JALE-»at„ »!3f>7, Clothing,
chine., McCormlcfc Daerlng . V grain
all sizes; misc.; hew handmade fancy
binder, silo chute lor Madison slave
work. »09.'E . -.»th.
" .
sjllo. VRdbtrt Harlerl, Minnesota city.
Tel. Rollingstone 689-2463^
LARGE ' SELECTION W ', OHlHere ind
'
Appliances , tor
Waddings,
Showtrs.
McCORMlCk DEERINO , Model M traeBirthdays, etc, Get them » f : ROBB
1»r. Inqulr* Wyaltvllle. Store, south "oi
Bftos. STORE, 571. E. 4th Si. -ModerUwllfon.
ately , priced! ...
7
ALLIS. <l Combine, PTO, fully equipped. MOViNS SALE-vtry chat* 8,e. double
Til. UWIiton 5747.
oven range, Slelnway upright planbi
S«ar»j lank vacuum and Utachmanls,
'
'
AHRO-MOTOR Windmill head, complete
humidifier, red kitchen table and etialre,
•with 12 ft. wheal and, (an; Also 40 ft
csrd table, tire chains, gatdin tools,
heavy duty tower; 1 duplex double
fays. Tal. '4320, V v
dear pump; 2 brats cylinder!, ).1S",
V-16" i. several, lenoiha pump lengths TWO-WHEEL : TRAILER, powtr
lawn
pump rods; I ft. grain binder. George - mower , dinette , set, MaytsB wringer
Feuimd, Fountain City.
washing machine, 26'/ boy's btcvcie. It!
High 'Forest ,
.
;.
OOOOALL. POWEft MOWERS
¦
.
. -. - '- . . • I Modals 10 Choose From
WE ARE MOVING-Kenmore gas range;
Priced from W) V
used 6 months, y.^100; Toro power
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
handle snow, blowe r, $120; humidifier ,
• $30; 5 gal. pressurized fire extinguishTel. 5«J
2nd > Johnson

Fertilizer, Sod

49

CULTURED SOO
1 roll Or¦ 1,000. May be picked up.
. -: Also black dirt.
¦¦
¦ ¦:: Te).
V724 B. ;7th. ¦ ¦ , :
4232. :

. . er, . J30; misc: household item 's. " Tel.
2726.

BRANP NEW, 1 wheel trailer, 2 archery
bows and arrows, target sland, sauerkraut cutter , old secretary desk. 363
. St. .Charles' St.. ;
DAVENPORT AND chair, good for rec
room; $50. Doris Schoelnke, 422 E. ttli
Tel. 1-1004 after 5:30 or , ell day Sun.

GOOD BLACK dirt/ fill dirt, crushed
rock, gravel; sand/ back filling, digging
septic tanks and trenching. OONALD
VALENTINE, Minnesota City. Tel. 8689¦
WOO D LATHEAomplete
¦ 23t<. V : ' ;.
' . ' .,¦ '¦ -.. . '
ni> motor. .Tel. .8-'4800 v

Hay, Grain, F«ed

50

STANOINS MAV-< acres of Alfalfa, Cdntaet Ray Llevv«|lyn, Wlloka, Minn.
EAR CORN—400 bu., riear Lewiston.
indu'r* Trust Dept., Merchants National Bank: Tel. 2837.
STANDING HAY—for sal*. Lloyd Woyezlk, Arcadia, Wis. . ' . ' •
HAY FOR. SALE—standing or " baled'.' Alfalfa, Clover or mixed. Anton Bork,
Fountain . City, Wis. Tel . 6B7-47A6.
GOOD EAR CORN—I0OO bu. Miliar Klein,
fountain City, WH. Ttl , tS7-3m.

Articles for Sale
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U S ED .BRICK-AboOl 7500, good clean-

ed, hard faced buff brick , located near
Lamoille: MOO. Write 4306 Penn Ave.
N. Minneapolis, Minn; 55412.

SET OF bunk beds,
." tlofl'. ' tel. B-2343.

very

good eondt-

TWO END TABLES, 1 drum table, coffee: table; all mahogany; floor lamp.
Tel. ttU, . . .".'- .. -

with

chisels,

BABYLlNE baby crib and m' erirtss, very
good condition, $30; dinette arid 4
. chairs, $10; pole lamp, $2. Tel Da• kota 443-680B ,

Building Materials

61

LEHIGH PORTLAND CEMENT and mason cement produc* . a light colored,
beaiutlfully attractive finish. JOSWICK
FUEL ; *V OIL CO., Ml E.; 8th. V

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

SCTEAMBOAT DAYS SPECIAL! Your
choice, sturdy record stand or bookcase.
Heavy wrought Iron construction. $4.W
at BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd
& Franklin. Open Wed. and Fri. evehlngs. Park free behind the store. ,
USED FURNITURE-walnut vanity With
large plate glass mirror end matching
bench. . $25; coll spring,- lull site, $4.
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE, . 302
Mankato Aye. . ' . .
INDOOR-OUTDOO R Carpet, Orlt*4 teasons. Sun a,v Shade widths to ; 12 ft.,
I3.SI. sq. yd. SHUMSk' l'S, 58 W. 3rd.

Good Things to Eat

65

PLAYER PIANO—In uery good playing
condition, box of piano rolls; also OLD
HENS—dressed, $1 each.
Tel.
.en*;that, needs minor repairs; 200 old , Levylston; 3733. ;
phonograph records; one box Of blue
cylinder-type records. George Feullng; STRAWBERRIES—pick your ewn, bring
-.' .Fountain. 'City; WIS./. . • "¦ . .-•
containers. F. G. Krlesel, |u!t off Hwy
.
- .' 35 ' arid.. 44. about J miles E. of MershADMIRAL TV . set, electric motor, set of
(and. .dishes, miscellaneous.,
articles. 73 E. 5th.
¦
. '' .Ttl'.-'-4S9.8. ¦; ¦ • '
BE AN EARLY BIRD! Order your Fedders air conditioner now. No down payment. SCHNEIDER SALES CO.. 1471 W
5th Sf. and 3930 W. dlh St.
LATEX WALL paint, .9 colors to . choose
from, S2.98. pet gal. SCHNEIDER
. . SALES, 3930 :<tti .St. •
NORGE 2-DOOR
FRANK LILLA
Open : avanlngs,;

refri"«rators,
i SO NS, 76]

$229.95.
E. 8th.

SEE US: FOR your etehumldlfler needs
we have both GE arid RCA in stock:
B * B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
THERMOS ICE CHEST — win , hold 40
12-oz: bottles. '. $11.95, BAMBENEK'S,
9th & Mankalo.
WAROS REFRIGERATOR -good condition. . 25»Va '. Ei-. 4'lh. Ttl. ' 9541. .
IT'S Inexpensive tn clean fugs- and upholstery with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
¦shampooer $1. H. Clioafe 4 Co.¦. : ¦ ' . • • . .
"

CLEAN carpels With ea?*. Blue Lustre
. makes the |eb a breeze. Rent electric
shampooer . ll. Robb; Bros. Store, v

¦

AcnQe'

GUARD¦ A
^ GARDEN
1 Lb.
,' . ; .. :;.;.,: .79c ;. ' .
4

Lbs. ¦:; '. . :. '. . . ', . . '. J1.79 .'

TED AAAIER DRUGS
Downtown & Miracle Mall

OF COURSE, there era mora exciting
things to ba doing than painting but
when you see 1he results of using Elliott's Super Satin Latex paint, you will
forget all about them. This easy to
apply, luxurious finish makes walls
glow with loveliness. Super Satin Is
made with vinyl and Is super scrubbeble. Rollers', v brushes, pans and you
clean up with water. See the many
lovely colors available at the

PAINT DEPOT :
147 Center St.

See Us For Special Prices

Iteel plates, 4c per lb,/ l-Baams; Pipes
Many Other Items
« It W IRON t, METAL CO.
207 W. Ind St.

f \ j ££ &
' '.:ftin
\ :A' '
WtmmMW Calls for.

' fl lj Blf

VM-LAAMERIGAN

DINNER

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCR IPTIONS
• May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

;

WO TELEPHONE ORDER!
WILL BE TAKEN

McDQNALP'S

PAINT SALE

Antique Store Clock
NEUMANN'S
Bargain Store

ONLY ONE HANDI Dial right for cold
water, lell for hot. Push to shut oil,
Convenient? You betl See tha Dlalcel
faucets at

SANITARY

liil

27.17

§9 Houiti for Sale

THREE-ROOM APT;, With full bath, 129'*
E. 2nd, avails-bit
¦ Junt l. TtL ¦4*41 or

. Tel. 8-4345.

' HX , JEFFERSON ' SCHOOL' «rea, Loveiv
' and
2-bedroom home . Full basement, - New
¦ DREAMING? STOP I Has panelled'
¦
. 7381. .. - :
;. " . " " . 7,7 . .¦: ' :.
carpeted "living room, large kitchen
furnace. Large liVinq room, -nice .lot
; built- Ins', 3 bedrooms, 1 .'¦ baths,
with
'
*U,300. ABTS AGENCY , INC ,, 159 WalFOUR
NEW DELUXE air-conditioned
basement, fireplace, double qtragc, low
nut . Si. Tel: 8-4345. . . .. . . ' _ ¦
Vl-bedroom apis. Furnished or vunfur
taxes. Minnesota Cily. Tel. I489-2590.
nlshedi inqulr* Home Furnltiira, 350 E;
WELL KEPT 3-bedfoom home, full baseSarnia. Tel. 4436. :
WALNUT 456—Ideal location neerV Lake
ment, double garage, close to schooi.
: Park' on quiet street. 1 Vn-slbry. 3-bedTel. 3046. 714 E. Mark ,
MODERN APARTMENT-3 . room* and
room hothe with 2-car garage . Lincoln
full bath, alr-condlfloned.: Stovt and rsSchooi District; Ideal tor children. Many PRICE REDUCED for immediate sale.
: frlgeralflr <urnlshed.y For apiJblntme'nt - '
extras.' Tel. .8-3123 ' (or . appointment .
New 3-bedrbom, attach ed gtreg*, carInquire Bbrzyskbwskl Furniture Sfora, . .
peted living room. 1734 W. Mark. Tel
302 MankatO Ave.
' BY OWNER—3-bedroom rambler, carpet,8-1051. . . .
basement and attached gaing,
full
A|R CONDITIONED APT., downtown lo• rage. ,127S . Randall St;. Tel. 4123.
THREE' BEDROOMS , - fully carpeted,
cation',. ' prefer lady or older couple. Inkitchen built-lnsi VA baths, ceramic
'
quire Merchants National Bank Trust
TENTH W. .S8 '-r7-rc8m "house,- , full- ' base¦
tile, finished basement , fireplace . 1734
'
Dept;
'
ment, gas furnace. Tel , ; 590S' or B-1818,
West ofh. Tel. 32«. -,. '¦ ' ¦' '¦ ¦ .--. .
vby appointment , only.
IX. HERE IS .ONE you " .wilt rettjly like!
BEAUTIFUL 2-bedroonv home, all re.4 .' . 'rdo'nri' . home. 3 bedrooms. Ideal , west
modeled, full basement with garage.
Central location. Furnace, One car
'
:
- 68 Mankalo Ave. Tel.V8-3M2.
garage. Priced lo sail. ,call, we will
-be glad to give full particulars . ABTS
CENTRAL LOCATION — new furnace,
AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St . Tel.
new hot water heater , full battment, . 8-4385. V
remodeled.
Tel.:
32««,
completely
PLANNING TO BUILD a. hpm(? Ready
WILSON 517. -r By owner; 3 bedrooms,
lo finish homes save thousands . of JsJ.
1
floor.
Carpeted
living
,
room.
2 baths,
in. btlliding costs. We erecf the home
Gartge. /Many . extras. . Ttl., 9096 or 3412.
of your choice with guaranteed materials arid labor. Prices from S3665.
FOR BARGAINS, 11 you wan' to buy, sell
Financing svallable to quaillled buyiflr Wali-to-Wall carpeting
Or trade. See Shank , Homemaker 's Exers. Visit or write , today for complet e
ch'anot; . . 5M-' 'E- 3rt. . v
. Information. Fahnlng ' ' - ' Honies, Water
vllle , MlnnV
REPOSSESSED PROPERTY In Peterlocation,
across
from
son, Minn. Good
school; 7 rooms and bath. (8,500. . -Take
over balance, financing available. Fidelity Savings * Loan Assoc;, Winona .' Tel.
5202.
3-6, THIS HOUSE has 'em. Voo can move
right Into our . hiuse and hot spend a
cent—evetylhlng Is here and- like new.
Under 135.000. Tel. 8-1*64 for further
Information or apjMintmenl 16 Inspect .

SUGARY LOAF
APART ^AENTS
I t 2 Bedrooms
Include .

TJT

^

How Many Bedrooms
Do You Need?

Completely "Charm ing

Furnished or unfurnished
Air Conditioning (option-

Would describe this - 3-bedroom
bier located vary near the
Carpeted living room; Kitchen
disposal
and built-in stove.
with : .vanity.- ''.
bath
ceram'c
cherry-panelled recreation room.
heat;- ;

¦Y al ) " ¦ .' Y . v v Y - 'Y/ vV 'Y : ' -.

ramlake. .
has :
Full
Nice
Gas

¦
A Beautiful Lawn
¦

Rentals from:v$l 25
Open Daily
"" ' ¦¦
Tel. 8-2705
91

' arid : the: surrounding hills are . they
sttting for this attractive split-level.
- There Is a fireplace in the - car;
peted living room, , and a . delightful
. kitchen overlooking tht terraced garden; Thr>e bedrooms. 2 baths, family
. room wit h barbecue p|t. .

Just DecoratedA

HIGHEST TRADE-IN-tred« yiiut old LOVELY DELUXE 1-bedroom :. apt., priwaiting lor a family to .-appreciate it
vate entrance, full bath, on bus line,
gun now and beat the salts taxt Win;and move in. There are 3 bedrooms,
west. Tel. «979.
chester model 12, light weight. Ilka
V two, of them upstairs . . Living room,
: new>. Good selection .22 revolvtrs i Lu. dining- room, downstairs bedroom,
'
'; aer, ¦ Remington ,¦ " ¦: Browning,
Ithaca, SU6 LEASE lovely 1-bedroom furnished
and bath are newly, carpeted. West
apt:, avallablt . July 15th until Sept. ,
-Winchesters.;Out-Dar Store, 1«3 E. 3rd.
location, y "
'
14th. Tel.:«71V ,

Musical Merchandistj

70 TWO-ROOM furnished apt. with bath and
lots of closet space, vvall-to-wall carpetMAHOGANY . HADDORF Vertichord . piaed, heat and hot wafer furnished,; west
no, ; excellent condition, 15 years bid,
location on busline. Ideal-for 2 adults,
Vj price. Tel. 289-8120. 1413 15'/i : available Aufl. 1st. $70. Tel. 8-U74.
Ave. N.W., Rochester ,
ONE ROOM with kitchen facilities, 1st
SPINET PIANO—Story 8, Clark, Ilk* . new,
floor, 452 . Main. Tel. 4b3«.
wialhut. 409 W. Wabasha.. Tel. 2054.
TWO-ROOM APT;, upslalrt, for men
only, central location. Tel. ?M7 af|et
" ' .. .', ¦ ' ¦ : ' vv . ¦ - . ' ¦ ¦ ¦ ' ¦¦
6. .
,
.
, ' . ' For All Makea .,
Of Record Players
1, 2, AND 3-ROOM *0»rlmeMs, complattly lurnished includlna B*s range end
refrigerator, private) bath ind entrance. .
J l t - l i f E. 3rd.
Tel. 3004 or 4142.

:.)

NEEDLES A
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USED PORTABLE sewing machines, $25
tnd up. Good condition. WINONA SEWING CO., 551 Huff. Tel. 9348.

74

Specials at the Store*

Acme

DELUXE 1-BEDrtOOM - Includes furniture, appliances, carpetino, alr-condltlonlng, heat , laundry, facilities, Near
downtown location. Adults. $100. Tel.
3742 or 3705.

Business Places for Rent 92

TED MAIER DRUGS

RETAIL SPACE
& DOWNTOWN
OFFICE LOCATIONS

8 Oz. duster . . . . ; , , . . . . . $1»
1 Lb. shakef can . . . . *1.3»
Downtown . & Miracle Mall

Stoves, FurnacesY Parts

75

GAS AND ELECTRIC ranges, water waters. RANGE Oil BURNER CO., 907 E.
ith. Tal. M79 Adolph Michalowakl.

77

Typewriters

T Y P E W R I T E R S and ; adding machines for
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, tree
delivery. See us tor all your office supplies, desks, files or office chain
LUND TY PEWRITER CO. Tel. S322.

81

KVM. MILLER SCRAP IRON A\ METAL
CO pays highest prices lor scrap Iran,
Metals, and raw fur,
Closed Seturdays
Tel, 2057
tJi W. 2nd
~"~
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags , hides,
raw furs and wool I

Sam Weisman & Son

450 W. Jrd

INCORPORATED

Tel. 5847

Rooms Without Meals

86

SLEEPING ROOM tor gantleman Or collegt s tudent. Tel. 8-234?.

Teiilpo

HOME CARE CENTER
EXCLUSIVE BEL AIR
CUSTOMIZED KITCHEN
COME IN FOR FREE ESTIMAT E

SAVE UP TO 25% ON
• QUA-LITY KITCHEN CABINETS
• BATHROOM VANITIES
SEE OUR BEAUTIFUL FLOOR DISPLAY
—AT TEMPO NOW—
Do You Have A Problem Kitchen?
Come In Let Us HELP You Plan
Your Kitchen Remodeling SoonSee Stan Oftelle
TEMPO Home Care Center Manager
M7RACLR MALL

Four bedroom home In clbse-ln Iocs- ,
tion. Family-sized - kitchen with largt;
laundry room. In addition there is a
3 room rental apt. Gas hot water
heat. Under $14,000.
RESIDENCE PHONES:
¦
E; J. Harfert ._' . , 3773
. -'¦ ' ' ¦ '. - Mary Lauer . . . 4523

- Bill ?lebellv . . '.4854- .

V

v ioi JMain SL

Very Desirable

Stirneman-Selover Co.
Tel, 2349
52V4 E. 3rd
or 8066
Houses for Rent

95

THREE-BEDROOM home, 2 baths, large
family room, double garage. Available
Immediately. Ttl. 4tM8,
NEW MODERN horns with furniture,
available now, rtl. Fountain City tW-

35M-

' ' ; 7. -

V

MODERN 2-bedrooni home, alr-conrtltlonM, washer, dryer, stove, refrigerator
furnished. Rent $135 per month. &10 E.
7th St. Tal. 3101.

Wanted to Rent

96

TWO-THREE bedroom ipt. or house
wanled by Aug. 15)h , Write or call
Ar|rs, Rosalia Snider, Blsomlng Prairie,
Winn. Tel. 583-202O.
homs
wanted
by
THREE-BEDROOM
niw Ttmpo Managsr, will rant wilh
option lo buy. Tel. M5J5 from * e,m,
to 9 p.m.

Farms, Land for Sale

98

J45-ACRE FARM—200 acr»> cropland, 10room house, with oil furnace and bath,
40x90 barn and full sel of other buildings. Reasonable. Near Wyattvllle. F.rnitst Blaskowskl, Rt. 1, Lewiston, Minn,
FARMS - FARMS - FARMS
Wa buy, we atll, we trad*,
MIDWEST REAl tY CO.
Osseo, Wis ,
Ttl. Office 597-3411
Rai. 6950157

Houses for Sale

T75 Lafayette
Tel: 5340 or 4400 after hours.

.

tots for Saltj

99

SEVENTH EAST I0JJ - A-l condition,
among new homes, low taxes, 2 bedrooms, largt daluxt kitchen, basement
family room, ntw aluminum siding,
good lot, garage. Will finance with payments Ilka rent,

Frank West Agency
175 Lalayall*
Tel, 5240 or 4400 altar hours.

CENTRAL LOCATION
O IL

HEAT

Available intmntitfly.
Tel. Bill Dosrer
2)14

Tel.

2849 ,

eos

t

Sefc^t

RGAITQR
l20 «NTiR-m.2M9
Air Conditioned

describes this large honest square
house . wittr ' Hirae bedtwo-story
rooms, newly carpeted, a recrenllon .
room, kitchen . wilh buill-lns plus
breakfast room and three air conditioners.

For the Small Family
that likes big rooms and a private
yard , let us show you this two,bedroom , all Bn orlt floor,, home In
'excellent condition, lust a stone 's
throw from Lake Park,

Big Living Room
Big Famil y Room
Two-Car Ga rage

A kitchen with dishwasher, disposal,
triple sink , two baths, four bedrooms, lor a big farnlly or any family tlsel likes a lot nl room.

Stone and Frame

exterior on tills Immaculate threebedroom rambler near lha lake, with
carpeted living room, a moil attractive family room, a kllchen wilh
Westinghouse bullt-lns , atlached garage.

Enjoy the Summer

and every season In Ihls three-hedroom. Iwo-bath home, with porch
plus tun deck, plus family , room, all
sllualed on a large beautiful lot and
with a view unsurpassed,

On the Hil Iside

with a birch woodi of your own, •
threa-bedroom home with atone fireplace, large porch oft living room
wl|h
sliding glass doors,
family
room, double garage, on 2 acres,
bul only io minutes front downtown.
AFTER HOURS CALL!
Myles Peterson 4D0»
Laura Flak 3118
Leo Koil 4581

Wii &fofcfc
RGALTOa f

aO clMTlR-TEL.2349|
SEALED BIDS
Win be accepted for the
property at 11 Lenox St. up
until 3 p.m. July in. The
right is reserved to reject
any and ' all bids. May be
Been hy 'appointment,
Winona National &

Savings Bank
Trust Dep t.

100

ESTATE : OR subdivision Vslle^ 50 acres
more or less. West Burns Valley. Tel.
'
; 8-340*. .

Wanted—Real Eitat*

102

COTTAGE O R - cottage "Site- . .on ' river
Irontage between La Crpsse and Wlnone. Send description
and
price.
Write . A-37 Dally News,

Acceiioriei, Tires , Parti 104

Nelson Ti re^s

'. .MHMtk «wdt«l - Immti. I mil I I atellll

Motorcyclt», Bicyclai

' ,'

HONDA-l«t7 30S Scrambler, Tel . 4< M,
¦
ask. tor Bob Miller. .
HONDA DREAM—305, low mileage, good,
condition. ' Reasonable. ' T«l. " ¦ .»475- after
' -.
' ' ¦
. 5, .
. ,. .". "
;
HONDA 300 scrambler. il.BOO niilet, good
condition. John . Gustln,- 557i,i. E. «lh
or Tel: ' 8-1945 before 3. p.m.
BICYCLE In need ol repair? . We will put
it In.EXPERT running order. We service all makes. WINONA BICYCLE
SERVICE , 417: Jarnla. Tel. «W.
¦SCHWINN
BICYCLES V .
¦ ¦ ¦¦ J34.95 and u p .
KOLTER . BICYCLE'SHOP ,. 4O0 Mankato

SHOP NOW AT
W. 5th & R.R . Ttacks
Old "VYagon Works " Bldg.

CHEVROLET. — 1951 panel, good motor
and tires . 'Ml W. ' Ind.

PICKUP SPECIALS

'

'65 IHC ^i 'Ton 7, ! . . . $i495
•^ '64 Chevrolet Pickup .. ' $1495
•59 Ford : Pickup y. 7; $595
'55 Chevrolet Pickup . /. $295
v '49 podge Pickups ' .',-Y: $195
W«

y^»

advertise.pur prices.' . !

<^,

Pel Air
4 door sedan
V-8 engine
Automatic Transmission
Power steering
Radio
Dc Luxe Whoel Covers
Factory AIR CONDITIONING
• Beautiful .red with matching Interior
• PRICED TO SELL

ONLY $1795

1963

cSr

• « Passenger station wagon
• V-B engine

Standard transmission
Power tail gate window
Tinted windshield
Air foam front scat
Posltraction Rear end
30,000 actual rniles
Tu-tone beige and white
with tan interior.
• A ONE OWNER SPECIAL

ONLY $1395

A
Beautiful Bonneville 4-door
hardtop . A rich military
blue with matching cloth :
and vinyl upholstery. LOADED with options such ,.;. as ;
power steering, p o w e r
brakesvA heavy big car at a
small car price, y Reduced ." ¦¦';

,

; 1962 CADILLAC
4 door- hardtop
Turquoise in. color with
beige interior,, full power;
including electric windows ,
electric door lock , power ,
radio antenna, radioAvith
rear seat speaker, tinted
glass all around, 6-way pow-v
; er seat, VERY GLEAN, in
excelent running condition . ;
BUY BEFORE AUG! - 1ST
and SAVE on SALES TAX.
PRICED TO SELL.
:

KEN'S Y SA LES
Y & SERVICE -

Breezy Acres . "
Hw>', 14-61 E. Winona '
Tel, 9231

1965 CHEVROLET Mbd«.
No . 10 Vi ton pickup, 3-speed
transmission, ii. .cylinder engine , complete with PIERCE
side boxes , only 19*000
miles. A-l CONpiTlON.

Treat youfself to first - class
family; driving satisfaction
this summer . , . . and; ALL
YEAR LONG!
7

1960 FORDY F-250 V* ton:
pickup. 4-speed transmission* -V-8 engine, 7S0xl6 8ply: tires.: VERY CLEAN V;
'
1961 INTERN A T 10 N A L
SCOUT 4-wheel drive pickiip7NEW TIRES, A-l condiytion. : ONLY 17,000 miles.

M^

1963 GLDS 88

Lavender in ; color, power
steering, power ; brakes, automatic transmission, : V-ft .
engine, radio, heater, white
. sioewall tires, tinted glass.
VERY SHARP .

r:
Y' : : $1,495 ;Y,Y 7vY
'63 BUICK

Wildcat 4-door hardtop, powder steering^ power Drakes,
radio, heater, tinted glass,
white sidewall tires, white
with beige all vinyl upholstery, arm rest, EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAN,

Wl NlONA TRUCK

;;

SERVICE

Tel. 4738

Uied Can

109

7

VOLKSWAGEN-1941, very sood condition, ttt)0 dr best off«r. . Ilornhtug, 411
¦'
Oraflcf. Tel. . t-Wt. '
Vy .7,,.

LeSabre 4 door hardtop, V-8
engine, automatic transmission, radio, heitir, white
sidewftll tiresV White with
lavender interior, LOCALLY
OWNED.

RED MGB/GT—194>, 8,000 netUel rfllleS.
AM-FM radio. Original ownaf, excel,
lent condition, Going overseas, must
'
' ,. " "
tell, Tel. 6027. V . . "
..

$1 195

BUICK & OLDS

METEOR—good
WERCUfcY
Ttl. Houston 894-3183.

DOUBLE-CHECKED
USED CARS A."

condition.

WALZ

AUSTIN HEALY Sprite, 1»65, low mllttot, fxcelienl condition. Tel. 8-4545.

'65 GHEVROLET
IMPALA
SUPER SPORT
CONVERTIBLE
lB .OOO actual miles.
(Very, Very Clean)
Tel. 6091 between ft & 5:30
or Tel. 0042 after 6.

1962 CHEVROLET

lmpala
hardtop
2
door
•
• 6 cylinder engine
« automatic transmission
• radio
• white sidewall tires
• tinted windshield
« 46,000 actual miles
• one owner car
• Beautiful light blue with
matching Inferior
SPECIAL

ONLY $1295

-1W WICK .
'* hanre

• < door hardtop

Automatic transmission
Power steering
Power brakes
Radio
De Luxe wheel cover*
Tinted windshield
Tu-tone rose/white
with black Interior
CREAM PUFF SPECIAL

•
•
•
•
#
•
•

ONLY $695

WINONA AUTO SALES
— Dodge-RnmblerOpnn Mon. thru Fri, Evenings

T«I. fl-36«

Buick - 01da-&MC
Open Mon. A Fri. Evenings

$1495.00

AY

: ;Y

Mobile Hpnri«», Trailer* l
t
l
HWY. 61 W6bIH H6m«s Sales, E. of Shan.
grl-L« Woltl, A reOuctlon 6n all mobila
hom«, alto . p»rt»i. T»l. +3454. :
¦

' ¦

'

1

•

"-

r

v

'

¦'

11

¦ — ¦ ' ¦ "•¦' -

'

;

'

I

1

'•

NEW TRAVEL TRAILER-sllohfiv danv
thlpmant.
Ble . discount.
*g»d In
LEAHY'S, Buffalo City. Wll; Tel. 548-

y j53J . or UB-J670. ¦ •¦; . . . .' . - '.

wTNNElAOb PICKUP cirrtper. 1 year
old. wily equipped,' -' ga'8 fufnsee, gas
¦ .
stove , stainless ysteel sirik, chemical •'
stool, le« box. Over $1*00 value, t\m. '
. Tel. Ettrick, Wis. 5SS-43W.
' BARGAINS. THIS WESKI
f-I«j Artcraff 12x40, new, SS493. ' ." .:"
3-rUs«li 8 wide homes.
¦
- New Pathfinder a, Auburn homes li>
v ;ali sires. 20 fc « Wide ¦ available. ,COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
lhr1. '
H*y. 1» 8, -81 East, Wlilona7M
¦
. . .y.'Tai. tin '.
PLAY-MO R TRAVEL TRAILERS
' ¦ .-• ' ¦ TEXSON PICKUP CAMPERSV
' Benian *V Sales'.'
OALE'S HI6HWAY SHELLV
' .. ¦ ' Hsvy. 81 8. Orrlis " ¦ ' . . -.

. Auction Salei
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City »nd slate licensed
' and bended, 35J Liberty St., (Corner
.; ¦ E. 3th »™i Liberty). Tai. ttto,

Minn6fibta Land &
Auctjon Service

«J Wtlmit Sf.-, Wliinna v
. . T«, a-3710 dr it u
8oyuiri Agency, Rushford Tel. 8M-M8i
Jim Papenfuss; Dakota Tel. 643-2172
FREDDY FRiCKSON
, AuetJorteef
.
Will handle ail ilzei ind kinds of
euctlona. T«l. Dakota 613-2*13.
1

¦

¦¦

.

.

.

-

-

-

.

, .

JULY 7—Fri., 7 p.m; .West elds df Gales,
vill» near Schilling Induilrias. C w.
Homer Esfata; Alvin Kohnar, auction' aert NoMharn Irtv. Co,, mark. , . .
JULY »—Set., 11 am. Hbusahold Au&
tion, M itiila E. Of St. CharlM, Minn.
on U.S, +lwy, U. Hera L«irtertz, owner; AlVln Kohrter, iuctloiiaer; B. A.
Stnlth 8. Sons, dark.
7
JULY iO-M6n. «:30 p.m..Household Auct ion, n)03 W. Main SI., Areadla, wis.
Mrs . ' Elaanore zastforf, owner; Alvin ¦
Korm«*\ auctioneer! Northern Inv. Co.,
clerk.
JULV li—Tues. 6 p.m. Furniture Auction loeatad at 335 W. 4th, Winona.
Lillian C; Perkins Eilatei Alvin Koh.
n»r, audloheert Minn. Land 8, Auction S«>v., e'ark .
JULY 12—Wed. 9:30 ».m, CDT. Tlra
Salt, rt block W. of waler tower on
HWy. ? W„ creseo, lowi. Miles Co.,
ownsri salt arranged and conducted
by Lyla Erlckeon Real Estate.

[. AUCTION
I.

'

DELUXE MOBILE HOME, 3 bedrooms,
can ba occupied IntfnWlatel/. Excel.
; \en\ eonaitlpn. Ttl. tin. .

962 BUIGK
1

BUICK—1954 2-door; good tires and 900d
runnint) order/ Reasonably priced. In!nd St. or T«, 8-3««
dulre 4t W
¦ W.
after i:

"We Service What We Sell"

3rd k Huff

75 WYtodYA ATet: 8-2711
Open.Mon .. and Fri , Evening ; '

SEpANYDE VIkt.E '

THISY SUMMER , .>

A

AC

•
•
•
•
•
e
•

¦

USED A
PICKUPS

STEAMBOAT DAYS SPECIALS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

^ENABLES-YY

;

;:v7' ' 'Y .$.f295.CX):;': :\:^

43 Years iiiYWinona,
Ford-Lincoin-Mercury
¦¦
Y .. - ' ' Open' 'Mori.'.vPriv Eve'.- and Saturday Afternoons

BEST REASONABLE oiler lakes 14'
metal boat, 7''J h.p. Evlnrude motor,
U' T-trallcr. Tel. J171.

1965 CHEVROLET

AY'ii395AY :- -Y'

Trockt, !•¦"*'» Trailori 108

30r» DISCOUNT on all marine equipment.
Several good used boats, Polarcraft
flatbotlom, 13' to 14' ,- Alloy trailers
from 14' to 30' ; flood used motors. SUnset Marine, Evlnrude Sales: A Service ,
Buffalo City, Wis. Open every day A,
evening:,

PONTOON HOUSEBOAT - 3V long, 13'
henm, JO h.p, nlvyly overhauled Evlnrude motor, trailer. Tel, 3f73,

;. Le Sabre'- :
4 door hardtop, solid white
finish with matching interior; This . car is equipped
with radio, automatic transmission; p o w e r . steering.
power brakes and whitewall
tires. See and drive it A*
day. ;

Equipped; like a CndillJc is
this BeT Air 'y 4-door sedan.
This local new car trade has
driving conveniences slie h
as AIR CONDITIONING ,
electric windows, electric
• six-way seat , power, steering, power brakes and . 4
NEW TIRES; Driving will
become a pleasure in this
nice car . . 7 you paj' no ¦¦¦
extra for its options at

1963YPQNTIAG

TRUCK ' PLATFOR.M--.8xl3' , " good ihepe,
: »50. . .-Gasnter Laschehskl , Rt ,. 3, Hous.
Ion; Minn. Tel.' J94-3835, ' :

106

STARCRAFT 14' aluminum boat and trailer , 3.4 Scott motor. Like new. Sell
complete 1300. Melvin Mueller, Nelson,
WIS , T«l. OR 3-3471.

v!963 BUIGK Y V 7;

Coo) Hondas a t .
ROBB BROS, MOTORCYCLES
. V ' 573VE; 4trr .y ;

: -

Y"';A- ". - . J09 'Y' :

109 Vied C»tt

1962 CHEVROLET

CADILLAC, 193* <-ddor sedan, well tqultsped, 16' wood with metel bottom fishing boat with oari. 8«st offer. Tel,
8-3164.

Tel. 8-3808

m. ^rVTSOSA DAILY ^?ETW It

VOLKSWAGEN-1963,. axc 'ellenf ' rendition, PLVMO .UTH-l>(!5 *-pBs'seng»r .' Fury .11
w .iih gai heater . J9jb. Tel: .Mtto.Station . Wagon-/, power .ttMririg end '¦¦
brakas, . less thin 37.0M mile's, priced'
'
BUICK -1W4 Wildcat ^opr «dsn. low
. lor quick , sale. . . Tal.' 5it4. . '¦ ¦;. '
mllonge, very -good :- .' condition, 1 . ' Priced
¦
- ¦ right, yL. J, "Casper. Tfil. 7601.:. .
PONJ<AC--t 9S! tew, htriitop, p 'lif gtiti- -.
.. and whllt. Plr»t «5 takis il. ' l T i l ; • • • ' •
' - .. ¦8-3165. " . .
FORD-l»64 convertible, standsrii : trani^
rhlsslohV Tel . 8-4812 weekdays
1-7
pm,
'.¦ only.
• • ¦". ' ¦ . ¦

FORD-^O Falriane 4-door, V-8, aufomalle frarismisslon... Tel: i-1255.

Flotation Tires and
: ¦ Riihs'v .
'¦•
• Used Tractrir Tires
• On the Farm Service

'

Ujad C*r»

,

¦¦
— in\ ¦ W t)

Boati, Moron, Etc.

$330. Ttl . 434 5 or

THUNDERB0LT-it4S «SA, SSOCcAMake
'. otler.yTel. 4475. . . .

YY

SPECIAL
¦
— ¦¦ Mil t ' ¦

107

WHiTE HONDA^Modei: 50CC, 2 years
old, ) IOO ' . miles, ' .Includes windshield.
313 -Pelier or Tel. 7811 after S,

65 Laird -

Bargain Center

1 BOB

BUILD FINANCIAL SECURITY
In a home of you r town, a 3-bedroom
i\om* with covered walK In front, badrooms and living room carpeted, ceramic tile bath, lull basement wilh finished calling. City and school bus by the
front door, sea LEWI* 6. ALBERT,
3955 tlh St., Winona.

3 BEDROOM
1V4 Baths

¦

Slh.
and
galike

Frank West Agehey

'

FOUR NICE ROOMS, set up for students
Or working people, boys or girls. In 800
block, west end, Inquire 168 Mankafo.

TOMATO &
VEGETABLE DUST

,

Living:and Income

NEAR MADISON SCHOOL, 45* W.
On ;bus line, Ldw taxes; J rooms
bath, screened ' ffont 'porch, good
rage. .Will finance with payments
rem. .. - . ' .'• . . . ¦ ' . . .

' '

Hardt's Music Store

Sewing Machines

CRESTLINE fi, • 15'V side' curtains, water
V skit; 1965 40 Vh.p. . ' Johnvon all in
excellenl. condition: ".' Tel. . Witoka .3513.

SU2UKI-i»67 50CC,
1.S47VGilmore,

Thnnday, My 9,

106

CRESTLINER , )8'i ?0 jo hhlbn Bieetromatlt, power till. Spolllght, hern, glass
• windshield. Docked at Winona Municipal Harbor . Contact LerOy Woychlk ,
• ' ' VArcadla,' Wis. ¦

-V-Y358 EY Sarniay

it Eange & refrigerator
•ft Garbage disposal
ir Private balconies
¦^ Assigned parking
Y
¦JV Spacious closets &
- cupboards
ir Sound prdof
¦^r Heat, water, cooking gas

'

99 loaft, Molart, Ire.

VERY NICE ROOMS for college or work- BY OWNER . Large spaciou s 4-bedroom BX. NEED MORE ROOM? Look Into
this 4-bedroom home near the St.- Stan 's
ing glrla In largt house with other girls. - home In lovtly Sunset Addition. Large
Wi" x\i' living room, formal dining
School; ' Will
consider your , present
Living roam, dining room; tcreened
¦
room 10'6"xll', Wall : to wall carpethome in treda. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
porch, kltchtn, TV. Ttl. wt i or »-?03P. :
7lnp Iti living and dlrilng rooms. 1 bed- - 15*'. Walnut St,.Ttl. 8-4M5.
rooms up, «ach 1«'«"x!0', l panelled.
ROOMS FOR MENi v»lth or without
i badrooms down, large, 1 '.panelled. THREE
BEDROOMS, : carpeted living
housekeeping accommodations, , no day
2 full. :ceramic baths, 1 up. Convenroom, attached garage, large lot, bulli4
lS».
sleepers. Tel.V.
. .
ient kitchen , lots of . . .cupboards, " ample
on stovt, dlspoial, drapes,.535 Wfstdal* .
eating area . . Ideal closet , and storage
ROOMS FOR COLLEGE or Working boyt.
. T.e.l.'. 7410..
¦ ¦' ¦
Ont of 1h» bait placet In: town. Every- ' ' room, no spate wasted. 3 lirgt linen
"
thing furnished. Kltchtn facilities and ' closets, jyiarge storage .areas, - . 3. dou- NEW 7-story, 4-bedroom homi, ' attached
¦
ble closets , 3. single closets. Finished
double garage. «M West Burns Valley
TVylOunot. Ttl. 1.2030.
.-' ' y .' ' . - .;_ rec .' room In basemtnt. Forc ed' "air
Rd. Hllka Homes, Inc. Ttl. 4127,
¦ furnace. Garage. Under $25,000. Must
Fists
90
Apartments,
bt ' seen to be appreciated. Call Stan EX . 3 BEDROOM HOME, located In
Mayer . M10« for appointment;
W.K. School . area! Total price $4,560.
THRBE-BEDROOMS, large living . room
ABTS AGENCY, INC!, 1J» Walnut: St;
. and kitchen: with 12' of cupboards, , new W* . NEW HOME ','bejng. o'f 'fec 'td. " In tht
Tel. 8-438J, V
ol! : furnace, west location near St.
$20,000 puis bracket; : You must see the
Matlhew 's. Avallebla at once. $125 a
lovely bith With its 8' buill-in vanity NEW BY BUILDER—3 Tevel,,3 bldrooms
month . ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Wal;
plus plenty of storage . May bt used
up carpeted, 1 down paneltdL Large
. hut St. Ttl 8-4345.: ,
: as a four bedroom. .'home. :. 'investigate
family room, panelled. Attached garage:
this
home
how.
ABTS
AGENCY,
INC.,
L. J. Casper'. Tei. 7*01, '
PARTLY FURNISHED. 4-fOcni apt., p'ri- ¦ : 159 Walnut: St. . Tel: M365:
. .
vale entrance, htat, stove and ref rlgFX. 2 bedrooms, panelled living 'room.
ertlor furnished. 507 E. Ilh.'
NICE 2;bedrpom home, along new: Hwy.
central location. Now being offered for
the first time el only 19,700. ABTS
. ei; nea r Luther: Haven, .' wilh .' a .. for.
'
'
UPSTAIRS 3 large rooms, plus full bath
"
.
m'al dining room, full - basement, gaAGENCY, -INC., 1» Walnut: St. - Tel,
heal
refrigerator, draperies,
Stove,
. ' .;.. ,. rage. Beautiful . view v. of river, only
8:4365
'
and water furnished. Garage and wash$15,000.
Also some . river- property
Ining facilities. Adults preferred.
'
La
Crosse.
.
Cornforlh
.
Realty,
near/
THREE-BEDROOM rambler,- youngstowr
.
quire 227 E. Howard , for appointment.
La Crescent,. Mlhn. -. Tel..:' 895-2105 . ¦
kitchen. . Rec rooni. $16,500, 14,400 ' . will
handle. Tel. J365.
AIR CONDITIONED upper 3-room apt ,, FOR- 'SALE by owner, small. :2-tedrapm
private bath, heat and hot water, furhome with garage , full lot;, west lo- OX CENTRAL LOCATION, .1. sloty, 4-.
nished.. Available July 15. Adult*. 4B0
cation. Reasonable; Tel ',- ' 4215; '¦ .' , ' . ¦
V bedrbbrri; home, J-car garaqe. Vary
¦ E. Mark. ;¦ "¦.
good buyi Call Us for complelt InforAX. YOUR WIFE . wlll . love the kitchen
mation! ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159
MODERN THREE-room apt., private: enwith itj - bvliMns. The large carpeted
Walnut SI. .Tel , - ' :»-4J45. . ' ' .
trance and bath, near bus line, readining room with its large sliding
.
Tel..8-2703.
rent.
'
sbhebl*
glass doors, . (22,900, - . Residential area , IMMEDiATELY
AVAiLABLEwe-rriodcl¦ West ol Country Kitchen. Call us tor
ed 3-bedroom home,
large basement, on
¦
ONE AND TWO-btdrocm apts. Sunny- . an appointment to see ' the lovely, tiomt;
Mankato '¦.' Avt .v ' .J-car gar'tgt> '- will fiside (Manor : Apta„ Ttl. 1-4203 or 5101. : ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St:
nance. Til. 7033.

66 Apartments, Furnished

Guns, Sporting Goods

Wanted to Buy

White house, red bern paint $275 g»l.
White Latex paint , $2.75.
Enamel, gal >1.9i.

PLUMBING S. HEATING
E, 3rd SI.
Tel .

Y

¦ ¦
:
'
' . ' . ' ". '' " ".. ' -AT- . "-

STEREO ;

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC by a Motorola
stereo hl-fl. We have the finest selection and largesf supply of sets In lha
Winona area. Come in or call WINONA FIRE '«, POWER CO., 54 E.
2nd, Ttl. 5D<5.

; the. Y

86 Houses far Sale

j. |

Gigantic Tire Sale

AUCTION

I

I$50,000 WORTH OF NEW TIRES - 1
I
i^f
v..
$ Passenger Caiy-TYuck—Tractor—Farm Implement Jf
I
I
Off The Highway Tires—Power Mowers—
$
|
Fire Extinguishers—Etc.

pk

|
I

I

¦

,¦

¦

8

MILES CO., CRESCO, IOWA
Ms Block West of Water Tower — Creseo, Iowa
On Highway B West

|
|
|
|

•

I

.Wednesdays July 12

\$

fiALE TIME : 9:30 A.M. C.D.T.

A
!

||

|
I

fl

AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: List Bub)ect to Normfll InI
I ventory chanfie , Retailers , bring Sales Tax Permit NumS? her.
§t
EVERYTHING SELLS TO HIGHEST BIDDER
M
N0MINIMUM - NO RESERVE
|

|
|
:«
§
n
jsj
g

1
513-PASENGER CAR TIRES-S13
101-TRUCK TIRES-101
S
I 95 FARM A TRACTOR tic OFF THE HIGHWAY TIRES !)5
(W-LAWN MOWBRS-6
|
3D—FIRE EXTINGUISHERS-SB
I
I TERMS : Ca«h, Everything must be settled for Day of
Sale.
,
|
I 9:;i0 A.M. C.D.T. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS

?!
U
$
H
d

1

MILES COMPANY. OWNER

jl

Sale arranged and conducted by
I
I LYLE ERICKSON REAL ESTATE A AUCTION CO., INC.
PHONE 547-3700
I CRESCO, IOWA
j li,sm?r«i^!r<'!iM^^
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BUZZ SAWYIR
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A Y BEETLE BAILEY
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THE FLINTSTONES
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REX MORGAN,M.D.
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By Dal Curtia
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NANCY

1
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By Bud Blake

_i

THE W IZARD OF ID

By Parker and Hart
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GRIN AND BEAR IT
1—n
w rna
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MARY WORTH

T i ir f - V

By Weldon and Oksner

By Ernie Bushmiller
iri-r ¦
¦
¦
¦
¦

,

-7 : By Mort Walker

77-

TIGER ;¦.;

;A By Alex Kctzky

APARTMENT 3 G :

¦.

_ _ _^_ _ ,

By Milto^^
•

VMI
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STEVE CANYON
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Y By Hanha-Barbere
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By Chick Young
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SOOZI
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DICK TRACY

A BLONDIE

¦ ¦' ^¦ ¦; '^ ¦

: B y Roy CraneY
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DENNIS THE MENACE
.

1

By Saunders and Erntt

"I know you'll do what's expected of you,Juniorl.,.
Tho Army 's a little tougher than wo are in that respectl"
(
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